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I. WO ECONOMIC SYSTEMS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE 
CONDITIONS OF THE WORKING CLASS

Since the Fifth Congress of the RILU there has been a further 
deepening, extension and intensification of the world economic 
crisis* During this period France has also been drawn into the 
orbit of this crisis.

The crisis embraces thus all the capitalist countries, all 
branches of industry and agriculture, with the exception of the 
war industry, which in capitalist countries is continuing to 
develop and the production of which continues to grow without a 
break. The decline in production has assumed dimensions un
paralleled in the history of capitalism. The world industrial 
production has declined by 30 to 35 per cent by October 1931, 
as compared with 1929.

Foreign trade has fallen on the average by 45 to 50 per 
cent in the advanced capitalist countries. Notwithstanding the 
unprecedented decline in production from 1930, the stocks of 
the most important comn-odities are continuing to increase.

Unemployment has assumed monstrous dimensions. In November, 
193C, there were 26 millions completely unemployed in 26 countries 
- in November,1931, this number has increased to 40 mtUinna. 
Millions of workers are partially unemployed. Millions of 
peasants are driven from the villages to swell the many- 
millioned army of unemployed.

Despite the big decline in the wholesale prices of raw 
material and agricultural produce on the world markets, monopolist 
capital, with the aid and under the protection of prohibitive 
duties, is maintaining retail prices on the home market at a 
high level, and in some countries it is even increasing t&em, 
making the crisis still more painful for the wide toiling masses

Supported by the high prices on the home market, monopolist 
capital is practising unprecedented dumping in relation to foreign 
countries, which leads to still further competition on the world 
market, to the gro th of customs barriers, to economic war and to 
a further intensificafion of the world crisis.

As a result of the deepening end sharpening of the industrial 
and agrarian crisis in 1931, a financial crisis" has also broken 
out which is assuming the forms of "a credit, currency, and banking 
crisis, and in some countries also of a crisis in the state 
finances, which has seized, in one form or another and not in an 
equal measure, the entire capitalist world.

The growing deficit in the trading and paying balances, the 
failure of a number of big banks and concerns, the flow of gold 
from one country to another, the flight of capital and the growing 
deficits of the State budgets, the withdrawal of short-term 
foreign loans, the withdrawal of deposits from the banks, the 
panic on the money market, the catastrophic fall of all kinds of 
securities, the devaluation of currencies, the abolition of the 
gold standard, inflation - such are the manifestations of the 
financial crisis which intensifies still more the crisis of the 
whole capitalist system.
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Inflation means a reduction in real wages. The failure of 
banks and concerns means the closing down of a whole number of 
factories, a new wave of unemployment, the depreciation and loss 
of those savings which the best-paid workers had been able to 
effecta

The bourgeoisie in all countries is trying to cover the 
deficits of the State budgets by Increasing the taxation of the 
toiling masses, by reducing the so-called social expenditure(social 
insurance and social benefits), by reducing the wages of State 
employees, of workers-in State enlerprises^by reducing-expenditure 
on.. he althdprotecti on, on eduoat i on,e t c.

The offensive of capital on the stand-ard of life of the 
working class since uhe Fifth Congress of the RlECThas become 
sharper in all capitalist countries, has become still^more_cruel, 
-intima and wide. The main characteristic feaoure-s—of the cffensiw^r— 
of capit^LUdur-inggida>—last .follows^

(1) The offensive is directed not only against alX_n-atcgorfan_^— 
of workers but also against the middle-~andXIowrmStT^ employees.

(2) The perinea •bejt^&^n^nXtackn--on one and the same group of 
short e r|

(3) Various forms of direct forced labour (publin^nrk^iLg-bour 
service duties,etc.) are being more and more applied;

(4) A special attack against married women and youth;
(5) All sorts . c: .JJjnitat ions and dewrtali

The--c^pitalis ar e apply inrT d ire c t . and.. i ndArozrtrmtetl^ s of
reducing the standnx*-4-<7f^rIie CT*'the'"w o r ke r s, the working women 
and^wnnk ing , and mainly the direct reduct ion—efM^siina^_ —— 
wages, L!kj“heduction of wages by way of the application of 
low-paid women and child labour, by way of the displacement of

-^kdXled-uatcrkeiM-Jcy'Leg the transfer of^akilled 
workers to lower wage grades, by the application of a reduced 
working week and a by wa^’LnfLtnfl^ion,.
reduction in reaX wages, by increasing retail prices on the meazis-— 
of subsistenee^of the workers, by reductions of wagon-'by -ige reused 
taxatiejuef' the workcrs^-by~'iJacreasad^OTrtidJtxiti<^^ social

—ttscr^hce ,etc.

As a''re-sult^-of 'JJL-thXe-the wages of workers have been reduced 
during the two years of crisis by 25 per cent ’in Germany, 30 per .
dent in U.S.A., 20 per cent in England, 35 per cent in Japan, 10
to 12 per cent in France,etc. The working class of the U.S.A, has 
lost3 during the two years of crisis, and as a result of unemploy
ment and reduetdon in wages, the sum of 22 mill iard_jdnllars, the 

.german-rj’^rking class lost 16 mil-.marks,»et ? 6
The bourgeoisie -is^jnading an attack not only against the 

employed workers, but also against the unemployed (reductions in 
benefit, increase in workers* contributions, narrowing of the circJLe. 
of the insured and the circle receiving benefit,etc.), it leads an 
attack against the sick, the invalids and the aged, reducing their 

___ benefits -and^peneions, the position is still worse in those 
countries where there is no unemployment ins urance (U.S.AJapan, 
etc.) where the unemployed have to rely upon alms and charity or
are simply doomed to death by starvation.

Only one country has not been seized by the crisis, only in 
one country is there a growth in the whole national economy 
unprecedented in history - this is the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Re pub 1 icg_» The^w ur king clasrurf the~4JSSR has attained decisive
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successes in the field of Socialist construction. While the world 
industrial production has declined by 30 to 35 per cent during the 
last two yearsj the production of the USSR has increased in 1930 
end 1931 by 45 per cent. 62 per cent of all the peasant households 
have already been organised in collective farms in 1931*

The advantages of planned Socialist Soviet economy over the 
anarchic, decaying planless capitalist economy have never yet been 
so striking. In the lands of capital more and more factories are 
closing day by day - in the USSR in 1931 alone hundreds of great 
factories have started work. In. the capitalist countries the 
productive apparatus is working tremendously below capacity - in 
the USSR the entire productive apparatus, all the factories and 
works are working unceasingly.

In the capitalist countries there is forced labour, the 
labour for the benefit of an alien class, of a class of exploiters 
and oppressors. In the USSR free socialist labour, labour for 
oneself, for the strengthening and consolidation of the might of 
the toilers, for the material and cultural bettering of the 
working class. In the capital-’ "t countries unheard of terrorism 
in the factories, espionage, the employers’ dri*re, and work, the 
stimulus of which is hunger and fear of dismissal. In the USSR 
is tremendous lab o ax* enthusiasm.

In the USSR there are 3©5 million shock workers, enthusiasts 
of Socialist construction, voluntarily raising the productivity 
of labour, so as to reach and outstrip the advanced capitalist 
countries technically and econo,.really. The working class of the 
USSR is proving to he working glass of the whole world the 
advantage s in nr aclice of ’Soyie tckal is t economy as ggainst the 
capitalist 'system.

Side by side economic pressure, and marching in
advance and support/ft, a political attack is also developing 
in the capitalist countries on the elementary rights and gains 
of the workers( the shooting cn workers’ demonstrations, the 
destruction of workers’ organisations, the workers’ Press, mass 
arrests, etc.). Fascist reaction has raised its head everywhere. 
The bourgeoisie, from a dictatorship covered by ’’democratic” 
ornaments has in a number of countries passed over, and in others 
is preparing for the transition to an open fascist dictatorship. 
The USSR, at the same time, is liquidating with a strong hand the 
kulaks as a class and is leading the whole country along the path 
of developed proletarian democracy.

In the capitalist countries there is a huge growth in 
unemployment। in the USSR on the contrary, there is a sharp 
deficiency of labour power and a huge growth;, numerically, of the 
proletariat. In the capitalist countries - bu^e wage cuts - in 
the USSR, increase^ in wages( by November 1931 , ».y 20 per cent, as 
compared with 1929)*.

In the lands o ’ capital th lengthening of the working day 
and the wide application of the charter working week(partial 
unemployment), in rhe USSR the 7-hour day with increased wages.

In capitalist countries evict-ons of the unemployed from their 
homes, and the compl ete cessatioi of house building for the 
workers, in the USC 1 grandiose ’ kers’ housi' construction and the 
building not only many thous ids of new workers’ districts but 
of entire cities. Iu Capitalist countries, relentless reductions 
in social in the USSR a huge growth in the social
insurance budget.
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In the capivdist countries a reduction of expenditure on 
national education, in the USSR an impetuous growth in the number 
of schools^ technical colleges* end high schools attached to the 
big factories for the toilers and their children.

aS a result of the great ; c hie veinent s and the heroic struggle 
of the workers, the building of the foundations of Socialist 
economy is being completed in the USSR. The sympathy of 'the wide 
toiling masses in the capitallyF’countries for the land'of the 
proletarian dictatorship is3 in this connection.; growing day by 
day. The bourgeoisie and the social-fascists consider as a danger 
for themselves, not only the realisation of the great Five-Year 
Plan, but even the comparison of the unprecedented crisis in 
capitalist economy with the great upsurge of the USSR, for this 
comparison is a sentence of death for capitalist economy. It 
convinces the widest masses of the oppressed workers of the 
advantages of Socialism over capitalism. It <1 Ives them along the 
path of a revolutionary way out of the crisis , poverty and wage 
slavery. It is this, that two woilig^^twp sy - ’ns of ,economy and 
lab our > confront one anojtber 7~

The struggle for markets, for the sources of raw material,for 
gold, for a new redivision of the world, has become more extremely 
intensified. The imperialists are seeking ever more actively an 
outlet from the crisis along the path of new wars(plundering seizure 
by Japan of Manchuria,etc.), the Internationa.! bourgeoisie is 
straining all its efforts so as to put a stop to the growth and 
flourisfc&Bgg Stete ofSs^cialist Co.'P&tnuQtion and is preparing mfliUcy 
intervention so as to put an erf to the -miA -build ing
up-Socialism. /

The danger of war of the imperialists among themselves, and 
parti cularly-of—the imparl aldnt j against the USSR-^-has- grown 
considerably since the time of die Fifth The workers in
the -whole world are struck more and more vividly with the radical 
difference between decaying capitalism and flourishing Socialism. 
The world of capitalism and th,_world of Soci”.lism are continuing 
"*E6-develop in op?> csite jdirect iunp •

The capitalist system is becoming more and more shattered, 
Socialism is grown'*■ ' and~eon-.ro 2 . ating in th U3SR, a revolutionary 
.upsurge is rising all, over the wrld, itcoming
ever more bbrtensif ied and the -intematj^nal proletariat is being 
faced more and more pointedly^vrfth the question: a capitalist -or 
a revolutionary "way out of the crisiso

II. THE REFORMIST AND FI. VOLUTICWiRT MOVEMENTS
IN CONDITIONS... OF THE WORLD ECONOMIC CRISIS

THE Amsterdam International which is under the leadership of 
international Social-Democracy and which supported capitalist 
rationalisation and hailed prosperity is feverishly seeking a capi
talist way out of the crisis together with the whole bourgeoisie. 
The fundamental position of the .imsterdamites consists in - that 
the working class must help the bourgeoisie by all means, as 
quickly as possible, to come out of the cris c? and that the main 
thing is to maintain capitalist economy.

The reformists insist that a way out of the crisis is possible 
only along international paths, rnd the reformists of one country 
strongly put forward as the culprits of the crisis the bourgeoisie 
of the competing country, and not the bourgeoisie of their own. With 
this as a starting point, the Amsterdam International puts forward 
the slogan of regulating "credit ?.c cording to plan, the public control over :^maticnal regulation of
prices,etc. *
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The national reformist organisations complete this "labour 
programme” with the demands of a Supreme Industrial Council and a 
Five-Year Plan (U.S./*.) , inflation, protection, planned national 
economy and nationalisation of the mining industry with compensation 
(Great Britain), State capitalism(Austria), strengthening1"©!’ the 
influence of the social principle in private e co nomy( Germany), 
payment of reparations in kind and percentage limitation of immigra
tion to the factoriss(France),etc»

The reformists in all countries actively collaborate in and 
frequently even take the initiative in carrying through a regime of 
economy at the expense of the working class by way of lowering the 
living standard of the working masses ( the Labour Party and the 
General Council in Great Britain, support of the Bruening Govt.,its 
emergency, laws, the support of the anti-workers’ policy of Hoover 
by the American Federation of Labour).

The more the crisis sharpens, the more that the discontent 
of the working masses grows, the more are "left” slogans being put 
forward by the 41ms to rd emites, who desire by ’’left” phrases and 
fraudulent manoeuvres to run away from the growing anger, dissatis
faction and demands of the The reformists speak of the
bankruptcy of the c^italist/anq of the necessity to replace the 
bankrupt regime by another regime but simultaneously with this they 
propose the tactic of the ’’lessor evil,” and warn the workers of 
the ruination of civil war and of the necessity of finding a way 
cut by of Nations and its

^j^ctltuticns.

Together with all the bourgeois Parties which can only see a 
way out of the crisis by putting all its burdens on the shoulders of 
the working class, international reformism is supporting all the 
reactionary measures of the bourgeoisie, covering up its anti-workers’ 
policy by the theory that if we do not retreat and if we do not 
voluntarily make concessions to the capitalists, the bourgeoisie wiUr" 
carry through still more cruel measures against the workers• The-^' 
revolutionary trade union movement must systematically carry on the 
struggle against all attempts of the reformists to cover up their 
participation in the political and ©anomic attacks, on the living 

tkyajv anti and gains of tka working xqasses.
It is necessary untiringly to expose before the masses the old 

and the new social-fascist slogans and their capitalist programme 
. of a way out of the crisis, special attention being paid to the 

exposure of the leaders of the ’’left” social-democratic groupings 
in the reformist trade union movement who are striving by their 
"left” phrases to prevent the break away of the workers from 
social-fascism( Seidewitz, Brapdlor, Maxton, Dumoulin).

The A11-German Federation of Trade Unions at its last Congress 
in Frankfurt(September 1931), declared the necessity of sacrifices 
on the part of the workers, and the German trade unions carried 
through in practice a series of agreements with the employers in 
this very spirit. The British Trade Union Congress in Bristol 
(September,1931), declared itself in favour of protection and 
against thaccBdruggle of the masses for their urgent demands. The 
Congress of the Reformist Confederation of Labour in France 
(September,1931), passed a resolution, which obviously agreed with 
the Government of Laval, giving in advance its agreement to all the 
anti-workers’ measures which the bourgeoisie may decide upon. The 
last Congress of the xvnerican Federation of Labour (Sectember, 1931) 
has declared in favour of Hoover’s slogan "work in turn”(Stagger 
system), covering up the slogan of Hoover by the slogan "equal 
distribution of work.”

The leaders....



The leaders of the reformist trade union movement have carried 
through a lowering in the standard of life of the working masses 
not only in co-operation with the representatives of the other 
reactionary unions., but have also’ come to an understanding directly 
with the employers, and have supported all the measures of any 
capitalist Government from Hoover and Laval to Bruening and Baldwin 
(Great Britain, Germany, Franco, Czechoslovakia, Poland, U.S*A., 
Japan,etc.). These leaders of the trade unions not only came 
forward in favour of economy at the expense of social insurance (the 
General Council of the British Trade Union, the All-German 
Federation of Trade Unions,etc.), but even declared themselves with 
determination against the introduction of social insurance in 
such countries where this does not exist( the i^merican Federation 
of Labour).

A characteristic peculiarity of the activity of the reformists 
during this period is their initiative in the voluntary reduction 
of wages and in all other anti-workers’ measures. There is complete
unity df views in this respect, notwithstanding differences in 
practical methods, among the leaders of all the reactionary trade 
unions, beginning with the Amsterdam, Catholic and Hirsch-Bunker 
trade unions and ending with the yellow Kuomintang ones.

And so, the intensification of the economic crisis is 
(^couragin^ .sTIIT mo^^ masses the bourgeois capitalist
ess once o 1 i nt e rna t Iona Pre form isnf and" Is brinping outfits ' 
active role'yin/pS" matter of passing all the burdens of the 
crisis bn the shoulder s'of the wide working mas ses •

The crisis has unmasked all the reformist twaddle about 
^prosperity, about the beneficial influence of capitalist rationali
sation and has compelled the reformist trade union bureaucracy to "—- 
engage openly in saving not only the capitalist system, but 
individual capitalists who have become bankrupt, by supporting 
Governments which pay out milliards of the people'1 s money to 
industrialists and financiers covering up this policy by phrases 
of the "public, good”- and even of ”Socialismc”

The crisis has brought about that the workers have before 
them, in the practice of the day-to-day struggle, a comparison 
between the reformist and the rcvolutictery~trade-union_m  ̂
.TnharnffHvLrmnJ ir 1 rjtemnrrary, this chief Social prop of the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie,has converted the trade unions which 
it loads into bulwarks of the capitalist system, into organisations 
which serve the bourgeois state and support it, and who hdve become 
the closest and most necessary collaborators to the bourgeois 
State machine, which increase-and will continue to increase more 
and more the growing antagonism between the mass of the membership;, 
and the blackleg trade union apparatus(the textile workers’ strike 
in Great Britain, the miners’ strike in the Ruhr,etc.). The saving 
and improvement of the capitalist system; this is what determines 
the theory and practice of the reformist trade union movement.

The question of the relations to the bourgeois State, the 
capitalist system and. the crisis of capitalism is the fundamental 
political line of demarcation b tween the reformist and the revolu
tionary trade union movement. The revolutionary trade union 
movement determines its tactics not from the point of view of the 
interests of the maintenance and consolidation of the power of the 
bourgeoisie, but only from the point of view of the interests of 
the working class, and the problem of the seizure of power by the 
working class.

For this reason it was only the revolutionary trade union 
movement which has organised rallied the workers for the struggle 
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against the offensive of capita7 , alone it organised strikns,and it 
was only the rove lutionary trad } union movement which called upon and 
roused the masses for the defence of their every daydemands and final 
objects.

The experience of the economic struggle since the time of the 
Fifth Congress is exceedingly rich, with the struggle of hundreds of 
thousands of prolet-rians under the leadership of the revolutionary 
trade union movement and the unheard-of open and be hihd-the-scenes 
betrayals on the part of the reformist trade union bureaucracy, which 
has many a time headed strikes cnly for the purpose of betraying 
them all the more e< sily.

The capitalist nature of iho reformist tro.de union movement gomes, 
to the surface with especial clearness when it is compared with tneX1^ 
trade union movement. The Soviet trade unions subject their day-to-dey 
work to the development of Socialist economy, the reformist trade 
union bureaucracy -subjects the wi. Ie of its work to the saving of 
capitalist economy. The Soviet toade unions strain all their 
efforts so as to help to accomp^ioh the "Piatilekta”(Five Year Plan) 
in four years, the reformist trade unions strain all their efforts, 
frequently under the cover of ’floft’1 phrases, so as to fulfil all 
the plans for savin; capitalism, which ore worked out by the bourge
oisie/ The Soviet trade unions are doing everything so as to 
Improve the condition of the working class( raising wages, the 
seven-hour working day,etc.), and the reformist trade union 
bureauc-ranx is straining all itt: efforts so. as to assist the 
bourgeoisie to-^impreve its posit:' >n at the expense of the working 
class (reducing to
c ap it al iats-on-ac unt oft axat i on s e t c •;.

The experience of the last years espeed.ally has «shown that the 
reformist and the revolutionary trade union movements differ from 
each other not only in the question of their relation to theState, 
but in the practical day-to-day cuestions—which are before the 
wvTklng-cla4W^-~aricixig“-^^ developing crisis. It is just 
because of this that it is necessary to increase tenfold our activity 
in the struggle against the reformist trade union bureaucracy, with 
the object of wresting the wide masses from social-democratic theory 
and practice.

The strengthening and sharpening of .the struggle against 
so c iaT^de mo c racy (~ which is the moderate wing or rase £ sm-StaiJn) ancl 
tRe TeTormlgt "trado union bureaucracy is the most important 
pre-requisite foyv t he successful st niggle agains t Fascism,. and_for 

more 'rapidly" the" majority _'bf the working class, for a ~ 
Evolutionary way "but of the crKis'. 'The Amsterdam Internet ional 
and its sections, 'led by internali Lnal social-democracy, is the most 
important obstacle in the struggle of the working class against the 
offensive of capital*

The Amsterdamites not only keep back and tie down the initiative 
of the masses, but actively disrupt all the movements of the workers 
by way of open s tri In breaking or back-stair machinations with the 
employers. The exposure, therefore, of the policy and practice of 
the Amsterdamites rjt their participation in the offensive of capital 
on the standard of life and the elementary rights of the workingclass 
is the most important task of all adherents of the RILU.

Experience has ohown that there is only one trade union movement 
which mobilises the masses against the offensive of cap it al,which is 
making tremendous sacrifices in xhe class war, end that is the 
revolutionary trade union movement united in the RILU. And so stern 
experience * impels the masses to compare the reformist and revolutionary 
trade unions, and to choose the wry of constant capitulation and 
defeat or the way oJ class strugpl.- - the way of Amsterdam or RILU.

III. LESSONS OF ...
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III. LESSONS OF THE ECONOMIC STRUGGLE SINCE THE 
FIFTH CONGRESS.

THE period that has elapsed since the Fifth Congress of the 
RILU has entirely and fully confirmed the perspective of the Fifth 
Congress of the inevitable growth of the economic struggle of the 
proletariat with the further development and intensificafion of 
the crisis and the offensive of capital. In all the most important 
capitalist and colonial countries we have before us a considerable 
growth of the economic struggle.s( Germany, Poland, Great Britain, 
France, India, U.S.^., Czechoslovakia, China,etc.). The strike 
movement has seized a number of countries in which for a long period 
there had been almost no economic struggles (Austria, Holland, the 
Scandinavian countries, the Balkans, a number of the small colonial 
co untries,etc.)»

At the some time, we have had a wide development in all countries 
of such forms of economic struggles of the working class as strikes 
in departments, ca’-canny strikes, stay-in strikes, protest 
demonst£*ations*eto • The unemployed movement has assumed mass dimonaianfl 
and is more and more linked up with the economic struggles of the 
workers employed in the factories. The further rodicalisaticn of 
the masses has found its expression, besides the various forms of 
econoiia struggle- and unemployed movements, in the most various 
forms of political demonstrations, right up to mass political 
str ike s( Germany? Braunschweig and Nawes; C^eahoslovaJ<ia4._Frciwaldnn; 
polandj Grodno; etc.).

The peculiarities of the economic struggle of the. proletariat 
after ths Fifth Congress are as follower

(a) The increased importance of strikes as a means of-defence 
and counter-offensive of the working,in conditions of the development 
of the crisis. Hence, the growth everywhere of police repressions 
and the pressure of the State apparatus during the economic struggles 
the formation of special armed strike-breaking columns>which together 
with the Fascists, come forward against the workers* Hence the 
new tactics of the employers who apply different methods of attack 
on the working class (reductions of over-tariff wage rates* reductions 
in working time without the Maintenance of the old wages m some 
cases, and the lengthening of the working day in others, abandonment 
tariffs, disadvantageous for the bourgeoisie and the forced continua
tion of collective agreements which are advantgeous for it,etc.), 
which is striving by false promises and negotiations to lull the 
vigilance of the working masses for the purpose of an unexpected 
attack and blow( Berlins metal workers* strike in 1931, the strike 
of textile workers in Northern France in the summer of 1931 and 
others; the January miners1 strike in South Wales). Hence the new 
tactics of the reformists , who are increasingly applying ’’left” 
manoeuvres and, at the same time, acting more than ever they did 
before in co-operation with police apparatus at times of strikes 
(the textile workers’ and miners’ strikes in France, the port 
workers in Duisburg and Hamburg, the seamen’s strike in Germany,the 
miners’ strike in Pennsylvania,etc.).

(b) The resistance of the workers has become more stubborn, 
despite the unprecedented terrorism of the employers and the police 
and the subtle treacherous manoeuvres of the social-Fascists(strikes 
in Germany, Poland, Bulgaria; the miners’ strike in Pennsylvania; 
t^e agricultural labourers* strikes in Germany and Czechoslovakia^ 
the textile workers’ strike in France, and others). Much more 
sharply and frequently than hitherto, strikers come up against the 
entire political apparatus of the bourgeois government. More 
rapidly than hitherto and thanks to the pressure of the police 
apparatus, economic strikes are growing into mass and political 
strikes (the struggle of the Czechoslovakia quarrymen in Freiwaldan, 

the • •.
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Swedish paper workers,etc.)• Even a small economic conflict 
becomes transformed into a mass political movement more easily than 
hitherto(the Warsaw tramway workers, the "Renard” mine in 
Dombrovo,etc.)•

(c) The decline of the element of spontaneity in the economic 
struggles, notwithstanding the tactics of unexpected attacks on 
the part of the employers and the manoeuvres of the reformists 
(all the recent strikes in Germany, Poland,and others)- although 
spontaneity is still a predominating feature in the economic 
struggles in a number of countries. The RILU adherents have not 
yet learnt how to direct this movement of the masses into an 
organisational channel.

(d) The growth of strike solidarity, the almost complete 
absence of strikebreaking on the part of the unemployed, despite 
the incitement by the bourgeoisie of the unemployed against the 
employed; the failure of the Fascist attempt® to create a mass 
movement in the factories and among the unemployed for the 
organisation of strikebreaking, both within the factories and the. 
rear of the strike ra (Germany).

(e) The growth in some countries of strikes, which ended 
jsuocoosfUily despite the crisis and unemployment* both in the sense 
of the direct satisfaction of the demands of the workers as well 
as in the sense of beating off the attacks of the employers*

(f) Considerable achievements in a number of countries by the 
revolutionary trade union movement in the organisation and indepa-n* 1 
dent leadership of the strike struggles. The independent leadership 
of the economic struggles has been more vividly expressed in 
countries with a higher state of revolutionary upsurge(Poland. 
Germany, Spain, China). At the same time, the revolutionary trade, 
union movement up to the present has succeeded in drawing 
into the struggle only part of the workers,and it,therefore, 
succeeded only partially to keep back the tempos of the offensive 
of capital.

(g) In the progress of all ‘the economic struggles which took ' 
place after the Fifth Congress of the RILU, the revolutionary trade 
union mov<»in^nt> do spite the considerable weaknesses still existing 
was the only force that came forward in the organisation of the 
proletariat against the attacks of capital. And it was just this 
role of the revolutionary trade union movement which was the main 
reason why the reformist leaders frequently felt themselves 
compelled to mask their treacherous work of disruption of strikes 
by "left” phrases about the struggle and even formal "support” of 
strike movements so that they might more conveniently disrupt them. 
At the same time, the Central Council of the RILU declares that the 
revolutionary trade union movement has not yet, to a sufficient 
degree, utilised in practice the directives of the Strassburg 
Conference and the Fifth Congress of the RILU.

In the leadership of the economic struggles since the Fifth 
Congress, the following weaknesses and defects of the revolutionary 
trade union movement have come on the surface •

(1) The weakness of the revolutionary trade union movement in 
the factories as the main source of all the weaknesses of the 
independent leadership of the economic struggles. Hence the 
insufficient mobilisation of the wide masses of workers for a strike. 
Hence the reliance on the spontaneous movement of the masses , .

...• ■. co., a ?+r4.' _♦ Hence tl:. .‘eliance on
which frequently doomed a strike to failure even before it had 
begun. Hence the insufficient concreteness in the demands for

every ....
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every factory separately. Hence the weakness4n carrying through 
the united front from below.

(2) The strike activity of the revolutionary trade union 
movement and the independent leadership of the economic struggles, 
with its general undoubted successes since the yifth Congress of 
the RILU, is still lagging behind considerably de^ite the 
development of the objectively favourable conditions and growth 
of the fighting capacities of the masses.

(3) The elements of spontaneity in the economic struggle are 
still much too high; the employers succeed in.their offensives - to 
catch the revolutionary trade union movement napping, as the latter 
has not yet learnt how seriously to take into account the situation 
of the struggle,and to choose the moment for the beginning and end 
of a strike •

/ The preparation of a mass basis for a strike
(4) The organisational preparation of the economic struggle is 

still considerably lagging behind the agitation and propaganda for 
a strike*/in the factories be fore and during the struggle ( strike 
•committees, elected by all the strikers, the discussion and 
adoption of the demands worked out by them), and consolidation after 
the struggle, all this is still extremely weak. There is still 
an insufficient understanding of the importance of a mass basis for 
the strike committees as a weapon in the struggle against the 
reactionary trade union apparatus; the membership of the reformist 
and other reactionary trade unions are still insufficiently drawn 
into the economic struggle, into its preparations and into the 
organs which should lead it.

(5) The fear of the masses, the lack of faith in the fighting 
capacities of the masses in conditions of crisis,are still very great; 
also the incapability, and sometimes the fear of extending the 
territory of the strike struggle; also the incapability and some
times the fear of transferring the strike to higher forms of 
political mass strike, and side by side with this, the incapability 
of combining a strike with other forms of economic struggles,and 
also the incapability of utilising all forms of protest of the workig 
masses against the offensive of capital for the preparation of mass 
economic and political strikes.

(6) The contact, at times cf strikes, of the unemployed with 
the strikecs is still insufficient; due attention is not devoted 
to the prevention of strike-breaking on the part of the unemployed, 
to drawing the unemployed into the strike struggle. The cases of 
organisation of the simultaneous concrete movements of strikers with 
the object of supporting the demands of the unemployed are very rare.

(7) The incapability of beating off the treacherous manoeuvres 
of the reformists; the lack of understanding of the importance for 
the economic struggle of the proletariat of winning by the 
revolutionary trade union movement, of positions within the reformist 
trade unions; the weakness of these positions were the greatest 
obstacle and one of the most serious seasons for the defeat in a 
number of the most important strikes; the lack of understanding of 
the importance of the united front of all the workers in the 
factories for the success of the economic struggle.

(8) The much too general, character of strike agitation;, 
insufficient concreteness of the struggle against the offensive of 
capital and the incapability of taking advantage of the slightest 
conflict between labour and capital for the development of a wide 
economic struggle.

(9) Insufficient capability of profiting by the discontent of 
the masses and all forms of pro test,and the economic struggle for

the re cruitment••••
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the recruiting of now members into the Red trade unions and trade 
union opposition,and the systematic consolidation and development 
of the independent revolutionary trade union movement#

The main task of all the adherents of the revolutionary trade 
union movement for the immediate future is the fulfilment, with the 
maximum energy and persistency, of the policy of the Fifth RILU 
Congress on the independent leadership of the economic struggles 
on the basis of the widest united front of the working class 
against the attacks of the employers, for the every-day demands of 
the workers and for the revolutionary way -out of the crisis.

IV. THE GROWTH OF UNEWLOYMENT AND THE LAGGING BEHIND 
IN THE LEADERSHIP OF~THE UNWPLOY^-^VEMENT.

t tnempj haa-eoniinued to grow since the Fifth Congress,
and^all-signs show that unemployment will also continue to increase 
in the future. Forced labour for the unemployed has

• in a number^-of countries, not only d» public werHtjJbut even on 
work for private individuals-/*ho, by agreement witn the Government, 
are~-unemployed as cheapaJLabour power with the object 
of decreasing the State expenditure on social the
reformists, in some countries, put forward the slogan,” Tho- 
must work one day for the benefit of the unemployed,” or ”The 
workers must tewcrarily^^iald^their^lajoiuajL the-Joench-jUr the

We must—c-arry on the most determined struggle against these 
attempts to free the empioyur'B-^nd the -to
place on the working class, the burden of maintaining the army of

- nnemployB-d^,. -Insurance at the expense of the State and the emplnyajMa 
- such must be the main slogan of the revolutionary trad^-union g — 
movement, on the basis of which we nw^jQio±41ise thp...jnassea of 
w^empluYed^ond—Lhasa in^awlQjrooent.

The reformists^ fearing the r^wixd^tonary eiiergy^nh^rent in 
millions of starving people, the reformists, even if they organs 

" >-the unemployed, do so only for the purpose of keepingthem from 
the _r^vQlutloiiary struggle » THe fascists ’ are displaying great 
activity, energetlcally working among the unemployed and re-cmlt.ing 
among thelungry, people, strike-breakers, and fighters-for their 
shock troops^

In order that unemployment may be lessened, the ruling classes 
with the sympathy and the support of the reformist bureaucracy,are 
putting forward schemes of emigrating the unemployed to Africa 
(Germany), and in such places where there is a large labour 
immigration, the bourgeois and social-Fascist parties and the 
reformist and other reactionary trade unions insist,not only on the 
prohibition of entry into those countries of foreign workers, but 
also upon the mass deportation of foreign workers/ USA, France). In 
the presence of tens of millions of unemployed, all the 
revolutionary trade unions should have closely taken up the 
organisation of this potentional revolutionary power and yet almost 
all the sections of the RILU have taken up this work- considerably 
late »

The International Day of the Struggle against Unemployment, 
February 25,1931, brought to the surface the great weaknesses of the 
RILU sections,which do not systematically work in the unemployed" 
movement, but by the way,which leads to a considerable lagging 
behind of the unemployment movement from the rapid growth of 
unemployment. After the special resolution of the Executive Bureau 
of May 5th, and decisions of the Prague Conference,there was an 

improvement in • • • • •
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improvement in some countries, but all the same, the organisational 
and political work among the unemployed still lags considerably 
behind the growth of unemployment and revolutionisation of the masses.

The main weakness of all the unemployed organisations 
(committee s and councils) is the breach between the everyday demands 
of the ; unemploye d and_t he _ge ne r a 1 class demands of the prole tar iat • 
Instead" of concentrating all the ’in work on the day-th-day heeds of 
the unemployed, of trying , day by day, to secure from the village 
communities, the municipalities -"'nd the State immediate and direct 
assistance, instead of fighting against evictions, againstthe cutting 
off of gas and electricity, and fighting for the issue of coal,milk 
for children,etc., and linking up this struggle with the general 
class tasks of the proletariat, instead of doing all this,the 
committees and councils of unemployed , in a number of countries, 
occupy themselves with questions of but a general character, and 
put forward all-embracing programmes which the masses were 
frequently unable to understand’.

In those places where the councils and committees of unemployed 
have carried on a systematic struggle for the everyday demands and to 
the extent to which they linked up the urgent demands with the 
demands common to the unemployed and those in employment, the 
influence of the. unemployed organisation, and equally of the sections 
of the RILU, have grown(Poland, Czechoslovakia). As soon as the 
adherents of the RILU weakened the struggle for the everyday needs 
of the unemployed, the unemployed organisations fell to pieces and 
there was a weakening of the whoXe movement.

A great weakness of all the unemployed organs is their lack 
of crystallisation, the constant disappearance of organisation and 
the birth in its place of another, the insufficient control of the 
unemployed themselves over the work of the committees and councils, 
and the weak contact between the unemployed themselves and the 
leading organs•

While in some countries( Germany) the unemployed organisations 
were and are a part of the revolutionary trade union opposition,the 
unemployed organisations in other countries are not linked up at all 
with the employed workers( France, Czechoslovakia, Great Britain)which 
separates the unemployed movement from the struggle of the workers 
in employment. Tn some countries( Spain), where the unemployed 
movement is already now playing a big revolutionary part and where 
the connection between the unemployed with those at work for joint 
action against the counter-revolutionary republican socialist 
governments is doubly important, the formation has begun of 
unemployed trade unions, which is an unpardonable distortion of the 
line of the RILU in the domain of the organisation of the unemployed.

Upto the present the methods of demonstration predominate in our 
work among the uneu ?loyed over the organisational consolidation of 
the unemployed movement and the concrete insistence upon their 
everyday interests. The revolutionary trade union movement organises 
and leads the struggle for the demands of the juvapilgreunemployed 
to a perfectly insufficient degree. There is as yet no serious break 
in the methods of work and the organisation of the unemployed,and for 
this reason,the huge masses of the unemployed are still outside 
the influence of the revolutionary trade union movement. And yet 
the character of the post-war general crisis of capitalism is such 
that mass unemployment is not a temporary, a quickly passing 
phenomenon.

It is and will remain a constant concomitant of the decaying 
capitalist system. Consequently, the development of the unemployed



movement, in its linking up with the struggle of those at work, who 
up to the present '.inn have not yet rendered sufficient aid to 
the struggle of tue unemployed, is becoming in the conditions of 
the present economic crisis and the huge additional growth of 
unemployment, not a temporary but a constant and one of the most 
important tasks of the international revolutionary trade union 
movement.

The experience of the last months has shown that with serious 
work among the unemployed it is possible to secure the leadership of 
the mass unemployed movement( great Britain, Germany and Poland)? 
The Eighth Session of the Central Council of the RILU, in confirming 
the decision of the Executive Bureau of May Sth on the forms and 
methods of the organisation of the unemployed and the decisions of 
the Prague Conference, charges all its sections to develop work amog 
the unempbyed on the basis of these decisions.

V. FIGHT FOR THE UNIT j FRONT FROM BELCW

IN the conditions of the increasing poverty and discontent'of 
the masses,and the growth of cla s struggles, the most important 
task of the RILU adherents is the capable organisation of the united 
front of the workers of all tendencies, as well as the unemployed, 
for the joint defence against th offensive of capital and for the 
counter-offensive of the workin class © The struggle for the un
organised and orgarised workers'/nd for wresting them from the 
reactionary leaders can only be successful, providing the adherents 
of the RILU are able to put before every worker the question as to 
how he is to defend his wages end his working day, etc., in practice, 
how tc organise r distance to the attack of capital, and the forms 
vh ich the collective movements of the proletariat are to assume.

The task consists in expla.hr ng to the entire working mass in 
the very factories the character and dimensions of the present 
offensive of capital; to appeoa -xh m a comrade-like fashion the rank 
and file worker, regardless of uns organisation to which he may 
belong, so as to draw him into the joint struggle against capital. 
The right opportunist and left sectarian deviations which havebeen 
noted by the Fifth Congress of trie RILU in some sections in this 
domain have not yet been outlivau. Some, in the interests of the 
united front, are prepared to keep silent about the main thing, in 
the united front, namely that it is created f* the defence of the 
interests of the wcr^ers2 not for agreement wi~ ''but for the fight 
against the bourgeoisie." Another extreme, not less harmful and not 
less dangerous, is the mixing t in one pile c. the rank apd file 
workers and the leaders, the refusal to work n:t together with the 
workers of other tendencies a joint programme of day-to-day demands.

Both these deviations from '1 a line of the RILU must meet with 
a determined resistance. The m et important task of the adherents 
of the RILU is the r^bilisation the worker; or definite concrete 
movements and actir „ The dement must be formulated. simply and 
in a manner which -11 make them g-.-np rally understood so that every 
worker should und^ u .and that h is a question of vital interest 
to him. The adhemnis of the E . must ci'gcj'" the united front 
in the factories .. i the rank file workers, the members of the 
reformist and othox* reactionary • rede unions.

The more inter i the pressu.. of the capitalists on the living 
standard of the w< a. ing masses * ill become, the more rapid will be 
the growth of fe-■ । it and disc ntent within tin reformist and 
other reactionary t’• ue unions, (nd the opposition movements of the 
factory trade unitu organ:satio e igainst the moral line of the 
reformist and ether react icnewy 1 .dors. The adherents of the RILU

must.•••

expla.hr


must propose the united front on the basis of a concrete programme 
of demands of all factory organisations of the 'reformist and other 
reactionary trade unions, who core forward against the transfer of 
the burden of the crisis on the snoulder of the working class,against 
class collaboration and for the class struggle.

Together with the growth of discontent of the masses, the ’’left” 
manoeuvres of the loaders of the reformist and other reactionary 
trade unions are becoming more frequent(proposal of the united 
front, unity, ’’left" demands, ’’threats” against capitalism, short
termdemonstrative strikes for the disruption of the struggle which 
is being prepared by the revolutionary trade union movement). The 
adherents ofthe RILU must reply to these manoeuvres of the trade 
union bureaucrats by increasing the struggle for the united front 
from below, by discussing the whole tactics of the reformist leaders 
and all their mane cu/res at workers’ meetings, and by contrasting the 
words of the strike-breaking trace union bureaucrats with their deeds* 
The main task in these cases is to explain to the working masses the 
difference between the united front of the leaders of the reactionary 
trade unions for the support of the bourgeoisie end the united front 
of the working masses for the vital demands of the workers against 
the bourgeoisie*

A number of cases may be noted during the past period when the 
initiative of the united front was taken by the ’’left” reformists, 
One must pay the greatest attention to such kinds of proposals,since 
they bear most frequently the character of a manoeuvre against 
the revolutionary trade union movement. One must carefully consider 
whom this proposal of the united front comes from; does it come from 
the notorious politicians, from the leaders of local trade union 
organisations, or from rank and file workers? What of special 
importance is the situation in which a proposal for the united front 
is made? One must,with all det elimination, come forward against 
negotiations behind the scenes; one must propose to transfer the 
discussion of all questions connected with the working out of 
the basis of the united front( programme of demands), to general 
meetings bf workers of* special meetings of representatives of the 
factories and workshops.

It is necessary to treat with special s er io usness proposals 
regarding joint movements of workers who are members in different 
unions at times of strikes* The adherents of the RILU came up 
against this question at the time of the miners’ strike in Pittsburg. 
The adherents cf the RILU should have taken advantage- of the ferment 
and the strike of the miners of South West Virginia so that by means 
of sending special delegations from the striking miners of 
Pennsylvania to the miners of West Virginia - who were under the 
leadership of the lUcte group - to establish the united front in 
the struggle between the miners of both areas and to unite these two 
strikes on the basic of a unified programme of demands* This was 
not done, and the miners’ strike in West Virginia which was proceeding 
parallel with the miners’ strike in Pittsburg, passed on outside 
the influence of the adherents of the RILU*

Insofar as all the forces of the employers, the State and the 
reformists are directed towards driving out the revolutionary workers 
from the factories nd towards the isolation of the adherents of the 
RILU from the working masses, the most important task of the RILU 
adherents is the formation of the united front first of all in the 
factories. For this purpose it is necessary to take the initiative 
of electing preparatory committees or commissions for the defence of 
wages or mixed committees of the united front, and commissions for the 
collection of funds xor an impending strike, regardibeing taken to the 
conditions and providing there is discontent and ferment among the 
masses, such committees or commissions being elected before the 
beginning of the struggle•

The *.•



The organic at fen of joint meetings of the members of the 
revolutionary, re founts t end other unions, for the joint discussions 
cf burning questions in which the wide masses of workers are interest
ed - this is a serious method for clearing the ground for the united 
front* The adherents of the RILU must penetrade into all workers* 
meetings and everywhere explain the point of view of the revolutionary 
trade union movement* We mustt at all costs, break through the 
trade union barriers and* with the support of the workers, secure 
the right of speaking at all trade union and other meetings.

The forms of the united front which have existed uptill now,are 
not sufficient, because they arc too uniform and too much of one type. 
The forms of or gem lent ion end the names may end should be changed, out 
the main thing is not the form or the name. What is important is 
that the organs of the united front should bes

(1} Formed for the struggle against the employers.
(2) Elected by the workers in the factories.
(3) They should consist of workers of various tendencies.
(4) They should not substitute the revolutionary trade unions.
It is necessary, therefore, to display the maximum organisational 

elasticity in the form of organisation and name of the organs of the 
united front* The Central Council condemns all secret negotiations,and 
headquarters1 cembinntiens and emphasiea that proposals on our part 
for tho united front from above are opposed U all the decisions 
-adopted wn ottXy ccdajfiUMa the rarfc*4«dk^file Workers.

The adherents of the UW Met oppose ctMnHinaUons from abov* by 
the united front from belpw> The united flpant la not something in the 
nature of a mean between the reformists and revolutionary tactics, 
which is a mistake made by'some olementa in cur ranks, but is a 
combination of workers who are ready to fight against the employers. 
The work of the HTW sections will be -measured in future by their 
ability to draw into the struggle the numbers of the reformist and 
Other reactionary tMde imlens end the- unorganised.

Thd united front for the struggle is the starting point for the 
class education of the new sections of .workers and the preliminary 
condition in countries with a split trade union movement, for the 
unity of the trade union movement on the basiscf the class struggle. 
But simultaneously with this we must carry on a determined struggle 
against attempts to- bring in reformist contraband under the flag of 
unity, as is done by the reformist opposition w ^he Unitarian 
Confederation of Labour in Franco •

The Minoritarians are demagogically utilising the healthy 
attraction of the French proletariat for unity and are striving to 
decompose the Unitarian Conf©deration cf Labour in the interests of 
the French bourgeoisie. Coming forward under the slogan of unity at 
all costs, denying the elementary jr 1 nciplea of the revolutionary 
tfade union movement, the Minor itariane, these*disciples1 of the 
programme and tactics of French reformism, are one of the causes of 
the organisational weakening of the Uhltarian Confederation of Labour 
(CGTU).

While putting on record ths mistakes and lagging behind displayed 
by the CGTU in the question of unity, which made it easier for the 
Minoritarians to accomplish their disruptive work under the* flag of 
unity, the Central Council approves the decisions of the Executive 
Bureau of the RILU of August 20th, 1931 on the Minoritarians, and 
proposes to the Unitarian Confederation of Labour of France and the 
Executive Bureau undevlatingly to watch this agency of reformism in 
our ranks and persistently and systematically to work for the break
away of the rank and file workers from these politically corrupt 
leaders.

The....
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The Minor Italians and reformists openly declare that they desire 
the unity of the trade union movement, but do not want the united front» 
By this very declaration they reveal that what they want is not 
unity for the struggle against the bourgeoisie but unity for its 
support and for the disarmament of the revolutionary wing of the 
labour movement. We must carry on a determined struggle against 
those elements which oppose trade union unity to the united front, 
and must prove to all workers that unity without the previous united 
front in the struggle is impossible, and represents but a simple fraud# 
The united front and unity can and should be formed on the basis only 
of the joint ‘strugi-^ against ffioTfou^^ 
ynity created on any other basis Is oppose^ of
the working class.

VI. THE ORGANISATIONAL STATE OF THE R.I.L.U. SECTIONS
TIE Fifth Congress put before all the sections of the RILU, as a 

task which brocks no delay, to secure at all costs and in the shortest 
period possible, a decisive improvement in the organisational work, 
to carry through a reconstruction of the revolutionary trade union 
movement a factory basis, to reorganise the Red trade unions on 
an industrial basis, and in such countries as Germany and Poland to 
take up the formation, from bottom to top, of independent organs of 
the revolutionary trade union movement, and to adapt the methods of 
work and the whole structure of the ravcdAxtinnary trade union movement 
to the tasks which stand be Sore it*

The Eighth Session of the Central Council notes that there are, 
for the past period, in the domain of organisational building up, a 
number of achievements in the matter of the reconstruction of the 
Red trade unions and the revolutionary trade union oppositions on the 
b^sis of the Fifth Congress decisions. It should be noted as a serious 
achievement of the revolutionary trade union movement during the past 
period, first of all the growth and organisational crystallisation^from 
top to bottom, of the RTUO and the formation of a number of Red 
trade unions in Germany and Poland, some increase in the membership 
of the Red trade unions in Czechoslovakia, USA, Japan^etc. Side by 
side with this, the sections of the RILU in a number of countries , 
and in Germany in the first place, have achieved certain successes 
in the matter of the reconstruction of the revolutionary trade union 
organisatiems. on the baais of the factories and the widening of the 
trade union activities.

Together with this, the Eigth Session of the Central Council 
declares that on the background of a sharp intensification of the class 
struggle, and despite the narrowing manoeuvring possibilities of the 
social-Fascist trade union bureaucracy, the achievements of the 
individual sections of the RILU AND THE entire revolutionary trade 
union movement as a whole, in the domain of the reconstruction of the 
Red trade union mo rent, are clearly insufficient,and the position 
in some sections(France) may be characterised as alarming.The 
organisational state of the RILU sections does not conform to the tempo 
of gro th of the revolutionary rise and the whole favourable 
objective situation, and forms for the RILU sections a danger of 
finding themselves at the tail end of the growing revolutionary rise 
and the fighting; initiative of the working masses.

The organisational weakening ofthe Unitarian trade union movement 
of France, which has already lost a number of positions which had been 
won, is particularly alarming. Thus, the Unitarian trade unions have 
not only not constructed any new factory trade union sections in 
the factories,but even in those two unions which had been bpilt up on 
a factory basis(railway and municipal workers)>he number of trade 
union sections in the enterprises has declined.

The....
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The Eighth Session of the Central Council emphasises that the 

weakest link in the HI LU sections, even in those which have certain 
successes( Germany) is the rank and file trade union net work and 
work at the factories. This is a consequence of the non-fulfilment 
of the decisions of the Fifth RILU Congress. The revolutionary trade 
unions meet at the factories with the relentless resistance of the 
employers,the reformists and Fascists,and 'the problem is not to retreat 
before the difficulties but to overcome them at all costs. And yet, 
the overwhelming majority of the RILU sections are clearly 
proceeding along the line of least resistance, since they have not 
reconstructed their work on a factory basis.

The number of factory trade union sections is insignificant, 
and what is particularly important is that all the organs of the 
revolutionary trade unions are not carrying on real mass work in the 
factories for the uniting and rallying of the workers. Weaker than all 
in the entire work of the revolutionary trade union organs is the 
mobilisation of the masses at the factory -itself round the day-to-day 
demands and the struggle against reformism, fascism, factory 
e sp ionage ,and stri ke-bre a king or ganisat ions •

zk serious defect of the factory sections and groups is that they 
have not always put forward,in time and correctly,demands based upon 
the burning needs of the workers in individual factories--and depts, 
that they have net always headed the discontent which arose in 
connection with th. everyday disputes between workers and employers, 
and have not always "taken the initiative in the solution of these 
disputes by way of the application of various forms.

The extremely limited number of revolutionary delegates and the 
insufficient defin:. oness of their functions and inter-relations, with 
the revolutionary trade unions at the factories,has led to this,that 
this institution, even in such places where it was formed,was not 
utilized in the interests of strengthening the revolutionary tirade 
unions. The revolutionary trade unions, in.a number of countries where 
there ere representatives elected on the basis of the law(delegates of 
miners, railway workers in France), while having secured the election 
of a considerable number- of revolutionary candidates,they gave 
yet frequently left ohem without any assistance and control, which led 
to their separation from the revolutionary trade unions,and sometimes 
also to their directfransition-into the camp of the reformists.

The absence of work(medtings, instructing,etc.) with the existing 
representatives of ihe rdvoiutionary trade union organisations in the 
factories( collectors of dues,distributors of journals, etc •) has 
led them to fulfil Ing only technical functions and not being drawn 
into the extension of. our influence and the further consolidation 
of our positions in the factories.-

In the conditions of the systematic offensive of the employers 
and the removal of the revolutionary workers from the factories,the 
factory committees attain special significance for the struggle 
against individual and mass dismissals, against the closing dowg of 
factories, and to unite all the workers against the attack of 
capital. And yet, the ®ed factory committees ?n those places where 
th4y exist( Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia), have largely, as a 
result of their passivity, not yet become .an instrument for the 
extension of the political and or. nnisational iixfluence of the 
revolutionary trade/union movement. This is to bo explained,chiefly, 
by the fact that the RILU sections did not direct the day-to-day 
work of the factory committees and did pot educate the leading 
functionaries of the go important organs of the united front at the 
factories.

Ji big weakness of the revolutionary trade union movement is the 
almost, complete absence of inter-union amalgamations, and in those 

places....



places where they a :ist(Councils or Cartels of trade unions) they are 
still in a primitive state, In a number of countries the revolutionary 
trade union organisations still bear a local character and are not 
united on an industrial basis and a national scale,and are not united 
te rri tor ially (Japan). An end must be put as quickly as possible to 
such a state of dispersion*

Despite the categorical decisions of the Fifth Congress on the 
strengthening of the work within the reformist and other reactionary 
trade unions, all the RILU sections have not only strengthened this 
work,but on the contrary, the work among the workers united by these 
unions has become weaker during the past period.and this has especially 
to be noted in the case of Germany and Great Britain*

The drawing of the wide working masses into the struggle and the 
widening of the influence of the revolutionary trade union movement 
within and without the reformist trade unions is possible only on the 
basis of an attentive attitude to the everyday needs of the workers 
and their all-round service. A number of RILU sections,however,have 
not devoted sufficient attention to the service of the daily needs of 
the workers; they have not carried out the decisions about the 
organisation of the cultural and legal service of their members as 
well as for the improvement of their living needs. And this has led 
to the position that the workers who have even been recruited have not 
been consolidated. The fluctuation, which was noted by the FiftJ 
Congress, has not yet been outlived in a considerable number of the 
RILU sections.

~ more backward ector of the work in all sections is the work of 
pr eparation, selection, and bold promotion of new cadres* With the 
exception of a few sections, there has nowhere been any arrangements 
made for the educationand re-education of the cadres, especially the 
rank and file ones, by means of courses and schools* The question of 
the work of studying the cadres has not yet been raised in a single 
section. It may be noted everywhere that there is insufficient 
experience, particularly of the rank and file trade union militants, 
on important questions of trade union work(tariff work,labour 
legislation,etc.)♦

The Eighth Session declares that the decisions of the Fifth 
Congress on this question have not. been carried out in practice and 
that the RILU sections are not devoting any attention at all'to the 
education and promotion of a non-party trade union body of militants. 
The Eighth Session instructs all the RILU sections to carry on 
systematic work for the fulfilment in practice of the Fifth Congress 
decisions on this question*

In all such places,where the revolutionary trade unions and trade 
union oppositions have taken upon themselves thi organisation of the 
defence of the interests of the masses and the leadership of the 
economic struggles, the revolutionary trade union movement became stron 
ger politically and organisationally♦ Tfeis means that the 
revolutionary trade union movement grows and will grow as a fighting 
trade union organisation of the working class* We must prove to the 
working: class. We rn;et prove to the working masses that we have not 
only the best program, but also the best tactics and the best 
practice•

For this purpose we must attain a state of affairs in which the 
day-to-day life,the methods of work,the relations between the members 
of the union and the leading organs, the methods of education of the 
membership, etc. - th\u all this should radically be different from 
the reformist trade union movement* And yet all our organisations 
still do not live a wide and active life* Trade union democracy is not 
sufficiently practised. Questions are frequently decided at 
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hoac-uartors without discussing them with the masses. Tho control of 
the rank and file encl the reporting to the masses is still very 
weak, which may give rise to a certain amount of irresponsibility#

Self-criticism in pur organisations is not yet an instrument 
of the betterment of our everyday work and the correction-- of our 
weaknesses and shortcomings# The struggle against deviations from 
the revolutionary lino of the RILU bears rather a declarative r c 
ch?:- eeter. New problems, necessary tactical changes are not,always ~ 
discussed with the masses, they are not e xplaiped but■decreed, which 
weakcrw “Ideologically the rank and filo,'members,and by this itself 
lowers their fi hting capacity. We must at all costs secure a change 
and carry through, systematically and persistently, trade unTon 
democracy- all along the line of our trade union organisations from 
bottom to top. J*. ■■ ’

VII. THE ILIEDL^ T^S OF THE MEMBERS OF.'SHE R.I.L.Uw 
> g /. . \ • -

The fundamental task of the T.I.L.U. sections is to mobilise 
the :ide masses for the struggle against the attempts of the bour
geoisie to place.the burdens of the crisis on the shoulders of the 
toi - ig masses. This mobilisation of-the masses can and should take, 
plac e on the basis of the more vital questions, which affect the in
terests of tens of millions of toilers. The struggle for the stan- 
dart of life for .the workings class in the present situation is growing 
int \ ~struggle" for' 'do^ 1~ r also s’ the~J question hot only
of wages, but also the question of the abolition of the entire sys
tem of exploitation and oppression.

.Che forms of struggle may and should be'various. Every adhe
rent of tho RILU should understand that the oc<>nomic struggle has 
now n ore than overa profoundly nQl,itical~^ there
are lit he' ob Je c t ive pi^-re quls I te s for the int er-tw in ing of the 
economic struggle with the political struggles, for the utilisation, & 
as a '/capon in the struggle, of mass political strikes with the 
object of shattering the apparatus of the bourgeois-state. ' *

The leadership of the economic struggles and unemployed move
ment demands in the present situation the unconditional fulfilment, 
in practice of tho political, tactical and organisational decisions 
of the Fifth Congress, the remodelling of all methods, nevi tempos of • - 
work ..nd adaptations of forms of activity of the RILU sections to the 
rapidly changing events. In order that defensive battles may be 
succo.s sully led, in order to organise and lead the movement of the 
masses for a counter offensive and to knock reformism out from all 
its positions, the RILU sections must direct all their efforts-to- 
wards the solution of the‘following problems?

1. Systematically’and untiringly .to fight against, the slightest 
worsening of the conditions /of all kinds and
forms' of lowering in the living standard of the"'masses, under what- 
gya^'Wcmo craiicy or 'Tt Social is tir banner these may be carried Itl^ough 
(the 40-hour week With a corresponding reduction in wages, equal’ 
distribution of work, etc.). The RILU sections must work out, with 
the active participation of the interested wide working masses, the 
economic demands, not only for all the workers, but separately for 
the workers in the individual industries, individual professions, 
groups and enterprises. We must in every way fight against the 
haughty attitude to the everyday needs and to brand as empty phrase
mongers and opportunists those who propose not to fight now for tho 
everyday demands and. needs of the workers but to postpone this until 
the victory of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie.

The revolutionary trade union movement will never be able to 
prepare the proletariat for the overthrow of capitalism if it is not 
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capable of winning the confidence of the masses in their day to 
day struggle, which is the fighting’ elementary school of solidarity, 
and- the starting point for the winning of-a majority of the 
working class- on the side of the revolutionary class struggle.

2. We must, more carefully and letter than was hitherto the 
case, prepare the economic struggles and mobilize the masses for 
the struggle, and choose the moment for this struggle with the 
ut:. -st seriousness. The role of the sections of the RILU is 
untiringly to explain to the masses that their sondition will 
uninterruptedly grow worse unless they fight. The task of the 
RILU sections is to prepare the struggle of the masses, not to 
substitute the masses, and we must, therefore, declare resolutely 
against leading out only the vanguard for the struggle when the 
main mass does not yet want to fight or does not understand the 
need for the struggle.

We r.ust strloUy. and .consistently carry the lire of 
inui..oendent leaiM’shn °f W gepnonig atrur lea. ti^htinr"both 
against the right opportunist hopes for assistance on the part 
of the reformist trade union bur ea Lie rats, and against the

-'’left” sectarian moods which Express themselves in striving to do 
“"■without the reformist workers. We must form strike committees 
elected by the. whole working masses, re-electK them and add to 
then in the event of new detachments of strikers joining in, not 
to scatter the strike leadership by ay of the formation of 
youth and womens strike enramittees in a common strike (Japan), 

“but e^rry on the struggle in the spirit of the Strassburg 
Conference decisions on strike tactics and the Fifth RILU 
Congress decisions, i.e., on the basis of democratic centralist; 
not to command, not to substitute the strike committee by the 
trade union, not to destroy the initiative and work‘of the elected 
fighting organ, but to develop its initiative and work to form 
and crystallize a body of militants; not to shunt the revolution* 
ary trade unions during a strike (USA), but to strengthen the 
revolutionary trade union movement in the’process of preparations 
and dov©iop£i©nt of the economic Struggles^

We must strive to end every strike by. a collective agreement 
signed by the red trade union,^the trade union opposition or the 
strike committee. We must carry on a determined struggle against 
the refomist-enploy^rs-f tariff policy and against secret 
negotiations in regard to tariffs. We recognize only those tariffs 
and those collective agreements which have been discussed and 
endorsed by the’workers themselves through their elected 
representatives. All sections of the RILU must make a careful 
study of every successful and unsuccessful strike and discuss the 
positive and negative sides of our tactics at mass meetings.

We must openly revognize defeat, where such there be, before 
the workers, and not attempt to describe a defeat in the form of 
a victory. The tactics of self-consolation is harmful because it 
makes it more difficult for the masses .to understand the reasons 
for failures, and thu this disarms and weakens them in the 
struggle against capital. We must apply different forms of economic 
struggle, which should depend upon the situation and the correla
tion of forces; a protest strike, a strike while remaining in 
the factories, a slowing down in the tempo*s of work, a delay 
in the conveyor, a demonstration in the factory, at the gates 
of an enterprise, on the streets, bad work for low’wages, 
strikes in separate workshops and professions, etc. The important 
thing is not to overstrain the power of the fighters but to lead 
into"the struggle ever newer and fresher forces.

(The slogan of the...
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-he slogan of put forward by the

Fifth Congress of the RILU, remains 'also for the future slogan which 
unites and directs the whole economic struggle of thd working 
masses towards a revolutionary way eut of the crisis. With this 
it is necessary to take into account that in a situation of growing 
revolutionary upsurge, and provided we have strong revolutionary 
trade union organisations, it is possible to have a rapid transition 
of the most simple forms of the struggle into higher forms, partial 
strikes into wide mass, economic and political strikes, embracing 
entire regions and branches of industry,.

In the application of various supple forms of struggle 
corresponding to lodal conditions, in resolutely fighting against 
the proclamation of strike's without'a preliminary careful considera
tion of all the concrete conditions and without serious preparatory 
work amongst the masses, the revolutionary trade union movement 
must place in the centre of its attention the struggle against the 
chief opportunist danger- the lack of faith in the power and 
fighting capacity of the working class, and against all tendencies 
which, starting from the difficulties of the struggle in the . 
present moment, take up a line of policy of abandoning the struggle 
in view of ''tfag, ;eg of and of abfe^atogr
partial strikes "by which) nothin': will be Railed," and of abandon- 
ing mass political strikes in view of the non-preparedness of the 
revolutionary trade union movement and so on and so forth.

3. ‘Tens of millions of working women and working men have 
become unemployed and the task of the RILU sections is to head and 
organise this huge army. An enu must be put to attempts of 
converting this movement into a simple appendage of the RILU 
sections and to put forward any political conditions for the 
unemployed who desire to join the unemployed organisation (Japan), 
intend must be put to improvisations in thid domain and it must 
be understood that the organisation of the unemployed is not 
something secondary an^d auxiliary, that this work may be carried 
on, by the way, it must be understood that it.is. one of the Primark 
and most important tnsk^ the revQlutlQnnr.,- trade union move^ht.

We must carry on a resolute struggle against nationalist 
incitement on the part of the reformists against foreign workers 
and the attempts to incite the local workers against the emigrants 
under the slogan of 
of foreign workers11 (France, USA). The . task of the RILu adherents 
is to expose tne criminal anti-la hour character of such badgering of- 
foreign workers and to Organise unemployed foreigners together 
with the native workers. We must understood nd take into account 
the fact that if v/a will not organise the unemployed mass, this 
will be done by the enemies of the proletariat who are trying to 
hammer out the unemployed into a fighting force for the disruption 
of the proletarian struggle.

What is particularly important is the linking up, the close 
collaboration and joint movements of the unemployed and those at 
work for the demands of both’ the one and the ether. This is the 
pre-requisite for the consolidation and rallying of the forces of 
the forces of the revolutionary trade union movement.

4. However greet unemployment is; the-.work iruthe factories is 
the central and r-s.t.jtapprtent, task. The ei?;J.oyers,,together . 
w i th the ref or mi s t s, with the assistance of an extensive net-work 
of espionage and factory police, are driving out from the factories 
*11 revolutionary workers. This gives rise among some parts of 
our cadres to pessimistic moods and the search for easier forms

(and methods of.....
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and methods of unit* og the workers who- are er-m god in production. 
Such moods represent a greet t dang r for the revolutionary trade 
unions. r. . .

Wo must-carry <n a determined struggle' against the penetration 
into our ranks of the agents of employers, combine leg'll and illegal 
methods of.work (organising, instead of general meetings of trade 
union groups, shop meetings and ven meetings of aggregates, 
careful checking up of the lea ring functionaries of the trade union 
groups, utilisation of workers from other factories as speakers at 
meetings of workers of. the given factory, et.c<>), and undeviatingly 
fight for the open existence of the revolutionary trade union 
organisations in general and in the factories in particular,. We 
must carry on a de mined struggle against those, who from fear 
of difficulties and obstacles,propose co abandon work in the 
factories and to enter deeply underground and send to the factories 
only written directives (Japan)s Such moods represent the greatest 
harm and’the greatest danger for the revolutionary trade union 
movement.

Th^work ip,..wax^Wd J;he. most
important ^ask ?.n all counur j. - g -fn rf eos .hechef the revolution
ary trade unioxi^, afe. loga^.-^P • ‘-legal or. kegaic, This means 

that we must-untiringly mobclis due workers in tne factories for 
the struggle, and unceasingly bu 'd up the.fnui ry sections, 
systematically check up the o^y niod ulrnal ; o; agardist work 
of the rank-a nd-f tie organs in t’ > factories, h.eluding red factory 
committees, check up the methods of recruiting che forms of 
preparation of the struggle, etc., subjecting all the organisational 
tasks to the task of the development of the economic struggle and 
the winning nf on this basis, o" &hnaJority of the workers.

The factory is the fortress which must be captdred; this is 
the only way to win a majority of the working ci ass.

J. The react! vnry trade wins still contain millions of workers 
The experience of a number of countries (Great Britain) has shown 
that the member.0 c? the reactic ^y trade'unions are ready to fight 
despite the will f the reformist leaders. It is impossible to 
direct this reb^ll? xn of the rani and-file workers against the 
treacherous socia’>fascist leaders from without^ We must be 
within and must win influence cm the masse; by our self-sacrificing 
and devoted struggle against the bourgeo:sie and the defeatist 
trade union bureancr cy0 We mv , at all costs work within the 
reactionary trade unions* and ca -ry on a de uerm .ned struggle against 
the inclination towards the line of least re. stance.

This means that all attempts to abandon ?r weaken the work 
within the reactionary trade urn ..ns, under vx- over flag this be 
covered, must meet with unflinching resist?.? Simultaneously with 
this we'must decisively fight eganst tie silyl.lest attempts’at 
crumpling up the revolutionary work in the name of tris task. 
The work within the reformist organisations not ar end in itself; 
but a means to an end. The no,. immediate. air is to win the, em 
member s„ of ~tl.e xef frrii^4~" union f .r^he clyss struggle, and to 
or e anise the" res 1 sxan&e.xx^C -xter r of fens i ~re of the, p? oletarjat. 
The w3rk "within/the’ reform st unions means try struggle for the 
masses and a tenfold struggle against the strike-breaking reformist 
trade union apparatus.

Instead of strengthening, as was directed by tiie Fifth 
Congress, the wor> within tne c actionary trade unions, of 
organising all the revolutionary and oppositionally inclined workers 

(included in then,. ...
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i needed in then, and rousing then against the reactionary strike, 
breaking trade union apparatus, instead of this, we have had in a 
number of countries a weakening of this necessary and obligatory 
work, i.e., the abandonment of positions and capitulation before the 
reformist trade union bureaucracy^ In those places where workers are 
to be found in fascist organisations, the task of the RILU adherents 
is to form in these organisations their groups so as to wrest the 
workers from fascism.

6 . We must fight against the slightest attempts of opposing the 
work within the ref mist trade unions to the consolidation and
development'of the revolutionary trade unions and trad* union 
opposition^ The formula, either the consolidation of the red trade 
unions and trade union oppositions or the wprk within, the reformist ’ 
trade- unions is profoundly opportiinlst and must be sharply condpnnfvV 
This is just the line of the reformist opposition ndlthin the 
Unitarian -Confedera Lion of Labour in France^ which in the name of 

wi thin the reformist unions. and unity with th^n proposes to
liquidate the indene .odent r^vmlutioriAry Ionian novena nt A

Work within the referoist trade unions strengthen! the trsde 
union ^proaXtion and weakens the truda iAfiion tM *
very thing strengthens the revolutionary trade Union movement On 
the other hand, the consolidation and development of independent 
trade unions, the drawing into the trad# union opposition bf the 
unorganised, nay considerably Athene then th# raiMluticmrp tmOa 
union opp^ition provided we do not separate one tas^ f^on the 
other, but will look upon it as a single task*- must
unceasingly recruit working men and woeking women into Red trade 
unions and trad# union oppositions, concentrating our attention on 
the main WrtrHiheS Ox* indusjt*^ 
ehraical, textile, railway and water XTan^ort, atc<b w^lhauvthe 
ideological and organisational consolidation if ’the workers who have 
joined the revolutionary union movement, without this it <• 
impossible to strengthen and widen our positions, it is impossible 
to put an end to fluctuation and ^ecnm# -a Tg*in the
cla^o er th. proletariat^

The independent leadership of the economic struggles win 
remain an empty phraeo unless we form an. independent revolutionary 
trade union movement, which will wage a struggle without< apart from, 
and arainst the will of the reformist trade union bureauiracyl* fne * 
RILU abherents are pound, therefore, to consolidate with all fhelr figforts the ,Pg.O£SU miens and W
tuild up on a a revolutlpnary tradeLuninn gpcosition.
The development ano consolidation of the independent revolutionary 
trade union movement is the prerequisite of & wide development 
and successful waging of the struggle of the working masses and is 
the most important tssk of the RILU adherents, and therefore, the 
whole work of. the_I 1LU .sections must be subjected to„the task Of 
developing an jndc; mderit revpiutiomry.,trad^ union movement/
7 • Special attention must be paid to the organisation of women 
workers, in the wh le work of the revolutionary trade unions. The 
experience of a number of strikes since the Fifth Congress of the 
RILU (Germany, France, Poland, Italy, China, Japan, USA, etc.) 
testifies to the hu e role and fighting capacity of this detachment 
of the working class. The Central Council declares that in the 
domain of the work among the masses of working women, in the domain 
of their organisation and of their bring <on for the side of the 
revolutionary trade union movement, there a still greater larrin^ 
behind than in other domains and this is a serious defect since" c 
it undermines and weakens the whole work of the revolutionary 
els trade union movement.

(The Central Council...
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The Central Council proposes to all the sections of the RILU to 
secure,.in conformity with decis: ;ns of the Fifth Congress and the 
£x£ First Internation- 1 Conference rf women'workers, a real develop
ment in the work of our trade union’‘organisations among the masses of 
women workers, and to ensure firn evolutionary direction of this 
work, considering it h- one of th component parts of the entire trade 
union w^rk and as tnc duty of all r"trade union organisations and 
trade union organs from top to bo teem.

The Central Council points out to the RILU sections the necessity 
“of a-determined struggle against the under-estimation, which still 

exists in some of our organisations. of the role of the working women 
in the struggles-and their fightiu.^ capacity and to fight against the 
tendencies of., ignoring the partial" :’emands and needs of the women 
workers'. The Central Council stresses the necessity of educating 
from among the women workers new leading cadres for trade union work 
and'as. organisers and leaders .of ths masses.

8. ’The"Central ’ Council declares that the winning of the working youth, 
their mobilisation for economic struggles and their organisation 
within the. ranks of the revolution ” ry trade- unionsr has-been carried

.. .out-successfully., in but a few countries, but that it is still 
impossible to note a general turn towards the masses of the working 
youth in"conformity with the resolutions of the Fifth Congress. The 
development of work 'anohg Jhe .youth lags behind the. general work of. the 
revolutionary trade ui-innnLOv’enen:

/The Central .Cbm 1 points c-u:- to a)l the sections of the RILU 
that tne cprrdctjluic-t, Inent. of the ...ecisions of the Fifth Congress-- 
and Central Countil'are 'indissolubl; connected with-the—real 
devedryxient-'Of mass u rk among.th. orking youth, for the winning 
of which*'the 1st s and social* fascists are carrying an increased 
struggle. The drawing of the young workers and apprentices into the 

. general struggle as asXhe organisation and carrying through of 
..the indcpendeiit struggles cff the • 3uth on the basis of their demands — • 

'-weh^ds the ,prefrequip Ite for the ’-inning of the mass.of the working 
youth. ■ • . .

The 'Central.,Counc 11 emphasises the responsibility of the leading 
"'■'organs, ph' the- revolutionary trade union movement in relation to the 

youth and' biuids them, -when preparing and waging economic struggles.
.. to mobilise, tne working yeuth for the struggle side by side with the-----  

adult workers/ by way of includin : ^he demands -f the youth in all 
programmes—of demands (Central an . factory demands) and to popularise 
then .among.;the mass of working youth as well as by way of formation 
of -youth' cbfmicsions of all leading fighting o: :a is.

.. The particularly'weak fulfilment of the re solation of the 
Executive"bureau of buy and the resolutions of the Prague Conference 
in the natter'of the. mobilisation of the juvenile unemployed, 
compels the Eighth S^sion of the ntral Council to point cut to all 
the Rlbd sections that they must t he immediate steps for the 
development.of'the struggle of tin juvenile unemployed. ‘

9. The revolutions g trade union ..ovenent differs from the reformist 
both-ini .practice an . o theory» I - order that we may continuously 
widen the political influence and successfully co1 solidate 
organisationally th^ influence, it is necessary to carry on systematic 
educational work in c ? masses ar .reparc ideologically consistent 
cadres, 'The revolutionary trade urr on movement devotes attention to 
the ideological educ tion of that n^n-Party militant group, without 
the formation of which it cannot h .one a mass movement. To be a 
non-Party does not mean"to be indifferent or neutral between 
reformism and Conmunisr-. It is necessary that the cadres of the

(revolutionary trade union...
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revolutionary trade union movement should be imbued with the 
spirit of the ir — ?ncliable class struggle and that they should 
know wherein is the difference between Amsterdam and the RILU 
and should be capable of carrying out, in a disciplined fashion, 
the decisions of the Congresses and other leading organs of the 
RILU*

The sharper the stru^le Ke ones, the sr^nter the ideological 
consistency which is required roomlthe leadir cadres of the 
revolutionary tra<h union, movement. Consequently, the 
consolidation of the whole of ?ur trade union activity, the 
pronotion. of new cadres (especially of those who had passed 
through the school of economic struggles), the instructing and 
education in theory and practice, assistance to the pronoted new 
revolutionary leaders, all this becomes extremely important. All 
xx the sections f the RILU must ensure for all the trade union 
functionaries a revolutionary-class education in theory and 
especially in practical mass work.

10, The tremendous work which v/as carried out by the trade unions 
in the USSR during the fourteen years of proletarian dictatorship, 
is of exclusive interest and an important lesson for the labour 
movement of the whole world, and therefore, the acquaintance of 
the, widest ..masses, n _th.e cabit--Us.t and colonial countries with 
the? work of the Soviet Trade Inions in connection with Socialist 
Sonstruction, the accom plishmeiit "of the Five-Year Plan in four years, 
and the raising of the material and cultural level of the working 
masses, this..uiu^L. Lc_on^...c^._th-i; .mpst-importgah tasks of the 
int—national rev, lutionary trude union movwunt.

The trade unions of the USSR must, to a still greater extent 
and still more closely, link up with the revolutionary trade unions 
of capitalist and colonial countries so as to make known to 
then how the revolutionary trade unions of the USSR have won the 
majority of the working class and have become the most powerful 
trade union organisation in the world. In c ejection with the 
looming menace of war, the Central Council considers it necessary 
that the VCSPS (the Council of Trade Unions of the Soviet Union), 
should organise together with the revolutionary trade unions of 
other countries and exchange of labour delegations so as to 
consolidate the fraternal inter-relations and to prepare for 
joint action in the event of serious complications in the 
international situation.

11. The young labour movement in the East and the colonies is at 
present passing through special difficulties in connection with 
the development of the crisis and the growing terrorism. 
Notwithstanding this, the labour movement of the Far, Middle and 
Sear East and the Negro Colonies are carrying on a courageous 
struggle against the imperialist and native exploiters.

The Central Council notes the extremely insufficient and 
unsatisfactory work of the Unitarian Confederation of Labour of 
France, the Minority Movement of Great Britain, the Trade Union 
Unity League of the USA , and the trade union opposition in 
Holland, in the natter of assistance to the labour movement of 
China, Indo-Chinr , India, Cuba, the Philippines, Indonesia and 
all Colonies, exploited and ruined by the imperialists. The 
systematic sudd . of the strxya of the werkinn class ana the 
toilinr passes fcr the epaqciration of the colonies, especially 
on tne Dart of hno revolutionary trade union ■'.ovenent in the 
inperialist c-axks, Is one f the nost irr ortant tasks ■ £' the 
RILU adherents.

(TheCentral C cunci1...
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The Central Council demands Tron all the RILU sections, and in 
the first place from the adherents of the RILU in inperialist 
countries, undeviatingly to carry out in practice the decisions of 
all the Congresses of the RILU on this question. Special support 
should be. rendered to the heroic Chinese proletariat, the Soviet 
Government, and the Red Army of China, who are waging a fight 
against world inperialisn, unbridled militarism and the bloody 
regime of the right and left wings of the Kuomintang, and waging it 
under the heaviest possible conditions.

12. The brigand attack of Japan on China, the assistance on the 
part of the League of Nations to this act of brigandage, the 
support of this attack by Japanese and international social- 
fascism and the open and unbridled call for an anti-Soviet war 
of the important organs of the ir perialist Press, all this-signalises 
the near approach of the danger of the transformation of war in
Manchuria into a world war directed in the fix st place against the 
land of Proletarian Dictatorship. The war which has begun in 
Manchuria and the near approach of the world war must impel all the 
revolutionary trade unions and their Press to carry on a relentless 
struggle against all those (and jn the first pmace against the 
reformists) who, in the interests of.the bourgeoisie^ disguise the 
war of Japan against China and declare that t. orp. is’ as yet no 
war and deny the danger of war a s Inst the USS.-. .

The Central Council welcome the courageous conduct of the 
revolutionary trade unions of Japan who have so resolutely come 
forward against the predatory attack of Japanese imperialism on 
the Chinese people. The conduct rf the Japanese revolutionary 
trade unions in the Sino-Japanes war should serve as. an example 
for the whole world revolutionary trade union movement which may 
already in the near future be faced with a new world war. The 
workin • class of ,gj.l_.countries r;ist prepare.their...forces sp as to 
end the war, begun the imperi- ists, in the sage Wav as the 
proletariat of Russia ended the g_r in October1917•

VIII. 1 OR A REVOLT .IONARY ’WAY OUT OF 
^THE CRISIS.

In face of the world economic crisis, the furious offensive 
of the bourgeoisie s jainst the working class, and the preparation -of 
a new world and especially an anti-Soviet war, the Central Council 
calls upon the word'" revolutionary trade union movement to exercise 
the greatest vigilance and revolutionary activity.

The bourgeoisie and its reformist assistance are seeking a way 
out of the crisis by the further enslavement of the workers and 
are ready to throw tens of millions of toilers into a new world war, 
so that in the struggle for a new re-division of the world, to 
drown in blood the revolutionary labour movement and the land of 
the Soviets.

The capitalist world is shattered and the objective conditions, 
notwithstanding the unequal growth of the conditions requisite for 
a revolutionary crisis, are becoming more and more favourable for 
the development of economic and political struggles and the creation 
on this basis of a powerful mass revolutionary trade union movement, 
embracing millions of workers, a..- i winning a majority of the 
working-class for the overthrow cP the power of capital and the 
establishment of the .power of labour.

Not a bourgeois reformist, • .ot a capital? su, but a revolution
ary way out of the crisis - such must be the slogan of every 
adherent of the RiLU, of every pi oletarian.
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ISSUED BY UNITED MAHARASHTRA Q.C. For All Party Members.

A Note on the Composition of the P.O, for United Maharashtra

This note is an attempt to explain- in brief the selection of the personnel 
of the OC for United Maharashtra. *

1- The new CC while selecting the personnel of the 0.6. has attempted to 
adhere as far as possible to the principles which were laid down in selecting 
the personnel of the new CC. It has allowed no other consideration except 
that of principles to prevail unon in -selecting it. Because it is convinced 
that one of the hindrances which has obstructed the growth of the Party c^n be 
cleared only adhering to princinlrs and by not allowing the slightest scope 
for opportunist compromises with then. Strict adherence to principles is one 
of the indispensable conditions for unifying the Party, consolidating it, 
strengthening it end revitalising it so as to enable it advance and discharge 
its political tas’^s and responsibilities of the revolutionary Party of the 
working class. The letter of the new CC has laid down these principles.

2- Obviously this is not an ideal OC. But it is the best under the circum
stances. For selecting the personnel of the OC if the new CC had applied the
test that only those whose understanding and practice had not a shade of left
sectarianism, who had a correct conception of the national liberation revolu
tion, its stage, strategy and tactics, who had differed basically with the left 
sectarian line of the old PB and who had voiced their differences and consis
tently fought for a correct line, no OC cjuld have been formed. There is no 
comrade either in Bombay or Maharashtra who could have stood this test. If 
there had been such comrades available for selection of the personnel of the 
OC none who have been selected by the CC would have had a place on it. None 
in Bombay or Maharashtra had either opnosed or voiced his differences with all 
the full-fledged left sectarian documents of the old PB, namely, the Tactical 
Line, the Agrarian Question and P^orle-s Democracy. Only a few had voiced 
some differences with some of the basic formulations in some of these documents, 
had raised some doubts regarding some of the b°sic fcumulations, and Md been 
raising doubts sometimes regarding some of the issues such as the 'National 
Bourgeoisie’, the 'internal con+^,‘dictions among +he imperialist countries' 
when articles in the Cominform and other ”uthoritative documents started 
appearing.

Under such circumstances setting ur of an ideal OC was impossible. Compro
mise with principles was rendered necessary and inevitable by reality and was 
the only way for putting the Party units and mass movement in United Maharash
tra on the correct path based on the new revolutionary line of the new CC. The 
new CQ has laid down the basis for the evolution of an ideal provincial unit. 
But it can be only at the end of the process of inner-Party discussions on 
the new line which alone can unify the Party, of a thorough criticism and 
self-criticism from top to bottom and of election of the leadership of the 
units at different levels resulting in a Provincial conference or a provin
cial plenum. The Provincial leadership evolved in such a manner and under 
conditions when unified and common understanding and outlook have emerged 
as a result of inner-Party discussion on the basis of the new line, alone can 
enjoy the confidence of the entire Party ranks. The organisation of the 
inner-Party discussion and the preparation of the critical and self-critical 
reports in the light of the Political resolution and the organisational report 
of the new CC, are the initial indispensable steps of this process.

3- The basic understanding of the comrades who have been selected for the OC 
was left sectarian to a more or less degree. They have been guilty of left 
sectarian mistakes to a more or less devroe in their day to day practice, A 
concrete self-critical review of the mass movement in Maharashtra and Bombay 
since the Second Party Congress on the b^sis of the new understanding and in 
the light of the new line, and .a full criticism and self-criticism of different 
comrades in relation to different struggles and movements, will alone enable 
us to have a critical and accurate estimate of the comrades who have been 
appointed on the OC. It will be one of the primary tasks of the OC to prepare 
such a concrete self-critical review in the light of the new political line 
as emhodind in the- documents adoptedby the new CC.



In selecting the personnel of the 00 the new CO was fully aware of the 
fact that the personnel selected by it consisted of comrades whose basic 
understanding was left sectarian, an# who had committed left sectarian mis
takes in practice. But the new CO had to select this personnel ns there 
was no alternative. Reality did not permit of a choice which could have 
been better, than the one which the new 00 has mode. Because firstly the 
selection had to be made from among those who are mature enough to constitute 
the leadership of a Provincial unit. And secondly amons- such comrades 
available for selection, there was none who had been less left sectarian 

in his basic understanding- and practice than those who have been selected 
for constituting the 00. This however is but the negative aspect of the 
consideration that weighed with the CO to select them. But the selection 
was based on some positive considerations also. And that consideration was 
that most of the comrades who have been selected are those few who have voiced 
their differences with some of the basic formulations of the left sectarian 
documents of the PB and had raised some doubts regarding them. Taking 
lessons from life and realitysome of them had been groping towards a more 

or less correct understanding of the basic task of unleashing the agrarian 
revolution, of the necessity of organising armed resistance for fighting back 
repression in the countryside and of developing the agrarian revolution 

into armed struggle where conditions permitted it. Some of them had put up 
up a stubborn resistance against some of the left sectarian practices of the 
old PB, e.g«, on the issue of’ the Railway Strike of March 9,1949*

4- All the members ofthe 0C were the members of either the BC or the Maharash- 
t:- PC. Since they were responsible for the left sectarian mistakes in Bom
bay and Maharashtra, it is but natural for one to entertain the doubt that 
they have no right to be on the 0C, It is true that they were in the main 
responsible for the left sectarian mistakes. It cannot be an issue of dispute. 
But this is not the whole of the reality but only a part of it. It s other 
part consists of the fact that these comrades were les° left sectarian in their 
understanding and practice than anyone ^Iso who can renlace them. It is there- 
foxe necessary to state a few facts in brief which would show the justification 
for the selection of this personnel. This brief statement is not and cannot 
be a substitute for the self-critical review of each individual comrade and 
his work during the past two years. But it is only meant to indicate how the 
selection is the best under the circumstances.

Selection of Ccaradcg on the 0C from Maharashtra

Three members of the Maharashtra PC are on the 0C. They are Kamat, Gau
tam and Shekhar. Vishram Patil who will be on the 00 in case Com, Vikram is tnedropped is/working class leader from Amalner. Com. Kisan Patil was arrested 
at the time of the selection of the personnel.

1- The understanding of all these comrades was basically left sectarian. 
Their conception of the path for the victory of the People’s Democratic 
revolution was ’strikes, general strike, political general strike and armed 
insurrection’. But this is however not the path for the victory of the na
tional liberation revolution in colonial and semi-colonial countries. Their 
understanding regarding the nature nf the revolution, its stage, its strategy 
and tactics was left sectarian. They thought that the entire bourgeoisie 
had finally gone over to the side of imperial ism. But despite this basic 
left sectarian understanding, thry were groping towards a correct evaluation 
of the significance of the ^gr^rian revolution in the People’s Democratic 
revolution and were thinking that development of the agrarian struggles into 
armed struggle was also necessary along with armed insurrection in the cities. 
The following relevant brief quotation from the Provincial report which was 
prepared by Kamat in Oct, ' Q48 after disc _ssing’the points with Kisan Patil 
and Gautam will indicate the direction in which they were thinking.

"How far have we planned cur work among the peasantry on a provincial 
plane with a view to discharge our tasks as formulated by the Second Cpngress?

"Our answer to this question is in the negative. Our failure in this 
respect arises' from the fact that we do not fully realise and appreciate
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the plaice, reletion and importance of the agrarian revolution in the Democra
tic revolution. National independence and democracy cannot he achieved without 
an anti-imperia list policy and struggle; and without the agrarian revolution 
feudalism is the strogest and staunchest ally of imperialism and capitalism 
and the foundation of their rule. The struggle against feudalism which is 
the crux of the agrarian revolution, is one of the main contents of the demo
crat i revolution.

"What are our specific tasks in the peasantry? Our primary and urgent 
task is rousing of the peasantry to struggle against feudalism with the 
object of ending all feudal exploitation of the peasantry. Rapid intensifica
tion of the agrarian struggles in the rural areas and vigorous organisation 
of the peasantry is the immediate task.

"What should be our plan of work?.... Differentiation of regions becomes 
necessary as our struggle must be concentrated in those areas where we can 
rouse the peasantry against feudalism an(y feudal exploitation,... For concen
trating our strength we must select the areas whero feudal exploitation pre
vails and the poor and tenant cultivators constitute the overwhelming 
proportion of the rural population. Because the basic force on which the 
agrarian revolution can rely is +he poor and pauperised peasants.

"The emphasis cn the importance of the work among the poor and paupe
rised peasantry must net be construed to mean that the work among the mid
dle peasants where the peasant proprietors are in preponderating numbers 
can afford to be ignored. Work among the middle peasantry and winning it 
over to the side of the poor peasantry is important and necessary. The middle 
peasantry in the rural areas is the nearest ally of the poor and pauperised 
peasantry, without whose sympathy and support, tie poor peasantry cannot suc
cessfully carry on the struggle against feudalism. The poor peasants must 
not be isolated from the middle peasantry,"

This report furtl«er stated that "Our second weakness (in the textile 
centres of Xhandesh) is that the workers stand isolated from their closest 
ally, the peasantry of the respective districts....

"The task of winning over the closest ally of the working class, i.e., 
the peasantry, has been neglected in Khandesh....Our vision of weakness was 
blurred, Even when we had the financial resources and -there was no dearth 
of cadre, our resources -were not utilised for extending our influence to 
the rural areas."
2- Now 1 come to the post-Toctical Line period. Com. Kamat, in the course 
of expressing his opinion ^n the PB document, namely the Tactical Line, had 
expressed his disagreement with some of the points end had raised some doubts.

The following brief duototion ^ill indicate his noints of disagreement and 
doubts;

a) He had expressed his disagreement with the criticism of Mao in the Docu
ment. He said: "Lastly the Cominform has not yet reviewed the Chinese 
revolution, its strategy and tactics in the different periods and the 
deviations and mistakes committed by Mao. We should hesitate to tread 
where Cominform has not stepped."

b)Regarding the slogan of rejoining different linguistic provinces of Hydera-- 
bad state to different provinces, ho had stated: "It is true that the 
bourgeoisie has taken ini '.native in raising the slogan for promoting 
its own interests. But it cannot evade the fact that it strikes 
sympathetic chord in the hearts of the people as it expresses their 
desire for unification. The response from' the urban petty bourgeoisie 
is so sympathetic that the issue is becoming a burning one. It is our 
task to gee that the bourgeoisie does not utilise the desire of the 
people for unification to run into a channel which will promote its 
interests. We must raise this slogan and explain to the people why 
and how they must fight for a revolutionary unification by establish
ing people’s power."

c) Regarding the slogan givon for putting- up "militant defence in Toleugana'’



he hod raised doubts and said: "There is a qualit ative difference between 
militant defence and armed resistance for saving the embryonic state 
forms in the liberated areas and militant defence including armed re
sistance for retaining the economic gains in that area. The first kind 
of struggle would entail on us the task on consolidating the embryonic 
state forms, exterd the liberated areas, etc., while the other would ; 
entail on us the task of retaining the land to the peasants. Armed resis
tance for retaining the economic gains would in practice mean the defence 
of the embryonic state forms. It would be wrong to erect a Chinese 
wall between the two. The document is not clear on this point and this 
point needs to be cleared.”

d) On the question of counterposing the Chinese to the Russian pattern of 
revolution, while agreeing with the formulation in the 13 document that it 
was wrong to so counterpose, ho had raised some doubts and said:
” A question therefore arises in my mind as to what the prospect in 
India is. Is it not quite likely that the bourgeoisie will initiate 
o civil war for routing our strength bef^ve the Party is completely 
prepared, before it has'gathered and organised forces of democratic 
revolution., before it h«s broken down the influence of the Bourgeoisie? 
That the bourgeoisie will resort to this course seems to be a certainty. 
How do we prepare fr,r it?....How do we prepare ourselves to meet the 
possibility of a virtual civil war being initialed by the national hour - 
geoisie?..I feel that the urgent need of the hour is that the several 
aspects of this question are considered by us.”

I shall proceed to take the other PB document, namely "On the Agrarian 
Question", Com. Kamat had consistently opposed one of the basic formulations 
of this document. This issue was discussed by Kamat and Gautam who had ex

pressed his agreement with the views expressed by Kamat on this issue, Kamat 
had stated:

"?7hiie the development of the capitalist mode of production was undoubted
ly evident, I think that the pace of develepmert of* cultivation by hired 
hands instead of letting out is overestimated in the document.

"The generalisations overestimate the extent and pace of cultivation 
with hired labour by the new class of the rural bourgeoisie as they are 
sweeping. They are only partially true....It is perfectly true that th e 
new class aspires and exerts to exploit land by exploiting hired labour* 
Exploitation of hired labour by this new class is on an increasing scale. 
But to conclude therefore that "it cannot exnloit these lands unless it 
exploits hired laboui” is a swooning generalisation. The new class of 
the rural bourgeoisie being e creature of the disintegration of the pea
santry as a result of ovprnowpring of the feudal economy by the c^uita- 
list economy, aspires to dovolon c^pitelist mode of exploitation of 
hired labour in agriculture. But circumstanced es h® is by the con
ditions of the colonial economy, his aspirations d^ not fully materialise. 
He is compelled to exploit land by letting it out....The rich peasant is 
still more of a landlord than a full-fledged capitalist exploiting hired 
labour."

In the course of his criticism on the chapter dealing with the measures 
of the Government for abolition of landlordism, Kamat said:

"This chapter fails to focus the attention on the main tasks of the Par
ty. Our central task is to defeat the manoeuvres of the bourgeoisie 
directed towards checking the tempo of the agrarian revolution. This 
task can be discharged only by developing and carrying forward the 
struggle for the seizure of land and land to the tiller.
Kamat continued to criticise and object to the basic formulation em

bodied in the PB document, viz., the Agrarian Question. He had written a 
pamphlet in April 1949 on the Bombay Act to Prevent Fragmentation and to 
Promote Consolidation of Holdings. He had discussed the pamphlet with 
Gautam who had agreed with the formulations in the pamphlet. Shekhar 
did not raise any objections to it, The PBM in Bombay to whom the’pamphlet 
was shown, criticised it at length and s^id "It could very well have been
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written before the PB document on the Agrarian Question. Shekhar theieupon 
agreed with the criticism levelled against the pamphlet by tie PBM, Kamat 
replied to the various points raised by the PBM in his criticism. Shekahar 
did not express any opinion on Kamat’s reply whereas Gautam agreed with it 
in the main.

In the reply Kamat criticised the formulation made by the ex-^0 
course of his article on the UP Zamindari Abolition Bill, which had appeared 
in ^chmunist, and wrote: • ..... '•

"There are two small paragraphs in the article which had appeared in the 
April issue of the Communist on the UP Zamindari Abolition Bill, the impli
cations of which do not seem to be correct.

"It is true that the relations between them (the moneylender landlord 
who lets his land and the poor peasant or the exoronriated oeasant to whom 
it is let out) are not continuation of thr purely feudal relations. But it 
is also true that the relations between them are not the same as those 
which exist between the capital ist landlord and the agricultural labourers 
whom he hires. These relations contain the features of both feudal and capi
talist systems as the system of such landlord farming is transitional one 
from feudalism to capitalism. As long as the peasants’ instruments are not 
substituted by the instruments of the landlord, purely capitalist relations 
between the moneylender landlord and the peasant tenant do not come into play."

5- Now I proceed to briefly state their practice on the peasant front. Ba
sing themselves on the evaluation cf the significance of the agrarian 
struggles in the People’s democratic revolution, which had been made in the 
Provincial Report of Oct. 1948, Kamat, Gautam and Kisan Patil planned their 
work on the peasant front with a view to unleash the agrarian revolution 
where it could be done immediately and to prepare for unleashing it where 
it could be easily unleashed. This decision was basically correct.

In Nagar district, in view of the historic and anti-Sowcari struggles of 
the peasantry of the district at the time of the Deccan Riot's in 1872, they 
decided to take steps for unleashing the agrarian revolution by taking 
offensive against the most hated moneylenders in tho are where the Party 
had been able to build a strong reagent b^se as a rosult of very intensive 
campaign for over six months bv the comrades who had to go u,g. on April 
1, 1948. It was also decided to t^ke up the issue of tho procurement plan 
which had produced acute ford crisis in the district and to organise resistance 
to it. These decisions again were basically correct.

Tho agrarian struggle against the worst and the most hated moneylenders 
which was organised in Ako la taluk of the Nagar district and the plan and 
the various steps taken for launching it were basically correct. The offen
sive t aken against the moneylenders at Khirvira unleashed the century-old 
smouldering discontent of the peasantry in the area against the moneylenders. 
It inspired the peasantry. This struggle was organised after a thorough dis
cussion and agreement between Kamat, Gautam and Kisan Patil and also between 
the UG comrades in that taluka.

The struggle reached, a decisive stage in April 1949? when the Govt, let 
loose ferocious repression in the area for terrorising the population which 
was supporting it. It was at this stage that Dagdu Patil, one of the DC 
members, raised the Question of armed resistance for fighting back repression 
in Nagar DC, The DC disagreed with Dagdu Patil on the issue of armed 
resistance to repression, Kamat and Gautam had to intervene and convince • 
them that the path of armed resistance advocated by Dagdu Patil was correct. 
That was the only way of fighting back demoralisation and helplessness which 
was creeping among the peasantry, of developing the agrarian struggles to a 
higher pitch. The problems p^sed bv life were guiding us in the direction 
of the correct path of agrarian revolution. This decision of resorting to 
armed resistance for defeating repression and developing the struggle wag 
basically a correct one.

When offensive was launched against a number of goondas who were help-
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ing the police and harrassing the people and against the police when they', 
were in a disadvantageous position, the demoralisation among the peasantry 
disappeared. They were enthused and their tempo rose high.

In October 1949 Kamat, Kisan Patil, Gautam and Shekhar met together for 
a fortnightfor the purpose of planning to develop the struggle to a wider 
area. After prolonged discussion it was decided to extend the area of the 
struggle to the adjoining area of Thana and Nasik districts which was hilly 
and where the overwhelming proportion of the population consisted of poor 
peasants and pauperised peasants and whore there was an influence of the Ki
san Sabha. It was also, decided to organise our comrades in the area into 
batches of not more than five. The issues which should be taven for exten
ding the struggle to a wider area were also discussed and decided upon. These 
decisions, so far as they go, were also correct decisions.

But they were not conscious of the fact th^t armed resistance and armed 
struggle , in the countryside must necessarily adopt the guerilla form of 
struggle. Nor had they the conception of building Party organisation/suited 
to armed resistance and armed struggle, (/and the mass organisation)

As a result of these serious shortcomings, the struggle has suffered 
heavily during the last three months, when the most ruthless measures of re
pression were adopted. There have been very serious losses of cadre in the 
area since the arrest of Kisan Patil by the end of May 1950* Many key com
rades have been arrested recently. To interpret these losses as being due 
to the fact that adventurist • tactics were adopted, would be politically 
wrong. This serious setback is due to the fact that we had no conception of 
how to Conduct the agrarian struggle when it reaches the stage of armed 
resistance, how to build the Party organisation and the mass organisations 
suited to this stage of agrarian revolution. It may also be stated that these 
losses might not have been so heavy if the decisions which we had taken 
in 0cto 1949 had been implemented. This does not mean that other mistakes 
have not been committed in conducting the struggle. But only a critical 
and concrete review of the struggle would reveal what these mistakes are.

To characterise the struggle in Akola as basically left sectarian, 
adventurist and terrorist is right reformism. It amounts to denial of the 
Telangana way and the Chinese path ns tho only way for advancing the nationa 1 
liberation revolution and leading it to victory,

Our task in Akola is to regroup our shattered forces in t he area, to 
equip them with the cor-rect perspective ofthe Chinese path and the knowledge 
of guerilla forms of struggle and advance further with adequate preparations.

(b) The decision taken by Kamat, Gautam and Kisan Patil after discussing 
at length with thecomrades in Nasik to start work in the peasantry of Kalwan 
and Tenth talukas where the overwhelming proportion of the population con
sists of poor peasants and agricultural labourers who are hill-tribes, with 
a view to organise them, to unleash the agrarian revolution on the basis of 
their immediate and acute problems and to develop it into higher forms of 
struggle was a correct decision. This ras a new area where work was to be 
started. It was therefore decided to organise the peasants on the bast s of 
their■day-to-day demands as an initial and preparatory step. The result of 
the work on the basts of the plan chalked out, showed that our understanding 
of the agrarian revolution was not left sectarian and adventurist. The work 
in the district cam** to a stop when all the comrades who were working in 
■fiiese talukas were arrested in August 1949* These arrests were due to non
vigilance and non-observance of Tech, rules, Because all of them were 
arrested when they had/together for planning the work.(/come?) It is after 
a lapse of several months than an attempt to revive the work could be made.

(c) Kamat, Gautam and Kisnn Patil who happened to go to a village in 
Igatpuri taluks, in Jan. ’49 revised their earlier decision regarding the im
pending struggle of Igatpuri peasants wos wrong. They decided to support 
this struggle and work in cooperation with the local Bahujan Samajwadi Group. 
It was also decided that our comrades should not hasten a premature conflict
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with them. But at the same time they were instructedt o expose the trea
cherous role of D.S.Wagh and other leaders as it unfolds itself, to criticise . 
and expose the limitations of Satyagraha as a weapon of class struggle, to 
popularise alternative forms of struggle and to adopt militant forms of 
struggle when and where they became possible, These decisions were correct, 
A review .of the Igaipuri struggle which was prepared by Kamat after discussions 
with Gautam was also basically correct. They were trying to build united 
front relations with the Peasants’ end Workers’ Party on correct basis, 
i.e, both from below and from above in this struggle.

(d) The situation in the Warli area was totnlly different, from any other 
area where we have been working among the peasantry in the province. The 
potentialities of the struggle are great. No sooner the struggle is launched, 
it is bound to take theform of armed resistance from the initial stage itself, 
kamat, Gautam and Shekahar discussed the question of launching the struggle 
on several occasions. But they did not decide to launch it as they thought 
Govt, would use its might to crush the struggle if it was hastily launched 
without adequate preparations and without rebuilding a solid organisation 
and also because they did rot know how to develop the struggle without being 
allowed to be crushed by governmental repression. They had no conception of 
the guerilla fuim of struggle, which form will have to be adopted from the 
very beginning of the launching of the struggle and which alone can defy 
all repression. They therefore hesitated to launch the struggle, though it 
was possible to launch it. Gautam was making efforts to rebuild the solid 
organisation which has been very loose after the last heroic struggle of the 
Warlies.

This brief survey of their practice on the peasant front shows that their 
understanding of the task of unleashing the agrarian revolution was not basi
cally left sectarian. However, their understand in;? ^f the role ^f the rich 
peasants who do not carry on feudal exploitation was left sectarian from the 
beginning. Those rich peasants who do not adopt feudal forms of exploita
tion were considered to be the enemies of the Peoolp’s Democratic revolution. 
They accepted the left sectarian formulation of the PB Document on the 
Agrarian Question that the middle peasant was not a firm ally/in the national 
liberation struggle and the struggle against feudalism. (/nut only a vascilla- x/ ting ally
4- Trade Union Front: The understanding of these comrades aboui the trade 
union struggle was basically left sectarian. They equated the crisis with 
the upsurge and the upsurge with the revolution. They thought andcorrectly 
so that it was the white terror that held in check the mounting discontent 
of the working class from bursting forth into strikes and general strikes. 
But from this premise they drew theleft sectarian conclusion that the best 
way and the only way to break through the white terror was to preparef or 
attacking the police and the state machinery. The attempts of the state machi
nery to terrorise the working class can be defeated by taking and organising 
offensive against it. That the white terror in the colonies cannot be 
successfully fought back by armed struggle in the cities but only by unleashing 
the agrarian revolution and developing it into armed struggle in the country
side, was totally absent in their consciousness. This basically left sectariai 
understanding naturally reflected itself in the instructions which were sent 
by them during the strike struggles which broke out in Jalgaon, Dhulia 
Ambernath, Sholapur and the railway strike of March 9 in 1949 aid 1930. 
Instructions were sent to the workers at Ambernath, Jalgaon and Dhulia 
that clashes with the police should be organised and higher forms of strug
gles should be introduced while conducting the stri’es. The necessity 
of organising fighting squads for leading the clashes in times of struggle 
was emphasised. They did not criticise theleft sectarian slogan given by 
Sholapur Town Committee that the workers of the Sholapur Old Mills should 
break open the gates and take possession of the mill ns they thought it to 
be correct. These are some of the examples of their left sectarian instruc
tions and understanding.

But while committing left sectarian mistakes, they struggled to fight 
against right reformism which was rampant and had struck deep roots in the 
various Party units. It is true that they could not successfully wage this 
struggle since right reformism cannot be fought by left sectarianism. Their
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criticism of the vacillations, hesitations and indecisions of a section of 
the local leadership of the various Party units arising out of deep-rooted 
reformism was correct. Many instances can ho cited as proof of the deep- 
rooted reformism of sections of local leadership of the various Party units, 
A few of such instances can he cited.

In Jalgaon the City Committee fixed 25th of Mey 1949 as the date of 
the strike for fighting ago inst the cut in de^^css allowance which was de
clared on May 5* It pleaded lack of nreparnlh-i'ias and lack of tempo among 
the workers for not fixing an. earlier date.. But rhe reality was otherwise, 
200 workers went to the office and insisted th?* a call, for strike must he 
given at the earliest moment, Ine leadership had to change the date of strike 
from 25 to 17 May, The strike on. the 17th wos a complete success,

Ap the instance c p e similar characuor which happened at Bhulia may he 
cited. A meeting of 'he General Body waj called for considering the cy. estion 
of strike for fighting against the out in the dearness allowance. A section 
of the Party membership opposed the proposal of the strike on the plea that 
the'?e was no tempo for strike among the workers- They withdrew their oppo
sition to the call for strike when the Secretary announced that he would 
call a meeting of the workers the next day, jn ich he would declare that 
the Party members wore prepared to accept the cut in dearness allowances 
and were nol prepared to accept the cut iu dearness allowance and were not 
prepared to give a call for strike because the workers did not want a stri. ke. 
The date for strike was fixed Sov June 16, z 949 and the strike was a complete 
success.

A third typical instance ^rom Sholapur may be cited. In the month of 
July 1948? the wave oJ discontent among tin workers because of inordinate 
delay in declaring the by rh^ Industrial Court regarding the dispute
over the question of minimum wage and standardisation of wages had reached 
a very high pitch. The woikers ^ere imnatient to go on strike. The City 
Committee which met bo consider the- situation disrersed without coming to 
any decision as to whether a call for strike she. Id be given or nut. There 
wore four trends in the City Committee, Ono of the trends was that if the 
Party gave the or 11 -for strike, it will bo charged with instigating the 
strikCc No call for strike should therefore be giver. Ths second trend was 
that there was no tempo among the workersThe Party would bo isolated 
from the workers if the call forthe strike was given? The .third i-xond was 
that if the workers spontaneously went on a strike, theParty would load it, 
The fourth trend was that a call for a strike must be given.

The Peasants’ and Workers’ Party took the initiative in giving the call 
for strike. The Party unit followed. These illustrative examples will suf
fice to show how deeprooted reformism was in a section of thp local leader

ship of the various Party units which was rightly criticised as an expression 
ofcrude reformism by Kamat, Gautam and Shekharu

(b) Regarding the March 9 Railway Strike in 1949? both Kamat and Gau
tam thought the slogan of the strike was wrong., after it had failed. They 
felt that the tempo of the workers ,?au overestimated, kamat expressed 
his doubts ;o the PBM and one CCM with whom he discussed the railway strike. 
He did not however stick up to his a tand because of his basic left sectarian 
undort'tending, when he was ±- -ntod with the .‘uyu'jiwit that to characterise 
the slogan as wrong amounted to denial of upsurge. Kamat convinced Gautam 
that his opinion was wrong by reneatinp’ the s^g irgument.

(c) Another thing may be seated in this cunncc bi on. The 0x-  fac
tory workers’ uni n at Anf ei'nath was entirely under the control of the IWTJC. 
By patient and persistent work of exposure by comrades under the guidance 
of Gautam for a number of months in that union, it was captured by us in the 
end.

dnan.ee

(d) The Secretary of the All-India Textile Fraction had given instruc
tion to theSecretary of the Sholapur unit in November 1949, that the. hand
loom workers should consider the ’agamies’' as their enemies and fight them, 
Kamat, Shekhar and Gautam iook the stand that these-instructions were 
wrong and opposed then-, They instructed that the handloom workers should

dnan.ee
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formulate common programme, including the just demands for the ’asamies' 
and fight against the common enemy, the monopolist traders, who were trying . 
squeezing out both the meagre profits of the hsamies’ and thereby compelling 
them to cut the wages of the handloom workers.

(e) They sent instructions to comrades at Sholapur that they should 
build united front relations on the basis of common programme with the 
Peasants’ and Workers’ Party who had considerable influence amone' the tex
tile workers, both from bol^w and above, while sh^r^lv oynosinp* the ornortu— 
nism of the leadership whenever occasion arose.

(f) The Party organisation and strength of the Party has suffered heavi
ly. Put to attribute these heavy losses to left sectarian mistakes alone 
would be wrong, as it amounts to ignoiing another crucial factor, namely the 
general offensive of the employers and th^> ruthless repression let loose by 
the Govt, for crushing the Party and its strength. To what extent the losses 
were due to left sectarian mistakes will have to be investigated concretely 
in each individual case,

5- The Student Front; A solid basis for the student movement in Maharashtra 
was laid during this period. It developed rapidly. The potentialities of its 
development were great, but we could not utilise them fully. A special 
characteristic of the student movement in Maharashtra is that the vast bulk 
of students who have rallied under the AISF, studying in High Schools and 
vernacular schools, comes from the peasantry.

The PC which met in October 1948 took the decision to hold the first 
provincial conference.. It was held in December 1948 at Nagar and was a success

In December 1948 Kamat, Kisan Patil and Gautam decided in consultation 
with Sadashiv and Chumane to organise a conference of the students residing 
in boardings throughout Maharashtra. rhere is a network of such boardings. 
The students coming from the middle and poor peasants ta^e advantage of thesn 
boardings for educating themselves.. The conference was held in December 1949 
and was a success. United front tactics with students under the influence 
of the Peasants’ and Workers’ Party were successfully used in organising it. 
They actively participated in it,

On this front also some left sectarian mistakes were committed. A 
critical and concrete review of this work is necessary to trace what they were

6- Organiga t iona1; In respect of inner-Party organisation, these comrades
are not guilty of either Titoist or Turkish methods in dealing with comrades 
who differed with them on political or organisational issues. They tried 
to argue their point of view and tried to convince those who differed from 
them. Sharpness of criticism is not to be misunderstood for Turkish or 
Titoist methods of functioning. To so characterise it is to attempt to dep
rive the Party of one of its most powerful weapons of self-education and of 
correcting wrong methods and understanding. They have taken disciplinary 
actions against some comrades during this period. These decisions will have 
to be reviewed in the light of the new line of the Party. But it may be 
said that tho dooisiong of disciplinary actions in a number of cases stand 
just i f I ed.

Selection of Comrades from Bombay Committee 
f-Uedar, Dhanaji, Bhai and Vikram-)

The understanding of all these comrades was basically left sectarian, 
capture of power through politic0! general strike, armed insurrection in 
cities, etc. They did not seo the correct path, the Chinese path of national 
liberation in colonies and semi—colonies, agrarian revolution as the axis of 
the national democrntic revolution.

But despite this basic left sectarian understanding, some of these com
rades were raising serious doubts as regards the formulations made in the 
main PB documents such as People’s Democracy and The Agrarian Question, which 
clearly showed that they were groping towards the correct path.
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I'- September or October 194^» Com, Kedsr Ead asked the GS to explain 

why Com Alexeyev’s article in’Bolshevik referred to big bourgeoisie and not 
the whole bourgeoisie as having gone over to imperialism while the Political 
Thesis characterised the whole bourgeoisie as collaborationist. Com. Vikram 
also had raised the same doubts regarding Alexeyev.’ s article in his corres
pondence with Kedar.

On the document of People’s Democracy, Com. Kedar to^k objection to the 
formulation re. struggle against imperialism. . He had pointed out that to say 
that the struggle is net against this or that imperialism but against world 
imperialism in general, is to think that India had attained the some status 
as France, Italy, etc, who are tied to American imperialism, have become its 
vassals.

In a long note submitted to the PBM in Feb. 1949 Com. Vikram had raised 
several points regarding the basic formulations in ’People’s Democracy’ and 
’The Agrarian Question”.

The document of People* s Democracy had stated that in the new situation 
the fight against imperialism "is carried on at a different level.•.Freedom 
now means freedom from world capitalist order, not from this or that imperia
lism only’.’ Com. Vikram questioned the correctness of this formulation and 
asked whether according to the new docuir.ent British imperialism had retrea
ted from India, had disappeared from the scene for all practical purposes 
and' fight for freedom is fight against world sjfLpitalisci in general. If so, 
Com, Vikram asked, what happens to the British vested interests still remaining 
intact in India and the new ones which are likely to be created by joint 
Indo-British capital. In support of his argument Com. Vikram mentioned the 
articles of BPD in Lasting Peace and other articles of Soviet writer.s.

Regarding the formulation of the PB that whole bourveoisfe has become 
Collaborationists Com,. Vikram rajjed tad following doubts: "Why have almost 
all Soviet writers and RPD formulated the ner setup in the co lonies and India 
as an alliance'between Imperialism, big bourgeoisie or top ranks of the bour
geoisie, why Com, Stalin also makes a distinction between big bourgeoisie

• and potty bourgeoisie whereas in our Thesis as well as in the new documents 
we refer to the national bourgeoisie as a whole having made alliance with 
imperialism. Is there not a vital difference between the two formulations, 
has it not an imp ortant bearing on the question of the new alliance of the

* democratic front?”

Com. Vikram also had raised doubts regarding the development of capi
talist relations in agriculture. Ec had asked ’’Can wo visualise rapid deve
lopment of capitalist agriculture in the immediate future? Is such bourgeois 
reform of agriculture, i.e,? slow elimination of feudalism, by legislation 
and development of large-scale capitalist farming possible within the 
frame-work of colonial economy?”

Further 0om. Vikram also had raised tho following point rogerding. the 
etage of the rsvolhtiQr.amd class alliance., He had criticised the conception 
of interlacing, interlinking, of the two stages of revolution in the BD docu
ment, He contrasted this conception with Lenir-Stalin conception of passing 
into or growing over of bourgeois djaw^tic revolution into proletarian 
revolution and asked "Put when co we visualise the state that will arise as 
a result of democratic revolution to be the democratic dictatorship of the 
proletariat?”

, Whiles these important roints re. the basic left sectarian formulations 
of the PB had been raised by Com. Kedar and Vikram, Oom. Dhanaji and Bhai 
were not in a position to raise such questions because they got the documents 
translated into Marathi very late and even then only in Parts.

In implementing the left sectarian line of the PB in practice, the BO 
in general adc.pt.ed a cautious attitude upto March 9, Railway Strike, 1949.

In the Municipal strike of July, 1948 the 11th August strike call given 
by the Socialists the BC did not. commit any adventurist mistakes. In the 11 

Aug. strike -the BC gave a correct call for united front with Socialists and
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and tried to extend the strike to other industry. At the time of the ’’police 
action” against Hyderabad, while the article in PA did not sharply bring 
out the real meaning of the Nehru Govt.’s police action, viz., attack on 
Telengana, the leaflet drafted by the BC sharply exposed the real game behind 
the same* The draft of this leaflet was changed by lokyug comrades on thei r 
own on the lines of the PA article, but they were pulled up for this by the 
BC Secretary.

On the issue of Samyukta Maharashtra ’Conference the BC took on the whole 
a correct stand tried to radicalise the conference both organisationally as 
well as politically. It is worth noting that Byakov in his pamphlet approving
ly refers to the role played by the Communists in this conference. The BC 
could not pursue this campaign further because of confusing and wrong criticism 
made by the PB of the stand taken by the BC.

The 9 March Railway strike was a major turning noint for the BC. When 
the strike call failed miserably al .most all memle rs of the BC Sectt. shar
ply reacted to this biggest jolt of reality. Having correctly seen the adven
turist nature of the call, they expressed their individual views in writing 
and submitted them to the PBM. In these notes Coms. Ke dar, Bhanaji.and Vik
ram stated clearly that the railway strike call was wrong and adventurist.

All of them were bitterly attacked as reformists by the PBM and CCM 
in charge of the Railway Fraction. The latter bad even prepared a document 
in which Coms. Kedar, Bhanaji, Vikram and Patkar were condemned as rabid 
reformists of the same type as JP Co. This document also stated that 
these comrades by questioning the correctness of the strike call of March 
9 had shown utter lack of faith in the line of the second Congress.

This instinctive and correct reaction of loading BC Sectt. members 
to left sectarian and adventurisi call of March 9 shows clearly that till 
then at least they had not only not followed blindly, the left sectarian 
line of the Ply but they even sharply fought against it when the call failed. 
Thus on a major all-India issue like the Railway strike these comrades did 
try to oppose the left sectarian policy of the old PB.

The real left sectarian twist in the politics and practice of the BC 
however came after the suppression of the resistaice of BCMS to the IFte’s 
evaluation of the setback to March 9 call. Till March, they were in general 
following a non-adventurist and in practice moreor less correct lino on 
day-to-day issues. No bogus strike call was riven in this period nor were 
individual strikes that took place conducted as * struggles for capture of 
power’. The strike in the suburbs, the Jam millstrike, 11 August, Hirestone, 
One Bay Strike in Mazagaon and SMI Pocksare 5_nstances in point.

The review of the March 9 Railway General Strike made under the guidance 
of the PBM marked the turning point in the political understanding and prac
tice of the BC Sectt,

The campaign to rally popular support behind the hungerstrike of jail 
comrades, particularly the May 3 demonstration, the call for anti-Gonstitu- 
tion protest general strike on Jan. 24 and the demonstration on Jan 26 
are examples of the crassest type of left adventurism of the BC Sectt. Howe- 
vertwo facts in connection with the support to hunger strike campaign must 
be noted.

The decision to hold the meeting at Lalbaug Maidan and stage the demo
nstration in defiance of the ban was not taken by the Sectt. It was taken 
by the comrades on the spot. The Sectt. neverth^e s cannot be absolved of the 
responsibility, because its outlook, the spiritnfthe inpvrnett©uG were clearly 
adventurist.

Secondly, the BC Sectt. reviewing the demonstration,, and the 11 May 
strike fiasco, on its own came to realise its adventurist blunders and had 
also arrived at correct conclusions which were to bp incorporated in its 
self-critical review. That the resolution was id t drafted and circulated 
to the ranks was doubtless a serious failure oft he Sectt.
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Learning from the costly experience of Muy 8 demonstration, the Sectt. 
pulled itself up and moved in the subsequent developments with caution, 
giving particular attention to organisation and saving cadre. This was im
mediately seen in relation to the AITUC session. First Com. Bhanaji and Vik
ram and later all of them opposed the proposal to hold the open session of 
the AITUC in defiance of the ban.

The way the PC Sectt. vuided the tonus strike campaign cf June 25 ®nd 
after, emphasising the activisation of militants, building of mill commit
tees, pursuing vigorously the tactics of the united front from belr'W with 
the Socialist ranks, clearly shows that the Sectt. had not failed to learn 
the lessons from the past. This campaign wherein the Socialist leadership 
was subjected to concrete criticism and the correct manner in which the strug
gle against the staggering scheme and 8^- hours day in textile mills was led, 
paved the way for the success of the All- ndia tec tile conference.

The implementing of these lessons further in connection with the Jan. 
2 one day strike, brought us a significant success. Over 75,000 workers 
came out on strike on the general demands formula ed by the textile conferen
ce despite the opposition of Socialist leaders.

The strike of 12,000 Municipal workers was another occasion when it 
was seen that the PC Sectt., instead of giving 'bid call' for sympathetic 
strike, tried to build up a borad united front for rallying the support 
of the workers and other democratic sections of ths people.

The conception of the BC Sectt. even during this period of left sec
tarianism, of the peace campaign was not narrow, but one that sought to ral
ly the maximum number of masses by applying the tactics of united front both 
from above and below.

Correcting some of the comrades who thought that the Peace Front can 
only comprise of the Party and t he mass organisations under its influence, 
the Sectt.. had pointed out that the cause of peace had definitely a wider 
appeal and therefore it instructed that organisations like the Peasants’ 
and Workers’ party and Forward Bloc must also be enlisted in the struggle for 
peace. The mass rally to observe the International Peace Bay on Oct. 2 and 
the open session of the Bombay Provincial Peace Conference showed the success 
attained by the Peace campaign*

On the student front there are two distinct stages. The line of demar
cation between the two consists in the intervention by the AISF central frac - 
tion. ■

The BC Sectt. was in general guiding the Bombay Students’ Fraction, ge
nerally in the correct direction, B uring the period, the BSU led by our 
Party became the leading force among the Bombay students. It led barring 
a few exceptions all the struggles of the students, among them, four major 
all-Bombay ^ne-day strikes; (l) Protest against increases in fees, about 
20,000 students participating; (2) Support to the no-payment of fees strug
gles of medical students, about 50,000 students participating; (3) support 
to the struggle of the VJTI students against the expulsion of their leaders 
from the Institute, about 45,000 students participating; (4) Solidarity with 
the Secondary teachers’ leaders of the 7ing George High School.

The strength of the BSU «Iso rose from 1400 in 19Z7-48 to 3200 in 
1948-49.

Although there were various defects inthe work of the Student front, the 
Student Fraction under the guidance of the BC Sectt. had to pursue the tac
tics of the united front with the students under the influence of the S ocia- 
lists, made sober estimate of its strength and the strength of the Socialists, 
refrained from giving adventurist calls and did not rush into inopportune 
and isolated clashes with the police.

The AISF Fraction Centre charged the BSU Fraction of opportunism, etc.
The PB. directed that student work throughout the 'country be led end guided
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not by the Provincial Committees but by the AISF Fraction Centre. This did * 
shunt the whole of the student front onto the rails of left adventurism, 
the effects and results ^f which hnve yet to be examined.

The twist towards left adventurism in the politics and practice exacted 
very heavy losses from the Party in Bombay, Betve en the three events, March 
9 Railway Strike, May 8 demonstration and 11 May support to hungerstrike 
actions and the January 26 demonstration, the Party organisation in Bombay 
lost a large number of cadres into Jail (about 175)•

In organisational methods, these comrades are not guilty of Titoist 
Turkish terror. They have not suppressed any Party member or Party func
tionary for his political and organisational differences. They have un
doubtedly taken disciplinary actions against a few members. Barring two 
most of the others may be found to be justifiabb, Of course each of these 
will have to be reviewed. The two cases are /of ih e leading comrades and 
the BCO of Lalbaug, on the charge of seduction of a girl. Here the Sectt. 
and tho BC are guilty of drastically a PM who hardly committed an offense, 
The latter was suspended from the Party for outraging the modesty of a woman 
Party member. In this case the BC Sectt. and the BC can be blamed for taking 

z a non-political view of the offence, for Judging it strictly on ideal basis, 
(/those of Narayan SRrve and P.B.Vaidya. The f earner was expelled in endorsement 

IJ-L UaIV QU UXo-LUU/

I am not talking hero of the Pat^ar-Tambitkar question. The matter is 
under investigation of the CC which has appointed a Commission into the whole 
question of disruption in the Bombay Party unit.

Conclusion: This is neither a concrete nor an exhaustive self-critical 
report either of work in Maharashtra or Bombay or of the individual . com
rades of tho OC during the left sectarian period. Such a review will be pre - 
pared as soon as the OC starts functioning, T his note is meant only to indi
cate the grounds on which the personnel of the OC was selected.
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P.B, LETTER TO BIHAR .
' ’ - — 6.9.49;

My deal* Bharat, .. * ■ - ....

Now coming to, your documents and minutes. Lot me first come.to;the mini
mum points of agreement. There- is- no doubt that your documents as well as the 
discussion on these documents -have served to do one big thing - shattered the 
illusion that all has been more" or less well in Bihar - an illusion which no 
ddubt was created last time, I do not at this’ stage discuss who all were respon
sible -for this illusion. But till your" reports came - and the discu^sionewcre 
gone thru, the, illusion was there. ? ' . . ■ \ ■ .

I.eptirely agree with you that. Raghu the COM did not do anything tos 
shatter the' illusion,!-even though-he hhd seen some, of-the .documents,

’ •• la/* •*
It is equally true that till now he has made no self-criticism. I<have 

plainly told him so long ago, though I could not hold any serious -political 
discussions with him because of his continued illness.

Your demand that now that the documents were there, including the Mi
nutes, the PB should concretely discuss and assess the documents is very correct 
end just demand. ,s

If it has not been done all these days it Iq because (1)’ you had already 
upset this tihe-table and did not pome in April or -.so.- The time from then on- 
warcls was taken by other provinces. (2) I v/anted rRaghu to be given an opportu
nity to have his say before the FB could sit for final assessment. . e

Further you should have no misgiving that all that the PCMe have said 
against Raghu is treated lightly by the PB. A CCM who qannot command the con
fidence of his colleagues in the province will have to answer tho CO and the 
PB. He will not be allowed to evade the issue. The PB or the CC will then de
cide whether he really does not deserve the confidence of the PCMs or whether 
these PCMs are wrong in withholding the confidence from him.

There are no favourites inside the Barty. No one is going to get special 
treatment from tho PB. You should read FB resolution on Bishwanath - take it 
from Jatin - and aee for yourself that no one is spalJod. Everyone is judged by 
the same measure - Marxian,
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You must also realise that if tho PB acta ua irresponsibly as you have done 
in your Pc mooting — nothing will remain of the Party. The PB has to treat every 
CO member with the highest amount of respect and consideration - for the CCMs 
wgre duly elected by tho Congress, For you comrades, Party Congress, Party demo
cracy, Party constitution are all unreal which shows your blatant reformism. Wl.a' 
will happen to the Party if on tho basis of vague charges given by you the PB 
decided to take steps against a COM? Won’t that be reducing the verdict of tho 
Party Congress to a mere farce? This will bo tho grossest form of bureaucratism. 
If wo ourselves do not take our own constitution! our provisions for democracy 
seriously * who else will take it?

You will now understand why I wrote you an indignant letter aboutthe X&KKPC’s 
attack on Raghu. You all are entitled to make formal serious political charges & 
aek tho PB to investigate. You all were entitled to write a sharp polemical po? 
tical document exposing his politics - and demanding his removal from tho CC & 
This is tho proper Party form - showing proper respect to the CC elected by th 
Congress and at the sane time discharging one’s duty. But for you nothing, not 
even tho decisions of the Congress, and tho constitution of the Party are sacf 
sanct. You arc laying down precedents under which cell or district meetings may 
casually demand removal of PCMa from DCs, of DCMs from cells - thus smashing all 
centralism. What you have dona in casually asking far Raghu’s removal from FC - 
is just liquidation of the principle of centralism and assertion of reformist prin 
ciples in organisation.

Besides tho charges against Raghu suddenly flare up at the end - in discus
sions on reorganisation. I have gone thru all your reports; quotations, allega
tions etc. and I do not find the least evidence till now to decide that Raghu was 
a worse reformist than any one of you, perhaps with tho exception of Asim, while 
there is plenty of evidence to show that some others perhaps wore worse reformists 
than Raghu. *

If you have proof enough to show that Raghu was worse reformist than others, 
that ho was mainly responsible for all the evils, that in any caso his reformism 
is of such a persistent type that he will always derail tho PC you and Mahesh 
should still produce it. If there is really something in what you say, I moan what 
you all together say, and if you arc able to put it clearly - you will bo render
ing a distinct service to tho Party. For such a person in the first place cannot 
be allowed to remain in the OC.

Firstly, tho PC ehouBi have demanded his removal from CC along with removal 
from FC. You cannot reduce the CC to a farce by removing CCMs from FCs on the 
charge of reformism and say nothing about thoir membership of tho higher commit
tee. This is pure Joshian conception of Party organisation.

Secondly, you comrades seen to have extremely light-hearted attitude towards 
making charges and allegations, and leaving then there without investigation. In 
the first place no political case is made for throwing out Raghu from tho FC. Tho 
fact that he is a COM and therefore to remove a CCM from tho FC is a grave matter 
for the FB and tho OC - is forgotten, And lastly, Girdhar and Mahesh, especially 
the latter make all kinds of personal charges against him. Many of those charges 
are of a serious type and they cannot bo just made and allowed to remain in the 
minute book. Doos anyone take responsibility for substantiating those charges? Or 
arc they just made for creating effect? Besides not ono there has got the element
ary conception of Party democracy -that a Party member has a right to reply to the 
charges - and till ho replies a final decision normally cannot be taken. You all 
thunder against Raghu’s bureaucracy - and I have no doubt that you must have had a 
just grievance. But you yourself do not even qualify your decision by saying that 
final decision be taken after hearing Raghu’s reply.

Do not think thoso are small things. These are things involving basic prin
ciples. What will happen to the DCs, TCs, PCs, if in tho absence of certain membe® 
decisions ore taken regarding thorn without giving them an opportunity to oxplain - 
and forward to higher committee and tho higher committees act on them. Will any
thing remain of the Party? This itself is part of tho Joshian heritage and it is 
not surprising that your entire FC has fallen a victim to this bureaucratic beha
viour - tho open violation of every form. I do not want to blame you too much for 
this. I only want you to realise how reformism assorts itself on ©very point.



What further takes away my breath is your cool adoption of double standards. 
All agree that Bishnu should be on the IC. Yet Bishnu admits that ho has appropri
ated Party money for private purpose - i.e. ho has taken from Party nancy n cer
tain sum. Ho explains it thus: He got Rs.500/- from Joshi for building a house. 
Of those ho took Rs,250/- and kept Rs.250/- with someone who perhaps spent it for 
the Tarty. Later on Bishnu takes Rs.85/- from Tarty collections - I do not knew 
on vzhose authority. I may be misunderstanding Bishnu - but from the minutes it is 
obvious that Bishnu picked up a sum from I arty collections which ho had no o.utho- 
rity to pick. The fact that somo Tarty r.embor or leader had spent Rs.250/- be
longing to him on Party work, Joes not give him any right to take Party money with? 
out special sanction in repayment of the sum spent. Party members cannot be allow
ed to behave as raoney-lcndors attaching Iarty collections.

None of you revolt against this - not even protest. It is difficult for me to 
relate your connivance of Bishnu and your passion against Raghu to any objective 
Marxian standards.

Mahesh makes a serious and grave charge against Raghu — that ho wanted Bishnu 
to be arrested, thus charging him with conduct worthy of an agent provocateur - 
Nono protests - You perhaps only say no - This is a serious charge. Mahesh does 
not report it to the FB, though he was staying with us.

If the charge is real and ssrious Raghu deserves expulsion. If it is fabri
cated Mahesh deserves expulsion. The CPI members cannot be allowed to behave like 
gangsters. Again I may be misreading the minutes - and wrongly judge him. The mi
nutes might have been wrongly rendered. But my impression is that Mahesh is in 
the habit of making wild charges - and in this matter he behaves not as if wo are 
members of a common revolutionary organisation - but of a cheating gang in which 
each 1b trying to cheat the other. I am glad to find that Asim has pulled him up 
on one occasion when he charged you with deliberate distortion. To say the least 
it is disgusting to come across such allegations in a Party meeting - and even 
those who do not protest against these must be reprimanded.

I will tell you what honest runic and filers will say after reading the mi* 
nutos - especially those dealing with reorganisation. They will consider all of 
you to be thoroughly dishonest persons intent on passing on the blame’ to each 
other - and finally agreeing to agree among yourselves to pass it on to Raghu, 
Their cry will be a plague on all of you. That is how they will seo all of you 
including Raghu and they will be justified. ’

Th© general impression that people might get thru your discussion is each is 
trying to pass on the ball to the other. The FG as a whole tries to hold the Sect; 
responsible for the state of affairs. Among the Soctt members Bishnu wants to dis
claim all responsibility saying he was not consultod - a facile way of getting 
out. He does not tell us why ho tolerated, why he did not kick up a row, why ho 
did not inform the Centre.

So far as Mahesh is concerned his role is to soe that even the most blatant 
formulations mad© by him should not be nailed down - as anything different from 
what others had said. His so-called struggle against the two trend theory * is a 
bogus struggle - an unconscious and indirect attempt to escape individual respon
sibility for some very horrible formulations he made and the dogged and persistent 
and open fight carried on by him against somo of the directives of the Tarty Thesis.

All want to hold you three - Raghu, Girdhar and yourself - responsible for 
the main mistake. When nary of them fight against the so-called theory of two 
trends - it is not an honest fight - but a fight to establish that all members of 
the Sectt. especially you three, wore equally reformist. Again the basis is not 
objective estimate of Tarty lino as a whole, but an attempt to establish that tho 
Soctt. members were the main sources of reformism. No doubt tho other comrades 
often admit thetr mistakes. Everyone seems to be in a repentant mood and ano fech 
as if one is attending a prayer house, or a confessional meeting. But this doos net 
lead to an objective estimate of tho mistakes of tho I-arty as a whole. As soon as 
tho formal confession is made and conscience is satisfied each returns to tho 
charge to prove that others * especially the Sectt. was the most guilty party.

In this respect even Asim fails to judge himself objectively. Asin who 
seems to have an objective standard alright. I have not seen his latest.

So far as you and Girdhar are concerned you feel that you must share tho res
ponsibility, but inwardly you feel that Raghu is the source of all mistakes and 
you cone out openly in th© discussion on reorganisation & give yourself away.



Had all of you shown a little objectivity - you would have asked your&elvo 
the question - if Raghu were the source of all mischief why are we in loldrum: 
- when he has been away for nearly a year? T^o other ROMs s would have to ask 
same question - especially after changing the Scctt. —why are wo deadlocked, Bi 
none of you had either the humility, objectivity to ask the question and face t 
answer.

Remember that even if all that you say about Raghu is correct and the IB de
cided to remove him from the IC, still nothing will change there - since a new con 
sciousness, a correct understanding of the situation is required. Thus the facile 
understanding of Mahesh that Raghu was Joshi - and all the rest his followers - 
this pose of innocence must be described as a perversion of facts, worthy of those 
who dare not see themselves in the mirror.

You should thus soc how you have reduced the Bolshevik weapon of self-criti
cism to a farce. The result is no clear understanding of anything - an unconsci
ous justification of oneself - by holding or thinking that someone else is more 
guilty than you and finding satisfaction in that. The mind of a petty bourgeois 
is like a dog’s tail. It never gets straightened.

•Now let me turn to your Report on the Right Reformist Deviation in Bihar 
rC. Some days back I wrote to you that wo reject it as showing petty bourgeois ego 
and imcxAi individualism. You will now sec how correct that judgement is.

f However our rejection has nothing to do with the criticism and attack levied 
by other Sectt. members - who no doubt have shown even worse egoism in attacking 
the report in the way that they did. They perhaps thought that the report attacked 
other members too much. The fact is that the report attacked them too little i i 
comparison with what they deserved. But their fight against two trends meant th t 
they were hardly to blame - a dishonest fight in which Mahesh takes the lead ana 
misleads tho other members.

as
.So far/you are concerned, however, the report fails to unmask your own poli

tics i.e. the politics of the Sectt. - screens it behind phrases, behind formal 
admission. Failing to unmask yourself you do not get the moral and political c .t— 
rage to-unmask others - and you go on praising peoie for tho slightest excuse. 'u 
make a mockery of self-criticism and you think it consists in somehow apportion?., 
blame and praise equally - irrespective of reality. You praise Mahesh for sone 
thing - and discover profundity in Bishnu’s ‘'discovery” of rich peasant and his 
role., ^nd it is not without reason that you discover profundity in Bishnu for I'-v 
ing located the rich peasant. You do it because you had failed practically to nr.- 
tion the rich peasant in your note on Agricultural Labourers - notwithstanding your 
vain claim to have token a correct stand on agricultural labour organisation. In
stead. of debunking yourself before the FC Sectt., and tolling them that tho most 
elementary thing had escaped your notice, that your document was a raw immature 
attempt - and realising that Bishnu had seen an elementary truth - you flatter 
Bishnu by calling him profound, just to satisfy your own ego. To you this ele
mentary- truth appears profound>just because it escaped your notice - all conceited 
persons think that what they fail to understand must be very profound.

Thus both iny>ur criticism and your praise you are wrong. This happens because 
you do not apply Marxist criterion - you fail to de so because .of your ignorance 
of Marxism and a little realisation of this would have made you more objective.

It is just because you fail to debunk yourself - a failure due to lack of 
Marxism - and partly to your vanity and self-esteem - that you are unable to hit 
out with sufficient sharpness against others - even when you know their views de
serve such sharpness. You thus come down to the level of a decadent bourgeois pro
fessor - with his final summing up - Much can be said on both sides.

Then what is tho aim of self-criticism? Is it to give opportunity to conceit
ed intellectuals to record on how many occasions others were loss right than them
selves? Or is it to teach the working class and its Tarty from its living experi
ence, from the mistakes of loaders, organisation and individuals - to change prac
tice, to what results mistaken ideas lead and sharpen their xk consciousness.

Whose consciousness will be changed by your review, who will benefit? Yours h 
not a review of the line, of mistaken policy in practice and action; not drawing 
of the lessons from actual struggles and judging individuals, formulations etc."in 
the light of the results of the struggles - so that formulations and individuals
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are tested on the basis of the common e-fiperience* What you have done 
is a review of the formulations of certain individuals,
and enly vaguely connected them with the practice of the 1 arty. Evon when you^cri- 
' ’ isc the Sectt, formulations - you are not able to relate thorn to practice uo 
□ row what practice it produces.. Thus others do not realise that they .verepax v- 
oc?" in the sin and they further do not realise that certain disastrous conso- 
quonces did follow the wrong formulations of the Sectt. - results which would not 
have followed if the DCs and ranks had correctly detected the mistakes. Thus you 
fail to make others realise that they also have to change their practice and out
look - that their practice was based on the acceptance of the oectt, formulations 
and it was wrong. The DCs and other Sectt. members are more or less hazing tnc 
pose that certain members of the Sectt, alone were wrongt that they made wrong 
formulations, they forget that they themselves tried to implement them, faded to 
sec things and that the formulations led to certain practice. They practically 
argue as if the wrong lead had no practical consequence - and thus attempt to exo
nerate themselves.

No doubt it was a very difficult job to execute. And I do not blame you for 
not being able to do it. It would be most unfair to blame you Si for failure, ifct 
you must be blamed for, is however, failure to develop certain minimum standards & 
accept the concrete lead given to you in writing.

The result has been that your reviews only judge between individuals and that 
too on a petty personal intellectual level - without reference to whether any help
ed to change. practice - without reference to the effect of the formulation, execu
tion of the Party tasks. Struggles, masses, practice etc. come only incidentally. 
The main thing becomes who said what on each occasion - a concrete instance how a 
petty-bourgeois slyly and surreptitiously substitutes himself for the masses and 
the movement.

Your reviews therefore teach no one - and the ranks on reading them will only 
draw one conclusion -all loaders commit mistakes. Do not accept their load - Thus 
you sriash all faith in provincial centre.

You come to this sad end because you totally ignored the Centro’0 note on 31- 
har Report - a note which correctly nails down the main maladies of the party 
there, but which fails' to hold the Sectt. responsible for it along with others. 
It was because I was given to understand that the Sectt, was fighting reformism; 
that on a very wide front the deviations have been corrected. That is why, if I rs- 
member correctly, we-hardly discussed the August Report, but we discussed the cml 
report and self-critical report of Santosh and others perhaps..

At the same time all the wrong formulations current in Bihar and made in the 
August report are debunked in my note of January 1949 -which you have ignored. The 
main defect of that note was failure to hit the Sectt. on the head with a hammer
blow, debunk its pretentions in the same way ns the pretentions of some other pro
vinces were debunked. And for this all the Sectt. members who came here - Girdhar, 
Raghu, Mahesh, Santosh and yourself were responsible.

I tended to accept your claims because they were made after reading the Tact
ical Line documents - which really exposed nil the current reformist formulations. 
That is why no frontal attack on the Sectt. was launched but since you expressed 
complete agreement with the T. Line you were askel to iaft your own self-critical 
report -so that things could be judged properly. At the sane time Centre note on 
organisation and report - gave, you all the accessary generalisations, formulation^ 
and criticism of sone of your fomuhtians - spontaneity etc. - to enable you to 
make a fairly objective self-criticism. You ignored all this and bungle! the whole 
thing.

There is however no doubt that you all created an impression that now you wok 
already on correct lines, that the Bihar Sectt, was more or loss united - and I wa; 
glau. I spoke highly of all of you. At the- sane tine I gave you only a few days to 
draw your self-critical report so that the final decision can bo taken quickly.

I an writing about all this because if you remembered all this -and especial
ly the Centre’s note - you would have directed tho main fire against the August 
Report of the Sectt. -which is a blatant revisionist draft which repeats all tho 
opportunist formulations made in Bengal by certain comrades and constitutes a 
rehash of Joshi’s I'ol-Org letter. Your criticism of that draft is of such a type 
that we ore again whonawo were before tho T, Line,



Firstly your August Report, when it cones to practical guidance, gives all tx 
possible directives - in a vague and general manner - without in the least helping 
the ranks to understand which directive is to be followed on wnicn occasion. xIjg 
directives given constitute a dishonest way of cheating and silencing the ranks - 
of bluffing*them, of making then believe that the leadership had given all direc
tives - only the ranks failed to implement them. You only save your vanity, your 
conceit and your conscience by giving a number of contradictory and all-tine di
rectives.

Coming to your analysis and content, you commit all possible deviations 
non to Joshism - all the deviations cor1.bated in the Tactical Line.

Firstly in typical Joshian banner you and the other colleagues of the Sectt. 
including Raghu whom all of you considered to be in a class by himself - all slyly 
repudiate the major struggle - that between the capitalist class and the work! ig 
class; between the imperialist-feudal-bourgeois combine and the exploited masse 
by giving equal or more importance to the so-called inner contradictions among 
exploiters. It was a familiar k trick of Joshi to juggle with the phrase -owner 
class contradictions - they mean only some difference among the exploiters - an' n 
the name of taking into consideration and utilising those contradictions, tone .own 
and ignore the major contradiction - class struggle between the bourgeoisie an o 
the proletariat and thus tie the latter to the apron-strings of one or the other 
sections of the exploiters. The Andhra Sectt. theoretically formulated the osson 
cc of this policy and its stand had to bo rejected. But you after reading the Tac
tical Line documents which polemiso against the stand of the Andhra Sectt., 
nit the same mistake.

"Politically the crisis has expressed itself as a crisis for the ruling c] 
- a crisis in its government, its politics, its morals and its efficiency. Mo' ■ 
and more the Congress Govt, is getting exposed as a govt.' of the exploiters, f 
the feudal-bourgeois collaborators of imperialism, incapable of solving any real 
problem of the people, incapable of maintaining ’law and order’, and corroded fimi 
within by bribery corruption and nepotism, faction! quarrels inside the ministry 
and the provincial Congress Committee (which seen to have been ’settled’ now on
ly to flare up again), ’disputes’ between the ruling feudal-bourgeois group of 
the different provinces (e.g. Bihar, Bengal, Orissa, C.r. etc.), disputes between 
the Bihari and the n.?n-Bihari bourgeoisie (over the mines clause in the Zamin- 
dari Bill) and between the provincial govt, and the big zarjindars - all point 
to the inherent and growing contradictions inside the ruling class, symptomatic 
of the accentuation of the political crisis." (pxSy para, 3, page 1, Bihar Tol. 
Report for the period April to 15th Aug. 1948).

Can there be anything more monstrous than this understanding of the situation? 
You lump the most ferocious class-war launched by the capitalist state with their 
inner squabbles - describe all of thorn ns a crisis in govt. - in the bargain you 
vulgarise the Marxist conception of "crisis of ruling class, governmental crisis"- 
and thus successfully screen the main reality - the masses fighting and challeng
ing the govt, in a ferocious class-war, more ferocious than what was seen in our 
country in recent times.

After this even when you add that these,inner conflicts do not break out into 
opon clashes -when you say that they only quicken the pace of exposure, you only 
save your conscience. You have already sold the pass by equating* these conflicts 
with the struggle of the basic masses. Corruption and jobbery, molasses scandal 
got the same importance ns mass shootings of workers, heroic struggles of indus
trial and agrarian workers. (

This is hoy/ you take a straight dive in the reformist muck in the very begin
ning -and by you I mean all the members of the Sectt. ► those who drafted this^ 
these who acquiesced in it.

This is not accidental, however. You arc only resurrecting Joshi’s discredits-' 
theory -which propounded in December 1946 -that it is counter-revolution that is 
on the offensive -.not revolution. When in your usual way you quote in a distorted 
fashion -"Revolution organises counter-revolution", you exactly mean this; you arc 
really emphasising the organisation of counter-revolution, its strength etc. Hore 
I must warn you against this type of thing. You shew both ignorance and c ntemnt 
for Marxist theory when you quote without knowing the meaning of the formulation 
made by Marxist founders. The ordinary honesty to sec that the quotation really 
means what you say is not shown. The ranks are cheated with a show of learning*,
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aud by abusing the name of founders of Marxism. Such an attitude is tantamount to 
committing forgery. It is ideological forgery and nothing else.

r.o continue, as I said you only see the counter-revolution on the offensive, 
while you see the masses only on the defensive. On p. 3 you write, ”....indeed all 
the labouring classes of the population have been set in notion by the crisis and 
have been forced to stand up in defence of their living standards11. By itself the 
sentence my not be objected to -if all that it meant was that economic necessity 
was compelling backward and advanced sections alike to defend their standard of 
living -and join the battle against capital. In such a formulation the emphasis 
would not have been on the idea of defending as distinguished from taking the of
fensive, but on the idea that the masses aro on the move, impelled by sheer neces
sity to protect their living standards - the beginning of all revolutionary fights 
in capitalist society.

But for you because you nowhere see the heroic resistance of the masses, thoi 
counter-offensive against terror, the formulation means masses are on the defen
sive -while their enemies are attacking? That is why though you say in the same 
para that the masses are turning every factory and farm into a battle-ground bet
ween the exploiters and Exploited, it remains mere phrase - for your conclusion 
is this: ”The crisis Ms accentuated class antagonism so far that the ruling clas
ses have started taking fright at it.” What a revolutionary conclusion! So the bou 
geoisie is only taking fright and not.fighting a last ditch battle ; not a despe
rate and ferocious struggle but just fright. This is how you evaluate the battles. 
Crisis has not accentuated class antagonism to the point of open class-war fought 
with all the strength on both sides; not accentuated class antagonism to the point 
at which the working class fights with all its strength and resources but just to 
the point at whichax the bourgeoisie are just taking a fright.

You must realise that such formulations are not accilental. They are born out 
of the idea that the working class is not resisting, it is on the defensive, at 
best it is fighting partial battles; and that it is not conscious. It is not for 
nothing that when on page 3 you say, ^numberless legions of fighting masses aro td 
ing up positions,” you add in paranthesis - though not yet quite consciously - thu 
attempting to belittle the revolutionary consciousness of the masses. If all that 
you wanted to say was that the masses were not fully conscious of the need for im
mediate overthrow of the Govt, or of the final aims of Communism * that would be 
very correct. If ignoring this anyone were to imagine that the partial struggles 
that are breaking out are insurrectionary struggles -that the masses are ready for 
insurrection, and that as soon as a strike breaks out power should be captured - 
he would have to be criticised for not seeing that the masses are moving forward 
towards seeing the necessity of overthrowing the govt., but not yet seen it, It is 
only in relation to seeing the necessity for the overthrow of the govt,, or final 
aims of Communism -that one can say that the consciousness of the masses is not 
yet fully developed.

But when you eaauajM. and in a general way state that the masses are taking 
positions and turnlng/fees^rstreet into battle-ground -but not yet consciously -you 
qualify and belittle the actual consciousness of the masses and seek to make out 
that the factories etc. are turned into battle-ground need not be taken seriously; 
it is not consciously done. It Is just a part of the ordinary economic struggle, 
spontaneity •• as you would call it. This is wrong and anti-Marxiet. The fact that 
the partial struggles of the present period - are no longer peaceful* they are con 
verted into battles •• they call forth armed intervention of the state -and that 
the workers resist this nrmo<^ intervention -all these betoken a high degree of re
volutionary consciousness. These reveal that the masses are grasping the truth 
that without battles, resistance, without bloody conflicts the capitalist govt, 
will not yield - no illusion - and at the same time they reveal the confidence of 
the masses that with sufficient resistance the govt, will be forced to yield. The 
consciousness of their strength and numbers, the class-consciousness which sees 
in the ruling class only a tiny section of exploiters and not the leaders of the 
people - it is these that give the confidence to the workers to march ahead. These 
constitute the beginning of the realisation of the necessity to overthrow the govi

This is the truth that has to be seen and put Before the ranks. This repre
sents correctly the level of consciousness and inspires our adres to go ahead. In
stead you understand th© level of consciousness wrongly, belittle it, deprive the 
class battles of revolutionary consciousness and Hnd*m\ne in typical Joshian..man
ner the revolutionary character' of the batt lea/
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Somc of our cadres themselves do not see that the masses are fighting wits 
a new fxgkk^x spirit and consciousness, that the struggles oi the present pe-- 
riod are of a qualitatively different*typo than of the past, that consciousne 
is of a higher level - they funk and run away failing to see the heroism and r- 
volutionary consciousness of the masses - and you aid and abet them in this Ty 
slandering the masses and belittling the consciousness of the workers.

■’ i • ’>

All this because you do n-t believe that the massea are resisting. Your ana
lysis is that only tho capitalists are resisting and fighting. Thin is openly 
stated in your report. On page 11 end and page 12 you sum up the experience cf 
working class struggled. The experience that you give is of a professional 
strike-breaker and not of a revolutionary loader.

On page 12, pa.ra 1 you write: "Struggles are usually protracted and long- 
drawn out because neither the employers nor 'the govt, arc in a mood to concede 
even the most elementary demands unless they feel compelled to do so” - strug^l 
are not protracted-, long-drawn out battles because tho workers, despite starva
tion and suffering refuse to break their ranks, their solidarity, and carry on 
for months - Oh no. ; They arc long-drawn out because employers do not concede the 
demands. All that is* required for a protracted struggle is obduracy of the c. - 
ployer r working class unity is not required; working class solidarity is not re
quired - the fact that the protracted struggle is carried on despite police ani 
goonda terror, murderous assaults -is hidden - working class resistance is done 
away with. So according to you retracted class-struggles are due only to tho ob
duracy of the capitalists. This is where the theory that counter-revolution is on 
the offensive, and mssos are on the defensive loads. Liquidation of all mass r ■ 
sista nee - and advocacy of strategy and tactics based on a defeatist analysis 
that the.claas enemy f the working class -is triumphing.

It would bo perfectly legitimate to hold the capitalists responsible for 
protracted stoppages in production - if we were discussing who was responsible 1 - 
these stoppages. But when you ore analysing tho character of class- struggles - 
and not responsibility for sto pages'then it iq sheer opportunism, and defeat,- 
ism'to paint that the class battles arc all due 'to capitalists - that ’the work
ers are only a, passive force in then.

• In-the next, para you talk of repression, terror, etc. - but there is not a 
word about- the. resistance of the workers to' all these. It is one of the biggest 
slanders pn.the heroic working class of Bihar.

'■ And ■ finally,you draw the following ’revolutionary’ and logical conclusions 
from your defeatist.analysis: ”In those conditions the struggles either completely 
fail and win very minor, demands, This leads*to demoralisation and defeatism among 

- the workers among whom it is temporary - but'mainly among the militants some of 
whom usuallycrack^yp end go over to the employers, the INTUC or the Socialists.11

’ Thus’-you' hav-o once, rpre returned'all the Joshian conclusions, liquidating 
revolutionary reaistanqe .of. the workers and making demjraiisatioh supreme. Can 
there bo anything more repul:bii>c, than this open slander''of the workers -and repu
diation of the lino laid down by" the 2nd C^n .ross? A ’

FiwssOy'y ’U slander both, the workers,and militants'- and you allege that tho 
militants, i.c./ the advanced.cectisns got more demoralised than tho mass - a 
strange thing. By using tho word ’some’ you spread another slander - about large- 
scale defection of militants to .Socialists,JINTUC. No doubt there will always boa 
few individuals crossing over - not only from militants, even from tho 2 arty. But 
a Party leader who makes a generalisation on this basis - as if this is a wide
spread phenomenon among the militants - and includes this as a special experience 
of recent working class struggle, must be branded as a slanderer.

Do you realise what your experience of working class struggles amounts to?
It is something vzhich even Joshi dared not put on paper. According to you (1) 
there is of course no resistance on the part of tho working class - now type of re
volutionary resistance is not party experience of recent working class struggles.
(2) It is not the unit- of tho working class and their solidarity that loads to 
protracted and long-drawn-out battles, but only the refusal of capitalists to con
cede thoxx demands. (3) Only police terror and goonda terror exists but not tho 
resistance to it. (4) Not that the militant resistance of the masses make it more 
and more difficult for the capitalists to shift the burden of the crisis on the
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‘back of the masses, but even minor demands are not secured. (5) Out of the fire 
of struggle, the indescribable suffering, and the glorious heroism of the masses 
it is not their will to resist that is strengthened, steeled - but they are de
moralised; new cadres and loaders are not born, new cadres for the Party, now 
loaders of tho masses are not gained; it is not the Party and revolutionary move
ment that wins and strengthens by getting new recruits in large numbers - but it 
is the INTUC and Socialists. This is what your analysis says.

That is why I denounce it as a professional strike-breaker’s analysis. This 
is how you understand, "Revolution organises counter-revolution". Marx uses it tc 
show the KtarEngfckxsjZxKSHHtEKKrExslaxfciKKyxfcKXMkBWxilHKixitxxsxEKKKfcHXKXiOE the weal 
ness, the last-ditch stand of counter-revolution. You use it to show tho strength 
of counter-revolution, to show that it is counter-revolution that is on tho of
fensive, to show that its offensive.is succeeding, that tho masses are getting 
demoralised, to show that no resistance is taking place, that tho masses are on 
the defensive, are being driven to the wall. You try to save your conscience by 
saying that though counter-revolution is on the offensive,it shows its weakness, 
but this is only formal. Besides you think you haye given sufficient recognition 
to the existence of tho revolutionary forces when you say, "Revolution organises 
counter-revolution". You reduce this sentence from Marx to a vulgar truism. For 
according to you it only means that the attack of counter-revolution - by which 
you mean only repression is directed against forces of revolution -which is a 
truism, it certainly could not be directed against tho forces of counter-revolu
tion. And you think that by saying this you have given sufficient recognition to 
the strength of the revolutionary forces. In reality you recognise only tho 
strength of counter-revolution.

Such are the nauseating conclusions of your defeatist line; of a lino which 
replaces basic class contradictions by intra-class sectional contradictions; a 
line which liquidates revclutionary resistance of the working class and preaches 
demoralisation and frightens tho ranks with the strength of the enemy.

Is there any wonder that with this defeatist and counter-revolutionary atlool 
your Sectt. gives strike-breaking advice to tho ranks - of cowardly retreat co
vered by specific phrases?.

On Page 23, para 3 from below, you give the following solemn advice: "Tho 
form of demonstration shall depend on the degree of indignation aroused, and de
gree of mobilisation achieved. When big mobilisation (emphasis mino) is not 
achieved, then it is better to have meetings and rallies, central or local where 
they can be hold, and as peacefully as possible." This advice is given in con
nection with demonstration before courts etb. whero interference from police or 
armed goondas is expected.

The way in which tho formulation is made, and the conditions under which it 
was mado - show that it is not an advice to fight but for abject surrender. When 
this advice was given a section of Party ranks and loaders was shirking to lead 
the militant fight and resistance which the masses wore spontaneously developing.

Doos this formulation, this advice, teach the wavering section to give up 
its vacillations; does it put across the heroism of the masses? Not in the 
least. On the other hand the formulation is made under tho belief that tho Party 
is f .suffering from adventurist mistakes. That is why the advice is in the di
rection of putting shackles on the struggle

Apparently the formulation that "the form of dome ns t rat ion shall depend on 
the degree of indignation aroused and degree of mobilisation achieved" seems to 
be alright. In reality the sectt. uses this general statement to avoid facing tho 
realities in Bihar and give a clear call for increasing certain types of actions 
and demonstrations as the new form. When in Bihar certain ranks were failing to 
see that the masses were desperate, that they could be easily roused to action 
and anger on every important issue, when a secti^ of tho ranks and leaders are 
failing to see this palpable truth, what was necessary was to put across the 
truth and toll tho Party members that the workers wore spontaneously developing 
all kinds of militant demonstrations and actions, which shows what can be done 
with our organisation, which shows that on all important issues militant forms 
can be sc developed. That would be concrete lead.
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Both th© leaders end a section of the ranks wore forgetting that a general 
explosive situation existed - whether today in a particular locality there was 
struggle or not. The general explosive character of the situation is precisely 
the characteristic of a revolutionary period. They failed to realise that there 
was general desperation among the masses. Because of this everywhere militant 
forms of resistance were spontaneously .developing and culd bo extended and de
veloped by the Party if it moved decisively. This was the concrete lead required, 
- a lead which would have exposed the vacillators and inspired the ranks to real
ly lead the masses, and not lag behind; inspired them with the confidence that 
militant resistance could be developed because masses themselves wore in militant 
Mi mood. This is how the formulation-form of demonstration must conform to the 
degree of mobilisation and indignation - should have boon applied ~ by taking in
to consideration the indignation already and spontaneously raised by economic 
distress etc.

Instead the Sectt. makes only a general formulation leaving the vacillate/ 
to decide whether the situation is ripe and makes it in a way as if the Party ’ 
suffering from outrunning the consciousness of the masses - when in reality it . 
lagging behind.

In making this general statement the Sectt. forgets the revolutionary pe
riod, the general mood of the mass - and mokes it appear as if only local situa
tion and issues will decide the form of demonstration; as if the desperation crea 
cd by the crisis all over India and the general indignation arising from it, are 
not main elements and the local situation - only the last link in the chain.

Thus under the guise of a profound formulation, the Sectt. refuses to give 
lead, and tenders advice which leaves the initiative into the hands of the vacil- 
lators and sabotages militant demonstrations.

The sentence ’’When big mobilisation is not achieved it is better to have 
meetings and rallies, central or local, and as peacefully ns can be possible”, 
climaxes this opportunist advice. rthat is meant by big mobilisation? It is left 
to the vacillators, local leaders, so that no blame attaches to the Sectt. And 
when did the Sectt. learn that Communists organise demonstrations only with ”big 
mobilisation” - that otherwise there should bo peaceful meetings and rallies? 
The question is not how big or how small - but whether a demonstration rouses the 
masses, exposes the govt. - has propaganda effect, attracts the masses, - so that 
they themselves got ready for the next stage or participation etc. Now how big or 
how small but how far it advances class-consciousness, class-struggle, organisa
tion etc. Naturally the bigger the demonstration the bigger effect it will have. 
But at the same time our Party and the working class has shown on many occasions 
that a determined though small number can also rouse hundreds by its courage not
withstanding its numerical smallness. Such has been the experience of all coun
tries. Our aim is of course to draw the majority as largo a number as possible, B- 
that is.no reason why that action by small number should be tabooed as the Sectt. 
doos. This is counter-revolutionary, trying to win the majority without showing 
in action the dotermination of the advanced elements. In effect it is abjuring 
all claims to lead in action.

If after putting the issue as has been put here the Sectt. had given a warr
ing that care should bo taken to see that all actions whether done with bigger ar 
smaller mobilisation, lead to greater organisation and determination of the pro
letariat, that they do not got cut off from the class; that therefore the issues 
and time are properly chosen; that they keep the vanguard linked with tho mass; 
that to be carried away by the success of initial militant demonstration and to 
forget the class and be unlinked with it in the name of action is parody of re
volutionary tactics - it would have been justified. Tho likely danger of some 
petty bourgeois intellectuals forgetting tho class would have been correctly 
forestalled.

The Sectt. again makes the following opportunist formulation - In connec
tion with tho defence of demonstrations against police attacks, the following is 
stated, "The question of resistance to the police or to the goonlas is linked 
up with tho question of mass mobilisation and the preparedness of tho masses to 
resist. Communists do not act without the masses behind thorn; they act together 
with the masses and at tho head of them. This must bo understood ns a cardinal 
principle. Bolder action with weaker mobilisation is a wrong step. It gives an 
opportunity to the police and the goondas to terrorise and demoralise the masses.” 
Thus the Sectt. again resurrects Joshi's "Don’t provoke tho police” theory. Every 
sentence hero is wrong and the entire advice is cowardly. Firstly let it be ro- 
memberod that tho Soott. .is here talking only about defence of demonstrations
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against the police and goonda attacks - not of attacking or raiding police-•sta
tions, or organising insurrection.

And what is its advice? Its treacherous advico is that there aro cccr- 
sions on which we should not resist the police even if it attacks cur process J yi 
lest the police night bo provoked and the masses get dcnorelfecd and wo shor'- I 
not resist the goondas also lost the police night be provoked. *";• profound fem
ulation that resistance to the police (when a denonstmtion is sx^ackod) is linked 
up with the quest ion of mass mobilisation - moans that if any ! a lor thinks t? \t 
there arc there aro not sufficient masses in the dcLionstratior . c is at liber , 
to run away, disperse the demonstration, as soon as the police or goondas are sigh 
ed. All this is done in the name of being with the masses, and looking to the re- 
parednoss of the masses to resist the police. The Soctt. again slanders the w^rk- 
ors. It forgets the explosive character of the cituaticn, the angry mood of the 
masses, and the repeated instances of mass heroism n.nl resistance, in Bihar a? J 
elsewhere under our leadership and in the absence of direct leadership also, 
dare say that there will be any occasion today when the masses - whether in bl 
or small demonstrations would want to run away at the sight of the police, or 
goondas? No doubt there might be vacillations in face of attack in some cases «• 
but a determined stand by the advanced elements will invariably stop all vac 11 
tions. And there will not be a single case when resistance by a determined vo. t •?. 
will be misunderstood by the masses, even if the mass fails to put up a fight. Gn 
the other hand this will make the mass fight actively on next occasion. In thf 
overwhelming majority of the cases the masses will directly resist when a+tan'-j 
it is a lie to suggest that the masses may not be prepared to fight - the pel‘

Another specious formulation, rtCommunists do not act without the nn 
behind them; they act together with the masses and nt the head of them - is 
thinly veiled cover to give up the leading role, to abjure responsibility for 
ganising the fight against the police; to abjure leadership in action and run 
in the name of keeping with the masses. And nil this is written at a time wh-n 
the masses are forging ahead and leaders are lagging behind. To be able to r« 
with the masses and be at their head Communists require bolder taetics and con
fer the musses are already ahead of many Party leaders. And the task of Commun
is not only to be with the masses, but consciously lead then, anticipate their r 
litancy and raise it to higher level. The Sectt. is unaware of this* It thinks i 
mining with the masses and at most at the head of a demonstration is enough - t 
even here it advocates desertion.

> U’; .

And lastly “Bolder action Vith weaker mobilisation is a wrong step.11 Thi. 
may mean anything. Under conditions when in spite of mobilisation and mass heroisr 
Communist leaders arc failing to lead against the police, the formulation is open 
passport to opportunism. It opens the floodgate to till kinds of opportunism and 
cowardice. It means that opportunist leaders will always bei able to say that -say 
unless there are 10,000 or 20,000 or 100,000 - in any. proWiaion there should bo 
clash; unless everybpdy is with them there should be ni clash -unlecs all the worj 
ers are there - there should be no clash> \ X

Following this you once more abjure straggle against terror by givr-g the 
following direction: ^Terror tactcs of the employers, the zanind&rs, and the govt, 
should be countered by general strikes in towns, industries or rural areas con
cerned. Lockouts should bo countered by occupation of machinea. Squads of the vic* 
time of terror and repression should be organised to parade before other facto
ries, other villagee, schools and colleges. Similarly solidarity squads of o her 
toilers should be sent to areas that have suffered repression.11 (pp«23-24)

Once again everything is hers except direct resistance to terror -VA ..n 
you are precisely discussing how to combat such terror, you refuse to go beyon 1 
test actions - and do not say a word about direct resistance to terror. You cca'. 
yourself with solidarity demonstrations - visits of squads and go upto protort 
strikes, which no doubt constitute a very IrsportanbK weapon of mobilisation. 3 - 
protest strikes in the absence of resistance to the police when resistance r 
offered is reduced to a form of aatyagraha. If you were not discussing how to 
fight police terror, or if th© question of resistance to police had not boon p?
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by the situation itself, extension of protest actions thru strikes by themselves 
might acquire a progressive moaning - as the first step leading the workers to cl 
with the state. To only talk about protest strikes end solidarity demonstrations 
when the question is one of resisting police terror, and. to remain silent on bow 
directly to combat this terror, how to throw the weight of the masses against it, 
is to reduce the revolutionary weapon of strike to a farce, to a symbolic protest 
There may be exceptional situation even in a revolutionary period when protest 
strike against terror may be organised as peaceful protests - as for instance who 
wo ourselves are manoeuvring and want to postpone a clash - but such are excep
tional cases. You arc making it a rule and laying down that terror tactics of gov 
can bo combated only by extending strikes, and not by fighting this tenor directl 
resisting it. You forget what role protest strike plays in fighting this terror. 
It enables us to bring cur full strength on the/$§K£e*nd challenge the enemy. We 
of course will not be able to give a successful challenge unless wo get our ffi 1 
strength on the streets. But having kx got it on the street you do not intend L 
throw it against the terror of the state. You must realise that you ere discus 
hero not protest strikes in general - protest strike against arrest, detention 
- but protest strikes against police terror against the masses of the locality - 
yet you do not raise the question of fighting this terror thru the strike.

No one suggests that every protest strike must inevitably lead to a cine1 
Nor can anyone suggest that every protest strike against police terror must ine
vitably load to a clash, Thore may be exceptional cases. But yottare laying down 
a rule that there should be no resistance - when the rule shouldAhat there shuul 
be resistance.

And following this you give the following treacherous advice: ’’Use over; 
form of fight from poster propaganda to clashes with the police according to the 
needs of'the situation and objective peak possibilities (By the way, how do you 
distinguish between needs of the situation and objective possibilities?). Be ag- 
aggressive when the enemy is off its guard, be cautious when the enemy is warned. 
On a particular occasion choose that form, of demonstration which has the best 
chance to bid a score over the enemy and raise the self-confidence of the 
people.” (p.24)

Apart.from the fact that once again you put upon others the responsibi
lity, of what to do in any concrete situation, without supplying them with.correct 
criterion to judge the situation - the paragraph sums up all the opportunism in
volved in preceding paragraphs.

Firstly in a thoroughly opportunist fashion you juxtapose poster propagand 
with clashes - and describe both as fight - You consider poster propaganda to be a 
form of fight and clashes to be another fora of fight. Don’t you see the utter ri
diculousness of this juxtaposition, which only glorifies poster-propaganda, and. 
gives an alibi to the vacillators who were refusing to fight the police. Obviously 
there may be. persons in the Bihar Party who may think that poster propaganda is 
not necessary, who may not see its importance, as a 'weapon of conveying to the 
masses the Party directives, line, exposure of govt. Such elements have to be give 
elementary lessons in weapons of agitation and how to use them.; how it is impera
tive to use every weapon to reach the masses, with no legal press existing etc. 
But wka that is no reason why you should juxtapose poster propaganda With clashes 
- and make, people believe that poster propaganda as s. form of fight which conforms 
to the need’s of the situation. Remember you are describing poster-propaganda as a 
fora of fight - in a revolutionary period - which throws up revolutionary forms 
of struggles, armed clashes.’ Can opportunism go further? If in any area you xc^xk 
cannot do anything except poster--rocaganda it only shows extreme organisational 
backwardness and backwardness cannot be glorified as a form, of fight and juxtaposec 
with clashes. The logical conclusion from your advice is - in’ some areas poster- 
propaganda^ is a revolutionary form of fight in the present circumstances - wnioh 
is a lie, ■ . ' • •

It is one thing to say that you should not neglect any method and weapon 
of reaching the masses; and quite another to say that elementary methods of reach
ing the masses, like posters, meetings are forms of revolutionary struggle, and 
give then a place by the side of clashes with the police. Just because* in a general 
way every Activity of ours is a struggle against the capitalist society, we should 
not confuse weapons of agitation with revolutionary forms of struggle.
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But as you will see this is not accidental. There is no place for work in 
'“class resistance in your conception and analysis. Because of this the idea of 

clashes with the police is only formally accepted. And just because it is formal, 
you do not feel the least embarasaed in juxtaposing it with clashes with tho polu 
You do not see the growing clashes with tho police as the dominant form of strug
gle -• in the now situation. To you it is an exceptional form at moat - hence you 
mention it side by side with poster propaganda.

’’From poster-propaganda to clashes” - this formulation sums up your oppor
tunism and the utter cowardice involved in the advice oftho Soctt. How could you 
like a formula saying ufrom running away from bnttlo to conducting the battle; free 
abandoning all weapons to wielding all weapons - wo use every form of struggle ac
cording to the needs of the situation”? Your advice is no bottor.

And finally you liquidate all mass resistance in the following sentence: 
”B© aggressive whon the enemy is off its guard, bo cautious when the enemy is fo. - 
warned.” —This advico is given to those who arc supposed to loud tho masses -ma 
demonstrations against the police. What will bo the effect of this advice? Create 
vacillation ajid break up every demonstration without the onomy being forewarned? 
Of course not. We are not thinking hero of secret organisation of raids etc., but 
of demonstrations. Every demonstration, oven after a sudden and lightning strko ote 
known and is £ confronted by tho police In sufficient strength, ^hnt is tho advi. j 
on such occasions? Be cautious when the enomy is forewarned - which means in evo: y 
demonstration you should be cautious, i.o. vacillate, not attack decisively, shu. 
to give battle, get it broken, or run away. Instead of telling the cadros, that 
termined resistance to the police will crack up the police force, its morale and 
the govt, in a fright, instead of giving a call for decisive action when hoadin 
mass - tho treacherous call for xEkixx caution, i.e. sabotage is given.

And when are you to bo aggressive? When the enemy is taken unawares, i.e. 
whon a demonstration comes across a couple of policemen caught unawares - then, a} 
you are supposed to resist aggressively, Can cowardice go further? Catching tho 
enemy unawares has no other meaning except this in connection with street demon
stration.

And since even this pleasure of meeting a couple of policemen unawares will 
be a rare pleasure, since normally the enemy will always bo forewarned, the word is 
caution - liquidation of all resistance.

And aftor all this treacherous advice you ask tho ranks to choose that form 
of struggle which enables them to bid a score over tho enemy, and raise the sclf- 
confitnce of the people. Can cynicism go further?

Surreptitiously you have started arguing as if you are forced to act in 
two’s and three’s and not in hundreds. Your slogan ’Be cautious when the enemy is 
forewarned’ otc. has this meaning. You hardly believe that tho Party will bo eting 
as the leader of hundreds and thousands in demonstrations. This is because you have 
no faith in the resistance of the masses and you begin to argue as If we will be ret 
ing only in two’s and throe’s.

Thus resistance by rwieses is finally liquidated. It is already reduced to 
resistance in two’e and three’s. Need wo then wonder that following this sone com
rades indulge in acts of petty bourgeois terrorism.

And finally see how strong is the link with Jos^iism and Joshes method of 
confusing. It was Joshi Who used to juxtapose all kinds of things together -etrik .s, 
struggles, and baithok meetings; forms of struggle with methods of agitation; class- 
positions with methods of approach to athc vacillating classes - obliterate the dis
tinction between the fundamental and incidental? dominant and accidental - equate 
thgbasio with tho subsidiary and derive opportunist practice fron it. And you by 
putting poster-propaganda wi and clashes together produce the same result.

Compare with your analysis and understanding of working class struggles, 
the analysis and understanding of tho Tactical Line and Thesis - ? on political si
tuation, working class struggles ote,# and you will aoo the difference between an 
opportunist and revolutionary understanding* How doos the PB put its understanding 
of the working cleea struggles in tho Tactical Line document?
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«Ovt *'i‘ this have arisen the grout struggles of the last eight months - the 
struggle? oi vorkors and peasants, students - struggles against which most barb - 
rous methods of repression were used (Kerala, Andhra, Tamilnad, West Bengal) - 
struggles which saw fascist terror against the toilers.

“These struggles bear one special character. Not only are they born out of 
economic desperation, but they come in the wake of growing disillusionment with the 
Congress Govts,/In then are being trained and steeled the now forces which are 
destined to end the bourgeois rule. They reveal not only the rapid process of dis
illusionment, the rapid decline of the influence of the Congress, but also the 
growing desperate determination and militancy of the masses, '^hey often develop in
to armed clashes in the face of terror. The terror - one-tenth of which would have 
formerly demoralised the fighters - now evokes only indignation and greater deter
mination. How often have the leaders of the Party, in recent struggles, underesti
mated the power of resistance of the masses under terror (Coimbatore, Korala), an 
thinking that ell resistance is broken have been surprised by the masses who have 
refused to yield to terror and decided to continue resistance? All old standards 
measuring the resistance power of the masses have gone to the winds. The masses 
no longer the old masses, afraid of terror, always dragged back by tho illusion 'j.' 
a secure life. They are the now masses on tho eve of revolutionary battles - those 
who more and more realise that retreat is impossible and those who are developing a 
great confidence in the victory of their cause, because they have begun to soo their 
real strength. /and are undertaken in direct defiance of the Congress Govts*

“The partial struggles of the present period, therefore, bccomo wide mass bat
tles, miniature civil wars, which, when they arc organised on a sufficiently big 
scale, easily develop into political battles and throw up embryonic state fens 
(Telangana) - such is the logic of the situation. No Chinese Wall divides the two 
as it did divide during tho period of stabilisation. The terroristic repression 
touches the masses to march fox-ward and to challenge tho state with nil their po
wer. It convinces them that without- such a fight no struggle is possible, thus rais
ing the struggle to a political plane - its stage being determined by the form and 
successful character of the resistance offered.

“But despite this terror and the ruthless repression launched against the 
Communist Party which is rapidly assuming its role as the vanguard of the revolu
tionary forces, despite the terror launched ago. ins t tho masses - the bourgeoisie and 
tho Congress Govt, have been compelled by the resistance of the masses to go slow; 
the Congress Governments have found it increasingly difficult to solvo the crisis 
at tho expense of the people and hence had to adopt tactics of postponement, dis
ruption, concessions etc., before a frontal offensive could be launched.

“The glorious Resistance offered by tho workers of Coimbatore, in the prolong, 
ed four-month textile strike; the recent strike of tho South Indian Railway staff; 
strikes like the militant sweepers’ strike in Bombay; tho doggedly fought strikes 
of Calcutta Port Trust workers and of other workers; the textile strikes of'C.P & 
Bcrar; the innumerable strikes all over India led by tho unions of the AITUC, led 
by tho Communist Party leaders: and often by unions belonging to Scialiet and 
other organisations - tho dogged resistance offered to overj; new offensive, or the 
doggednoss with which every new demand was fought - have all created fear of tho 
working class resistance in Govt, quarters and made them realise that any sudden 
all-round offensive will meet with general resistance, and pass into even a general 
strike, bringing the whole structure crashing down.

"The organised working class ^gd by the Gommunist Party bars tho way to on 
easy attack against tho workers./it this fear of working class strength that has 
saved the railway, postal and other govt, workers from immediate unemployment, from 
retrenchment. If the Govt, has hitherto succeeded in postponing the redress of 
their demands - thanks aro mainly duo to the treachery of reformists like Jai Pra
kash Narain. The Govt, similarly dared not sanction the textile millownors’ pro
posal for three shifts by distributing tho present number in throe shifts because 
an attempt to do so in Ahmedabad led te a revolt on tho part of textile workers 
against Nanda & Co last year, /it inspires the workers under the leadership of 

other«i®xEKt«± parties,
"In spite of tho repeated demands of tho capitalists for retrenchment and ra

tionalisation, the govt, representatives, who have been mass leaders, and who, there
fore, were able to judge the tom or of the masses correctly, would not rush into 
such measures. They resorted to disruption, softening of the workers thru tho 
INTUC, disruption thru the Socialists, thru protracted negotiations, postponement
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thru arbitration etc., ao that they should have sufficient tine tn deal with the 
masses. ^'hcy banned strikes, rep res sod strikes; at the sane tine they established 
arbitration tribunals to deflect the discontent in constitutional channels, to am 
the rofemists, and to be able to put off the strikes. In many cases they also 
graded wage increases to the workers, at the some tine leaving the way open to tho 
capitalists to launch rationalisation.

"Meanwhile, compelled by the resistance cf the organised workers, the Govt, 
has been moving slowly. It is even now afraid to challenge the organised strength 
of the workers. It relics on disru ti'n, propaganda, and illegalisation of the Ccm- 
munist Party and help from the reformists who promise to retreat and betray at the- 
first official offensive.

"In the coming period, therefore, the ^ame of fight ing” inflat ion the Govt, w 
embark upon wholesale offensive. It is heralded by the withdrawal of cheap ga gr- 
facilities for railway workers. The Govt, relies on ruthless repression and sh.r 
and swift struggle. But the forces cf the working class nra strong and if they t 
an unbending attitude, the govt, offensive can be defeated. It is not at all enc 
for the govt, to challenge the strength of tho workers. The govt, wants to do it 
piecemeal. It is afraid of the united strength of the workers.

"The resistance offered by the workers to the capitalist method of solving the 
crisis thus has till now thrown the govt, on the defensive and forced it to move 
slowly. It has saved the jobs of tons of thousands. It is a big testimony to the 
strength of the workers.

"The last eight months have not been months of victory for capitalists and tho 
govt. They have been months, of struggles which have forced tho govt, to be cautious 
in inciting the workers.to take up the challence.

"Similarly resistance has grown in rural areas with peasants and agricultural 
workers in a militant and fighting mood. Tho recent struggles show that the pease 
masses were beginning .to hurl tho full force of discontent against every aspect of 
govt» policy - procurement, prices, land, wagos, etc. the ceming months which will 
sec governmental procurement, and which will mean more hardships for tho smaller 
peasants, will see a general movement for not giving any grain to the govt., acc5m-; 
panlsd by no-rent and land to tho tiller campaigns.

wAlong with the crisis and the repressive measures which have accompanied it, 
the last eight months have seen a growth of mass resistance which makes it more and 
more difficult for the govt, to solve tho crisis at the expense cf tho people."

(* Communist’, No.4, pp.25,26,27 & 28)

You will now Be©.the real difference between your capitulatory understanding 
- tho understanding of tho Bihar Sectt. and the correct revolutionary understanding 
of the PB. You will also see that almost every formulation that you made in your 
August Resolution is negated by the Tactical Line and exposed as sham.

And yot neither you nor any member of the Sectt. used this correct understand
ing to understand your own past, to understand your August resolution and make 
genuine Marxist self-criticism of your document.

to
May I know why yoa do not referata all/this basic aspect.of your August Reso

lution, - the resolution embodying tho entire opportunist policy and outlook of the 
Bihar Sectt. The Tactical Line was there, Your document was there. And you pre
pared a special document on self-criticism styled Right Reformist Deviation in 
Bihar PC, And yet you failed to correctly estimate tho low depths of degenerate re
formism preached in your document. N&x Why?

Will you .answer to tho Sectt., the pCMs and the Party ranks in Bihar why you 
cbm.se to remain silent on the Question of basic analysis, strategy of trade union 
fights and struggles, experience of working class struggles etc. in your self-cri
tical review, why you failed to unmask tho most blatant strike-breaking formula- 
tiors made in the August report? Will you explain why when you refor to opportun
ism on the TU front, you quote -Janak, Girdhar, Santosh - kit never once mention 
the August document and the strike-breaking anti-rosistanco cowardly advico it 
gives? The formulations made in that resolution, the joint product of the collec
tive wisdon of the Bihar Soctt, are far more blatant than any that one quoted in 
your review.
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Now you will realise hew correct PB was in rejecting your self-criticism, 
as expression of egoism and individualism. A self-critical review which forgets 
min reformist formulations, which forgets, that the analysis in past document was 
based on substituting the main class contradiction by intra-class contradiction amen'; 
the exploiters^ W’-ich ignored that the document to be reviewed made a professional 
strike-breaker's analysis, and liquidated mass-resistance - such a review can only 
bo denounced as one screening the reformism contained in the earlier documents, w 
you fail to roundly denounce the August document and reject it wholesale, when you 
ignore its main horrifying formulations, and struggle desperately to see some goo” 
in it - are you not unconsciously protecting your ego from denunciation, saving 
your prestige — and concealing from yourself that the document was based on bankrupt 
politics? Is it not correct to describe it as only expressing your egoism, your exa
ggerated conception about yourself? We aro not concerned here with intentions. We 
are concerned with objective standard and objective results. Whatever nay be your 
intentions did you apply in practice the objective standard of Marxism to your 
cunent? You did not. You were deflected from applying objective standards by your 
pro-possession in your own favour, ^nd what objective results does your review pr> 
duce? Not denunciation of the grossest form of refa mism but its screening and 
masking. It is because of this that your self-critical review can only Xk be des
cribed as an expression of reformist egoism.

You failed to catch the main basic formulations of jcbkm your August Report 
firstly because of your ignorance of Marxism, That you fail to catch them after 
reading the T. Line documents shows how deep is your reformist outlook, and also re
veals how superficially you read Party documents. Secondly you fail to grasp the 
basic weakness of the August documents because of your subjective outlook. Notwith
standing your weakness in Marxism, had you applied the some vigilance to yourself 
that you applied to Mahesh and others, you could have caught some of the points I 
have made against the August Document.

Neither in your report on right reformist deviation, nor in your ’’self-criti
cism’ - those points are caught and nailed down. In both perhaps you mention some of 
your formulations like ’’too much crisis" or "impossibility of securing oven minor 
demands." In your self-criticism you are sharper about some of your formulations 
than in the report on reformist deviation in Bihar PC - and oven then you did not 
seo that what you had advocated in your August document is pure Joshian liquidation 
of all struggles and resistance.

Your self-criticism is x more methodical than Report on Reformist Deviation 
in Bihar PC, because for the first time you seemed to have realised that all criti
cism and self-criticism must be related to the accepted collective consciousness 
of the Party - as embodied in its Thesis, T. Line, other PB documents - along with 
classics of Marxism. You have however failed to follow this method even in its 
elementary form in your report on reformist deviation.

Now will you try to understand why inyour self-criticisrj you only write about 
the kisan front and fail to mention the formulation on the YU front. When I read 
your report and documents it puzzled me for quite a long time to understand why 
you should concentrat© sn kisan front, and' why yours report on deviations on Kise.n 
Front and Report on Reformist Deviation should be almost identical. I got the 
answer only when I went thru the minutes of the Sectt. meeting and read the August 
Report.

Then I realised how subjective you were in your self-criticism. For you 
the weapon of self-criticism unconsciously became a weapon of fighting Mahesh, 
justifying your position to the utmost and not of objectively locating the sources 
of reformism inside Bihar Party. And like all combatants out to defend themselves - 
you chose the most advantageous ground for yourself - the kisan front -•because 
somehow you had brought yourself to believe that you wore mainly right in your 
ideas about the agrarian struggles and classes, at least more right than Mahesh. 
It is the subjectivism that unconsciously leads you to swallow the moot monstrous 
formulations on working class struggles, political crisis etc. for which all of you 
wore collectively responsible, and concentrate on formulations about agrarian front. 
You will thus realise how correct it is to say that the self-critism which all of 
you make is veiled self-justification and only intended to prove that one was 
more right than the other.

I am drawing your pointed attention to all this to explain you how without 
knowing it, one’s subjectivism drags one down till one loses all objectivity.

And but for this >aubjoativdsw jtou .would attached »o much importance to



adv^.^cy of the demand for separate agricultural workers1 organisa-- 
the?blbar directive of the political thesis to form separate org--.- 

nisation ’ o£ dg-riCultural workers - one could neither clam originality nor the cre
dit'.of having made aynew discovery;

• You would have’Jhad legit mate justification - for taking pride in your 
cacy'of separate organisation of agricultural workers - had you carried forward;: the < 
understanding embodied in the thesis and made new ideological contribution,’the 
PB’s resolution on Agrarian Question lid. You no doubt attempted to givdyan ideo
logical explanation, but you not only tailed but indirectly reached' a^^^ery reac
tionary conclusions, strengthened the old reformist outlook, and toad* of carry- , 
mg lorwaru "he understanding of the agrarian question attempted to;dyag -the PaTty A' 
back* In open repudiation of the Political Thesis you made new formulations which 
were nothing' but a justification of the reformist practice on theagrarian front. 
I will discuss your contribution a little later.

So you could neither ^lain originality in supporting separate organisati; . 
agriculturalvworkers; nor claim nfew ideological contribution. This latter point 
should have/been- clear to you after reading the Agrarian Question. And yet you 
continue to advertise your stand,'k put across as if you roally made some now con
tribution and attached so much in ortnnco to this bogus claim of yours that you 
almost made it the central point in yo^r review of the August resolution. You^vl 
it all the nore because you found that Mahesh had taken a stand opposing separate 
organisation and that xkx jaufted you. You tried to draw a donarg^^ng lino, .a f hid-. 
amenta1 line of distinction between him and you posed as .^fk^dividing lino' bet
ween revolutionaries and reformists in Bihar was tp be seen on ^uestj-on of attitude 

blatant and shameless opposition to the di-r'^cdAvos »ivcn by the Second Congress.. 
And one must be a very hardened reformist, and .totally alien to Party fonjs to‘■tak-.. 
such a stand. But -dt was wrong to make this the dividing line between you rMd' him - 
or between revolutionary 1ino'and .reformist line. For as we have-seen there 
other and equally grotesque forms ofreformism exhibited by all'ofyou together?

-. r" ‘ ’■ ~ 4*1^ h'
To give you but one morinstance,' you correctly criticise MahepK^^W^* 

fusing to support the agrabli^^-workers’ demand for Living wage. Only a person Stray-, 
©d by rich peasant ideology would.,do that. But you forgot that you-and the Sectt. 
together forgot to mention the demand for living, wage in connection with; the ' 
industrial workers in your August report. Can anything boat this? You of course do 
not oppose it but just forget. You do not even notice this omission which-cones' from 
a reformist outlook. Aiq I .wrong when I charge youhwith applying double standards? ,,

It is because of this double standard that ypu not only fail to;,na‘il down the 
common crime embodied in the document, but\fail‘to nail down that the A&gygt crime 
committed by the Sectt. - Raghu, yourself .and.otherb - was directly responsible for 
the betrayal of railway strike in Bihar. You 'nd^/.vyzl^forget but glo3S'‘oyp'r this 
crime in your report on Reformist ..jDoviation bu just that
the Soctt, did not do much for th^Railway strike. To have none much for the 
the railway strike is itaelf.<-crime, as big a^s ».trea*Miery - and this is the 
first time I hear that you did nothing. You and 'the*'re3t of the Sectt. owe an ex
planation for this act of tS treachery - when you were released from here early 
precisely to organise the railway strike. 'There is no reason why some of you 
should not be expelled from the Party - for this single act of treachery, ^’hat was 
the Sectt. doing if it was not organising the railway strike? And you also ad^t 
that the Sectt. did not do much for the student struggles - the biggest student 
struggle that Bihar has seen, ^nd for you it is enough to mention these treacherous 

a C0UPTe of sentences. While you devoto pages and lines to the deviations 
Of Mahesh or your petty formulations here and there which you claim to be correct.

Thia is to d say the least, rotten dishonesty ~ to bypass main political 
crimes like this, to keep silent over them, or just to mention them in passing.

It seems your own railway reports on strike have not taught you anything -not 
even modesty. Had you cared to produce self-critical report early in February, had 
you debunked your August reformism and the base cowardice that it justified - the 
cowardice created by years of reformist policy - had you not supplied a fresh 
ideological cover for h cowardice tn your August resolution - and finally on the 
basis of all these had you •one out with a decisive bold lead to fight - much of 
tne cowardice that was shown in the railway strike would have been avoided.

You cannot be held responsible for all that happened., Obviously there were 
a number of rotten individuals who had got into strategic positions inside the ; 
Party - and who could be unmarked in actual struggle. The Party in the. davs-.af
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reformiM could not purge out reformist elements and they were all there. And you 
cannot be held responsible for all their doings.

But you are certainly partly responsible because of your failure to ropudia^ 
the reformist practice advocated in August resolution, which gave a frosh louse of 
life to these reformist elements; your failure to warn the honost elements and rar?o 
who wore bound to vacillate because of youF own lino advocated in your August rcaox1..- 
tion; you wore certainly * responsible for emasculating the fighting ranks who 
would have made rainco-meat of the cowards* • r

I da not wish to go into the details ta bo found in your report on railway 
strike - the facts supplied by the Soctt, The evidence of cowardice, running ®ay, 
desertion is too plainly writton there to bo denied. And both with the honest and 
dishonest, with the confirmed cowards and vacillatora - there is one common fear - 
th© fear of acting >lono to lead, the fear of taking the load, initiative, when to 
thorn the masses appear1 to be apathetic -i.e, tho fear of leadership * fear of indi
vidual suffering. While the confirmed cowards would have acted in any case ns thoy 
have done, do you realise that you and the Sectt. are directly responsible for the 
vacillations of others in leading - because you had created such a holy terror of 
acting “apart from the masses”. You miad belittled individual leadership- to such an 
extent, individual resistance.as' a ’weapon of rousing tho people to such an extent 
• that you find the leaders, ordinary Party members and other o deserting, demo
ralised when they felt and they folt wrongly - that the workers were not with them 
and would not act; you yourself quote instances from damalporo, when some of our 
comrades got themselves tamely arrested inside Jemalpur workshop and did not resist 
arrest when such arrest would have brought tho workers on strike. This is where 
wrong formulations of the type - with the masses - loads. As I have pointed out 
earlier the formulation - with tho masse s and at their head - meant under condi
tions of Bihar -failure to lead, abjuration of leadership and individual responsi
bility, ^he concrete instance is Jamalpur where even working class comrades tamely 
allowed themselves to be arrested when resistance would have roused the workers. 
Had you inspired our comrades that in the present explosive situation every act of 
heroism in the interest of the masses, and on issues vital to them will rouse them
- you would have prevented the debacle of those comrades tamely submitting to arrests.
This is how your report on Jamlpur puts it! "Second category of comrades who were
the leaders of their shops and office-bearers of the Rail Road Workers’ Union demo
ralised tho workers of their shops by getting themselves peacefully arrested. Had 
they resisted the arrest, the workers would have responded. The arrest of Sakhaldip 
had crested much resentment among the workers of his shop. Any attempt at defiance 
on the part of those comrades would have roused the militancy and the fighting capa
city of the workers. But their timidity and tamenoss pourod cold water on the mili
tant mood of tho workers" .

But who was responsible for creating this mood of vacillation, this hesita
tion in taking individual lead - in tho minds of Party members. Those"who never re
pudiated the reformist heritage, those who in the August resolution advocated liqui
dation of the loading role of Party members.

Secondly,<your reports on OTR and Janalpur clearly show the utter funk before 
police terror developed by sone comrades - including some members. The report 
sent by Santosh correctly nails down those and says many correct things. But have 
you again thought who it was that was responsible for undermining tho morale? If 
the Party leadership itself does not see working class resistance anywhere, if it 
itself gives slogans of liquidating working class resistance, if it nevor thinks of 
combating police terror directly, but only advocates symbolic protest actions - what 
else but undermining of the morale of the Party members, smashing thoir faith in 
working class will result? /Whether your August resolution was read by anyone or not, 
whether the Party members who wavered had the August resolution in their consciousness 
or not, is immaterial. For the August resolution sunned up all the cowardice and 
vacillations of the reformist period - which were already there in the minds of a 
section of the cadres It did nothing to remove them. The task of the Sect, was to 
fight the heritage of reformism which it not only did not do, but it strengthened 
old reformist ideas, oq that the ranks or section of leaders - even when they did 
not read the resolution, were exactly where they were - rootod in reformism.

YeetlhtaaB J clearly nailed down tho real moaning of your tactics to fight 
police terror. It io now soon in action in connection with tho railway strike.

Do you want to eoo how what X described as the advice of professional strike
breakers was utilised hy a JOI U brook the strike? How tho some phrases, th© same
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hypocritical pose of being a realist and of carrying on the fight? I am quoting 
Santosh's report on strike preparation on CTR - on the basis of reports Reached u 
6th March. ”It seems that even after a week's campaigning the Katihar comrades 
could not look forward to the organisation of picketting on 9th, were not confide 
about the organisation of strike on Sth March. The PCM in his report said ‘wakin, 
up the mood of the workers and in accordance with actual mood prevalent on 9th or 
after and utilising ary particular issue (this emphasis mine), the key militants 
will have to come ouo openly insido the department at a particular momont - for x: 
strike with flaming agitation'and rousing th£workers in a demonstrative fashion.1

And how is this blatant defiance of Party directive, 
yond 9th March justified? Seo if you see yourself in this

by deferring strike bo- 
juctification.

"The PCM concerned in his report to the OTP Fraction Secretary says about thi 
decision, "It is a tactics of mustering all our forces as quickly as possible, a 
as cautiously as possible and tarn throwing all our forces at the right momont f" 
bringing the workers on strike. It is a blitzkrieg tactic - namely lightning str 
I.don't feel that strike is possible through any other tacti.cs at tho present sta^

Do you hear the echoes - of your treacherous tactics hero: Be cautious when t‘ 
enemy is forewarned; be aggressive when he is taken unawares? You sec tho real weui 
ing of your phrases, Retreat when the enemy advances; appear aggressive in ph. esc: 
when you are breaking a strike in action. This wonderful PCM enriches your contri
bution - you thought of taking tho enemy unawares; he thinks of taking the workers 
unawares - his advocacy of lighting strike is really a retreat before enemy propa
ganda, and pressure. Having no confidence to win over the majority of the workers 
even for a strike, he wants to roly on a select group of militants who wore to 
suddenly bring out the stoppage on some ant issue or the other. He is acting cxactl 
as tho bourgeois believe Communists act - as only agents of the bourgeoisie really 
act in practice, as only reformists act in practice or goondas act. His practice is 
coup 1st practice. And in the bargain he does not understand what a lightning Btrik 
is. He has got bourgeois ideas about lightning strikes. He thinks they can be 
brought about with the majority being moved. This is wrong. This is a lie spread 
by the bourgeoisie. A lightning strike takes place only when there is accumulated 
discontent among tho majority of the workers. It takes glace without a previous pla: 
and often bursts forth on non-essential issues - because of lack of conscious orga
nisation and preparation, and leadership. It only shows that the workers arc not 
brought under the infiuorce of trade unions led by Communists. But this doos not 
moan that the strike takes place without discontent or that in reality it talr.es 
place all of a sudden, it is the result of accumulated discontent, suppressed dis
content over morphs. It arises when working class discontent fails to find organis
ed expression. hat is why it ofton breaks out on petty issues - and actually the 
real major demands are added by the workers afterwards. The capitalists take ad
vantage of this and propagate that the major demands were not the real issue but 
some petty demand was the cause of tho strike. The-fact that the strike breaks out 
on some small matter - shows tho really primitive spontaneous character of the 
strike - when distinction between major and minor demands- itself is not made very 
clearly. It shows backwardness, i'his groat POM wonts to go back to tho days whon 
neither the trade unions nor Party existed and organise "a lightiring strike” all 
to cover up strike-breaking and conceal that he is shamelessly refusing to carry 
out the directive of the CO.

But the point is do you realise the responsibility of tho Scctt. in this trea
cherous game? You had said, hBo cautious when tho enemy is forewarned, "n This is 
PCM finds tho enemy rot sleeping to oblige him. He therefore wants to gather his 
forces but as cautiously as possible - how well put exactly in your stylo? You 
had advocated strategy of fighting in two's and three’s - and ho follows you and 
xkx asks the militants - who number only a few - to take their enemy unawares. The 
picture is complete.

And about all this - you members of the Sectt. say not a word and keep silent.

And after doing all this you and your Scctt. had the audacity to criticise 
the PB note on tho railway strike - the note written I believe on 17th March. In
stead of understanding how when there was no information in the hands of the PB - 
since no roorts could have been received from- the provinces - tho PB could lay its 
finger on the exact spot - you want to find fault with tho PB letter and allege 
that it plays into the hands of the reformists. You should havo thought ton times 
before writing such a lottor.

talr.es


The trouble with all of you is that you never knew and understood the ?’.t. 
way of fighting reformism. You think it is the same as making verbal points a 
one another - or solving doubts of all the fools in the world. Y^u do not 
it as a weapon of training the Party members by putting the real state of affu. 
before' the ranks and teaching them the real meaning of events.

The PB letter very correctly nailed down and anticipatou the stand of the re
formists inside the Party. The PB knew that in a typical Joshian fashion these re
formists, running away from police terror, would seize upon tho failure of tho 
strike to prove that the date of the strike was wrjng, that there was no support, 
that it should have been earlier etc. - that in any case they would take a positi a 
to undermine confidence in straggle. This is always the method of reformists. Key 
will never say all struggle is wrong. If they say it they will be found out. Tho' 
therefore oppose every struggle in concrete and thus undermine the confidence ii 
tho struggle in general. The familiar Joshian trick is to keep silent about th 
activity of tho class enemy - repression - paint that repression was there beer. n j 
struggle was premature, because we failed to win over the people - and thus giv a 
clean certificate to the capitalists and their govt. At tho same time there was x 
another Joshian trick. In assessingthe failure of straggles a real estimate of the 
mistalcs of the Party was never made. Reformism was never unmasked. Cowardice was 
never uncovered. Cowardly loaders were not denounced. All this served to mislead 
the people into the belief that struggle itself was a mistake.

The PB having just finished the T. Line documents where this same deviation 
was attacked, could not fail to realise that these things would crop up again, And 
it correctly nailed down everything, nd tho surpri-se is how correctly and preci
sely it nailed d them down. You in your arrogance*and conceit do not oven study 
yoar own reports - factual reports about what happened in 'the railway strike and 
rush to blame the PB.

Does the PB note create the im rcssion that repression cannot be defeated? 
o iy hardened reformists can read this meaning in it. Because the PB not only men
tions repression, but also reformism, and cowardice, and you want to conveniently 
forget tho latter two, which is not very unusual with you and the members of your 
Scctt, Was the PB wrong in raising the question - how is it that there could ba no 
strike in our strong areas also and answering tho question by saying.- Reprocs ion 
was tho most intense there. „ The PB was 100 per cent correct. It was a fact that 
repression was intense in our strong areas and tho Party ranks in other areas wore 
unaware of it.

How to fight this repression, what its full meaning was - was given in the PB 
circular of 22nd February. I hope you have read it and other Scctt. members havo 
read it. ^he PB did not get jittery after 18th Fbbruary as some people did. The 
pB asked tho PMs to carry forward the struggle despite repression and fight it out. 
You seem to forget all this - mainly under the pressure of the reformists of tho 
railway fraction. Only when the strike actually failed - the PB had to conclude 
that our comrades proved unequal to the task, got disorganised, and in cases de
moralised before repression.

Secondly the PB presumes a certain level of consciousness among Party members. 
Those Party members or leaders who require to bo taught trio elementary lesson 

that repression can be fought should not be admitted into the Party, If there arc 
such inside the PC, they should be exxoiled. The CPI can’t be turned into a joke, 
an assortment of political idiots, who require to bo told that repression can bo 
fought, after the 2nd Congress. / _ .. __ _ ,, • ./of the PB letter -that you succumbed to 

their interpretation
The real reason of your demand on PB and criticism of the PB letter - is that 

you yourself got so thoroughly; demoralised by the propaganda and clamour of the 
reformists -being unable to ro^^rtod/W(M’ interpretation/and charged tho PB with 
producing a document which was liable to be utilised by the reformist elements, You 
should have blamed your own understanding and not tho PB. For the PB document was 
a powerful weapon in your hand to study the actual facts and prove tho guilt of 
the reformists. Santosh very nearly xe does it and docs it well in the two or three 
short reports and there is enough to show how the PB document was correct.

The reason why the Sectt. came to this sad end was that it allowed itself to 
bo confused by the other vaoiilatora - who wanted to sidetrack the issue - and re
ally wanted to say that the strike was premature, but they dared not say it openly. 
They almost forced you to change the outline of your report and put prominently 
their own understanding - that tho strike should have taken place on 1st January - 
which was only another way of saying that on 9th Naroh it wan
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ootrayal. You succumb to the blackmailing pressure which shows that you were as 
oiJioh reformist as they were - though it must bo admitted Santosh’s report was on 
cjvrect lines.

The fact is that you could not answer the simple question - which oven a coll 
member is expected to answer - if repression could bring about such a collapse 
could we have not waited and prepared hotter - which was the new way of putting th 
old theory of police-provocation - of saying that our struggle was premature and i 
provoked the Govt, to take the offensive. You yourselves - i.e. all the members of 
the Soctt, - have been such hard-, nd reformists, that you wore not able to see thr1 
the question thus put - sometimes by honest elements and often by hardened reform
ists. ^ho PB gave you a powerful weapon to counteract reformist interpretation of 
the collapse of railway strike; you could not use it the moment the vacillators be
gan to preach the same old theory somewliat differently.

What you really wanted tho PB to do was to cone out with a bogus bucking up. 
letter - saying at the end better luck next time and so on - and screening the or’ 
reality of repression and the equally grim reality of cowardice and reformism, b J 
you wanted the P^ to dx show was that repression could have been countered and de
feated - despite cowardice and reformism on the part of certain railway loaders b 
cadres; sabotage on the part of Provincial Committee. You all thought that this 
would have boen^Bffactive reply to those who drew tho conclusion from the fact of 
repression and faxa from the Pb letter - that strike wnsnot possible in view of the 
repression, and hence should have been postponed. -A wrong reply however is never 
an effective reply. Your reply would have meant yielding to vacillators who having 
got this reply would have raised the next question - if the repression couldhayo - 
been countered in spite of all that happened in tho leadership of railway workers - 
why could it not be countered - Is it not a fact that the workers themselves wore 
demoralised and not prepared for strike and repression - in fact statements about 
the workers being demoralised have been madc%cme railway comrades and following ir 
the footsteps of the Secretariat’s August report - thoy charged the workers with 
demoralisation. Did you not say in your August report that the net result of all 
struggles was demoralisation of the working-class?

And these comrades, like you not daring to see their face in the mirror, want
ed to escape blame - and read in the PB lottor only repression and not the denun
ciation of reformists, "nd you succumb to it and are bound to reply in a way which 
screens the treacherous role of reformism and gives false assurances about the fu
ture, Your reply would not have even scored a debating point but only made thorn 
change the ground to carry on their reformist attack better. You fall into this 
trap because you and the Sectt. members had refused to make any self-criticism, and 
therefore could not see things clearly and even when you saw reformism in railway 
strike and correctly located it, you coaid not defend yourself against it when at
tacked. Because not having made your own self-criticism you totally underestimated 
the depth of reformism and its responsibility for the betrayal.

Tho P^ however could not take such a stand and be a party to cheating tho ranki 
and screening the reformists, screening the vacillations of honest elements. The PB 
takes the Party members seriously, as revolutionaries, as serious proletarian figh' 
era and not as children who need false bucking up. It would have been an act of trot 
chery to hide from the ranks that reformism inside the Party was a factor in the ut
ter collapse of the strike* You now knew how it betrayed the whole struggle in Tamil 
nad; also in your place, ^'he PB at that time had no detailed information; yet it 
laid its finger correctly, ^he Party co^ld progress only by unmasking the treachero 
hold of reformism and not by covering it. The PB did not and does not for a moment 
believe that the Party will ever be able to meet repression and defeat it if its 
own ranks are not parged of vacillators and traitors - if purging and revolutionary 
education do not steel the ranks of the Party. The Sectt. wants the PB to tell 
the ranks that we can ’efeat repression without unmasking reformism - the PB cannot 
be a party to this cheating.

For the benefit of the Bihar Soctt., and those others who attacked the PB let
ter, let me produce the following quotation from Lenin:

’’With reformists, MenshevJ&s, in our ranks, says Lenin, ”it is impossible to 
achieve victory in the proletarian revolution, It 1b impossible to retain it.
That is obvious in principle, and it has been strikingly confirmed by the expe
rience in Russia and Hungary........... In Russia, difficult situations have arisen 
many times, when the Soviet, regime would most certainly hava been overthrown
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- '--had Mensheviks, . reformists and petty-bourgeois democrats remained in 'ur 
....In Italy....as is generally admitted, decisive battles between the pi 
tariat and the bourgeoisie for the possession of state power arc imminent, 
such a moment it is not only absolutely necessary to remove the Mensheviks, i 
formists, the Turatists from the Party, but it nay even be usefuJ to remove 
excellent Communists who are liable to waver, and who reveal a tendency to *ua 
towards ’unity1 with the reformists, to remove thorn from all responsible posts 
...On the eve of a revolution, and at a moment when a most fierce struggle is 
being waged for its victory, the slightest wavering in the ranks of the I arty 
may wreck everything, frustrate the revolution, wrest the power from the hondo 
of the proletariat; for this power is not yet consolidated, the attack upon it 
is still very strong. The retirement of wavering loaders at such a tine docs net 
weaken but strengthens the Tarty, the working class movement and the revolution/ 
(Lenin, Selected .Works, /ol.X, pp.256-58). - Foundations of Leninism, p.91

This should bo enough to expose the seriousness of the- crime of the Bihar Sue’--, 
on this question. And finally it must be understood that fighting reformism is 
not scoring debating points against a few reformists, but exposing the 'whole tr .1 
represented by them, in a way which educates the ranks, and changes the practice 
of the Party. This means not verbal victories, but application of Marxism to a 
given question or vacillation or standpoint, and its exposure on the basis of real
ities - not replies givon on the basis of bucking-up as if Party members wore 
school children.

Another Sectt. member who’ commits this same mistake in the grossest manner pos
sible is Asim, ^he confidence of Asin in disposing of the PB letter in a few 
lines written on a scrap of paper - it is no doubt admirable; ic is entirely mis
placed and betrays both ignorance and a frivolous bent of mind.

Asin says that the results of the PB letter would be disastrous; that PB’s ch;'. - 
racterisation that repression combined with treachery has given the first tempo
rary setback to the railway strike, will be a weapon in the hands of cowards and 
traitors. This is what X Asim writes with supremo confidence:

11 The PB note on failure of railway strike in my opinion brings out disastrous 
logic which instead of helping us to see the roots of our failure will be a 
weapon in the hands of cowards, traitors and reformists to say that repression 
combined with treachery has caused failure.

. uWe have done our best. Some will even say that Calcutta decision vns wron; 
aa wo did not foresee unprecedented repression nor treachery of the Socialists - 
hence the Party was wrong.” Offering advico to the PB, Asim writes with further 
confidence:

"The PB should have brought out and nailed down our reformist failure in ex
posing Socialist treachery and making organisational preparations to face the 
repression.”

Asim’s note is characteristic of all reformist elements inside the Party, first
ly it shows that what I wrote about tho Secretariat getting floundered before the 
offensive of the reformists and succumbing to it because of its inability to ans
wer the question of the reformists, is correct. Asia him.,self poses the doubts of 
the reformists'- which seem to be his own doubts because he suggests an alternative 
line of understanding - which betrays his own reformism.

It is obvious that Asm either does not understand the meaning of plain words, 
er is so steeped in reformism that the sharpest attack against reformism does not 
moke any sense to him. How can one say that the formulation ’’Repression combined 
with treachery caused the failure” plays into the hands of reformists?

The PB letter in the very opening attacks the traitors and vacillators inside 
the Party. Treachery includes not only treachery of the reformists but also 
treachery from within the Party. In fact in the 1-B letter the word treachery is 
more often used in connection with the traitors from within. And besides the PB 
ass assigns a special place to thia treachery .and reformism inside the ranks and 
puts it explicitly as one of the causes of the collapse of the strike - puts it 
clearly and beyond doubt though at tisE that tine the PB had not had the reports 
from the provinces. On page. 2 of the letter the following is w&x written:

”Thirdly there is also a. naLLsea,ting tala of .vacillotion, betrayal, cowardice
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in our ranks also; and apart fron this a complacence born out of our failure t< 
understand that the govt, will strike, with all its strength. The tempo an1 
organisation of work since January seems to be of the days of legality - of tho 
days when strikes could bo easily postponed for another six months. Otherwise 
how could one explain the Tanilnadi Committee*s plan for postponement under thm 
plea that there was not enough tine to organise the strike? Can you ever get 
more than 2^ months in times of revolutionary developments to organise a strike7 

’’Horrible opportunism, reformist mistakes, complacence etc. wore shown on
the GIP.”

One must be utterly blind or a reformist beyond hope of redemption to miss 
this attack against the reformists, attack against treachery from within - and de
clare that the FB letter gives an opportunity to the reformists to say that they 
have done their best.

And this was not the first time that the PB warned against the reformists. 
Apart from T. Line documents which opened an all-round attack against reformism, 
the 22nd February Circular on Railway strike stated that there would be plenty 
of va dilators inside the Party, and that they might sabotage the strike and de
manded that they should be removed from key positions.

Having ignored the role of treachery, and reformism inside the tarty, Asim 
wants to give an explanation which would completely screen the reformists, also 
if possible the Provincial leaders and hold the PB responsible for giving a pre
mature call for strike. He takes the same position as the Tamilnad Secretariat took 
with such disastrous consequences for the Party and for which the Tamilnad Sectt. 
had to be dissolved.

What is Asim’s advice to the PB? ’’The PB should have nailed down our reformist 
failure in exposing Socialist treachery and making organisational preparations.” 
Apparently this advice seems to be honest and ainnocent advice, but in reality it 
is dishonest. Has the PB ignored in its letter the failure to unmask the Social
ists earlier? The earlier documents of the fraction, PB’s advice to the fraction 
before the strike - had already pointed out that the fight against the Socialists 
must bo carried on ruthlessly, ^he PB letter itself once more nails down the fail
ure in the following words:

"The repression would have had no effect on the strike, rather it would have 
strengthened the strike, if the Party had taken up the fight against JP earlier, 
and the illusions and hopes about him had been fought earlier. With a greater 
section of railwaymen already free from confusion and illusion, the repression 
would have been completely defeated.” □

Secondly did not the letter correctly characterise the organisational failure x 
duo to reformism? The letter states this to be one of the reasons for failure of 
strike in our stronger areas:

"Secondly the arrest of 2,000 fron our strongholds was not only a heavy blow; 
it was a crushing blow, because the Party had not yet got out of reformist me
thods of organisation - with its emphasis on the whole-time worker and lack of 
attention to the working worker and his leadership. ihe formation of striko- 
comnittoes had hardly begun; -like the old days the mass was to be drawn in - 
after the strike.

"Now more than ever our comrades will see how every failure to stick to ba
sic organisational experience and truths leads to disaster, ^he strike commit
tees are weapons of rank and file leadership in strikes; the TU leaders or Exe
cutives are not enough; for they can be easily suppressed."

How can anyone assert in face of this that the PB letter failed to nail down 
organisational preparations? It is not however accidental that Asim ignores these 
formulations. It only shows that his conception of organiso.tion does not extend 
beyond agittion and other elementary forms. Obviously he does not seo even faintly 
the meaning os strike committees etc., as the form of organisation - suited to 
conduct revolutionary struggles. And this organisation could not be built not 
because there was no time, but because of reformism inside the Party. It is be
cause of this that though the directives were given as early as December itself, 
strike committees were not even thought of till the last.
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Asim’e cements and proposals show that not only is he a hardened rof^r-. 
but is caking active efforts to snuggle a reformist understanding of the rC : 
strike and give a fresh lease of life to cowardice and treachery. If Asin’s 
posals had amounted to saying that failure in organisation and failure to fig-, 
tho Socialists should be nailed down along with other things - he would have 
been at best charged with careless reading, superficial understanding. 3ut his 
proposal is to make organisational failure, and failure to fight Socialists as 
the only causes of failure o n railway and ignore and screen the personal cow
ardice and betrayal that was in evidence during the strike. What else can be tho 
conclusion from the proposals of a person who criticises tho attack on treachery 
as playing into the hands of reformists, and suggests some other things - us tho 
only source of failure? He can oe justly accused of objectively trying to cover 
tho traitors.

IP Asim’s bankrupt formulations are accepted what will be the result? it 
mean that: .

(1) the cowards and traitors who deserted and ran away and sabotaged strip s 
will be screened - and the Party will face danger of sabotage again;

(2) it will mean the brutal role of Nehru Govt, will be screened and the fact 
that such repression is going to be the normal state of affairs ignored;

(3) it will moan that the cause of the failure did not lay in reformism, in 
the most brutal repression, but lay in failure to do a few organisational tricks, 
made in time - not in having a reformist outlook on organisation itself;

(4) and further it will mean making the failure to fight the Socialists - -1 
of the two basic causes of the failure of strike - whereas in fact tho failui c- 
to expose the socialists was a part of the same reformism whose hideous 
was seen in desertion and betrayal.

Thus under the guise of locating reformism, of nailing down the failure to 
fight the socialists - Asim wants to screen treachery among P. leaders and di'" 
sidetrack attention on the socialist party.

This is typical of all reformists. To give exaggerated one-cideii picture 
certain factors so that the revolutionary essence is thrown out.

The reformists in their dishonesty distort all correct arguments, apply them 
in the wrong way and create confusion. Thus in reply to the argument that tho 
9th March call was premature, it is very correct to state that far from being 
premature, it was overdue, and that the strike should have taken pheo on 1st" 
January itself when the withdrawal of cheap grains concession came into operation,

But when this argument is used by others to say that because we could not or
ganise a strike on January 1 - we should have given, up. organising it on 9th March 
- the time had already passed - the dishonesty of these people, must be exposed. 
They are cowards who dare not come out openly against l;he strike as premature; 
therefore they say that opportunity had already slipped by after 1st January. 
They appear as defenders but are really saboteurs of strike.

Similarly in reply to those who argued that we should not havo attacked JI- & 
Co. so soon, it is correct to argue that we should have attacked much earlier, 
that we should have concentrated fire on the socialists long before we actually 
did. But those who distort this to mean that cur failure to do so had sealed tic 
doom of the strike, and it was this that was responsible for the failure - must 
be denounced as liars and rogues who want to screen the treachery from inside. 
As the PB letter puts it, all the required opportunities for a successful stride 
existed, repression and reformist betrayal could succeed because the railway 
loaders failed to act as revolutionaries. It .is a lie to suggest that failure 
to expose the socialists had sealed the doom of tho strike. It had not. It had 
made the strike difficult, no doubt. Till February 15 the Tarty could reap the 
full advantage from the fact that the AIRF itself was formally committed to a 
strike - and if this had been utilised to strengthen will to strike and expose 
the socialists and build revolutionary organisation - there would have been no 
failure.

Asim ia thus wrong on all points. Incidentally if Asim’s points had been ac
cepted it would have helped the reformists to screen themselves and in the name 
of self-criticism pass on the blame to the Central Committee and FB for its al
leged failure to organise exposure of the socialist party - though nxt in fact 
this charge could not have been substantiated. The real thing that comes from 
Asim’s note is, (1) Save, the- traitors (2_)Blano . the Socialists,..(3.). Blanc the PB
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(4) Say that we could not organise - did not prepare - say it in a way which wi' 1 
show that the Party was gains for strike without preparation - he forgets thoi 
was sabotage.

This stand of Asin is not accidental. Asin it aeons was absent, could not 
contacted by the Party or the railway workers’ leaders between 12th February 
to 1st April. In the ’■lost crucial eriod of the railway strike preparations, 
between 12th February and 9th March - during the period when the most brutal 
press ion was let loose on the workers, this member of the Sectt. was out of 
’contact’, could not contact any DC or railway loaders, and remained unemployed. 
Nothing could be more disgusting and repulsive than this. In its 22nd February 
Circular the PB had warned against this in the following words, fully knowing 
that there would be such comrades in the ranks of the rarty;

’’Remaining in u.g. should not mean remaining u.g. from the class-struggle, 
from one of the bigjest class-actions under our leadership."

In his so-called Self-Criticism submitted to the Proacctt. Asim writes the 
following about his being away from the Party and the working class in the cru
cial hour:

"However I reached the Centre anyhow and found almost all tech cadres aro 
panicky. Shelter man had run away; they could not provide me a single shelter 
even for two iays so that I could go away to bustee area. I left my centre for 
the provincial centre but on wny I decided to remain in my midway centre an1-- 
contact tho local DC for centre directly. Two attempts failed. Then I con
tacted province - a strong reLly for my failure and directive to reach Hazara 
DC centre and therefrom contact Manbhun DC and go ahead with our plan of coal 
general strike along with tho railway. In case I fail, thon contact Monghyr DC 
and work for railway strike. I contacted Giridih - they asked not to go there, 
they can’t provide shelter. Already to contact Mahesh I sent messenger. But 
after many failures due to bungling of my messenger and contact map,could meet 
very late. Then he asked ne to take up the full responsibility of Tech work us 
railway strike period had ended by that time. So I stayed on to make some pre
parations for shelter, production centre and dumps.

ffSo as a whole from 12th February to April 1st I remained of no use to the 
Party. This was a great failure on my part and how serious it is other comrades 
will opine.’’

To say tho least this is not self-criticism but self-justification. The c.n- 
mde is not horrified by what he has done, his absence from the field of action 
at the most crucial moment; does not see it as a crime: has no regrets; he at
tempts to explain it away and throws the blame on others, and towards the end 
graciously concedes that it was a great failure on his part but docs not thin!: 
it necessary to pronounce any other verdict and seeks escape by saying other 
comrades will judge. Other comrades will of course judge and they will not have 
the slightest hesitation in denouncing this kind of self-criticism as disho
nest, and expressing boundless ego.

Need we then wonder why Asim takes a stand on railway strike which seeks to 
cover tho deserted and vaclllators.

Tho Sectt. Instead of unmasking Asin’s stand succumbs to his pressure and 
sends a letter to the FB saying that part of the PB letter were unfortunately 
worded. It is true that the Sectt. very correctly condemned the railway fraction 
for its report, rejected it, and advanced sone correct reasons also. But all this 
it seems was done out of a sense of duty, carrying out the directive of the higher 
committee without inner conviction. Otherwise the Sectt. letter complaining about 
the PB letter, and repeating tho sane complaints that were made by Asim and 
others * cannot bo explained.

Such is the failure of the Sectt. to understand the railway strike, the hap
penings connected with it, the PB lead in connection with it. It is obvious that 
though Santosh guided by the PB letter laid his finger on the spot, though he 
correctly nailed down cowardice and reformism; though the Sectt. correctly nailed 
down cowardice and reformism; though the Secretariat condemned the railway frac
tion - still because the Sectt. itself had not unmasked its own reformism, it was 
not able to use the PB letter as a weapon to fight the reformists and unmask them.

And then why are you all without exception silent on the students’ struggle? 
Why do you bypass it in a few words-2 It is known that the FC lead was not a good



lead; that the most disgusting and disgraceful exhibition of opportunism, c' 
ar lice before reformists and funk before militancy of the masses - was in c 
donee in the student struggle in Fatna - that our comrades shared with otl c<. 
betrayal ; ractised agd.net the students; that you yourself took an opportuni3t 
stand and attacked, if I believe correctly, Girdhar’s report from the right (I r 
basing myself on Jatin’s note). In any case had you at that tine learnt oven tno 
slightest degree from the students' struggle you would have been tremendously 
helped in organising the railway strike, For what happened on this front in 
Patna was nothing but the forewarning of what was to come on the railway front - 
reformism, cowardice, funk etc. You refused to learn and had to pay a heavy 
price, ^nd in your self-criticism - all of you are unanimous in bypassing this 
shady episode because the fingers of all of you were equally dirty.

Before I turn to your, in. th - Secretariat’s claims to have taken a correct 
stand on the agrarian question - I will mention one or two points. 
inxkyjcx

In your August report in typical Joshian fashion you pose to fight for a 
bigger cause and in reality stultify the Party and liquidate its 5 vanguard r . c 
in the consciousness of the masses.

On page 5, under the sub-title "Repression and Terror", though you admit that 
the X C.P. is loading the upsurge and that is why it is being attacked - yet this 
is only a formal admission; for you and your Sectt. forget it as soon as ir is 
made, equate the CP with other artics and argue like a liberal when defer 
CPI, This is what you write:

"Thus what we are witnessing today is just not simple repression agr.i . 
Communist Party. It is the onslaught of counter-revolution against the gr. 
forces of the democratic revolution. It is the beginning of the emergence 
colonial fascism.”

May I know under what conditions a simple repression against the CP takes 
without it simultaneously being a repression of the democratic revolutionary 
forces? If a liberal were to put like this, if Sachidanand Sinha were to say ‘. 
it will be s progressive for him. When the Bihar Secretariat says this it mcoo. 
they have abjured Marxism and accented liberalism. It will be very correct to o 
that in attacking the CP the Govt, is attacking the revolutionary forces etc. 2i 
this is not what you mean. You unlink the Ci from the revolutionary movement. It 
shows that when you said that the CP heads the upsurge, it had not much meaning 
for you.

This is because in typical Joshian fashion you unconsciously equate the other 
reformist parties to the CP* You write:

"But the attack is not confined to the Communists alone. All other struggl
ing elements - rani: and filo socialists, Forward Biocists, workers of other lot 
1st parties and groups (c.g. RSPI, RCPI, Swami-ites), even Congressmen (in Madh 
buni and anti-flood struggle) have been sx subjected to the same brutal roprcs
sion. "

You here try to save your conscience by only talking about the rank andfilc, 
but you tend to think that other xarties themselves are being repressed - and Ira 
wrong and opportunist conclusions.

Firstly your statement that the ranks of other parties are also being sub
jected to the same brutal treatment ix as our ranks is a barefaced lie, a shemc- 
less perversion of facts. If in Bihar this is the case, if repression against 1 r 
ranks and the Swami-ites is of the same typo, it only means that we are conduct a 
our fight in a reformist way. Everywhere else there is no comparison between ya - 
tai repression launched against us - and the measures taken against the rcakc \ 
other parties. Wo are talking here of the ranks and not tho masses who are d-u 
suppressed - whenever militant struggles take place. This is simple to undcasa 
The wholesale repression of their ranks will not bo attempted an*ess their pcli;y 
changes.

Through equating repression directed against both you equate not'’only tho 
ranks completely but also the parties. It is not difficult to understand that 
whatever repression may be directed against their ranks can only be casual, inci
dental, since the policy of those parties is reformist policy. Beaidos in many 
cases repression is directed against the ranks when they disobey their reformist 
leaders and .go in fnotl-vn .over bea-^Q, i,e^ wbon tboy turn towards us.

agd.net
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Thus forgetting tho leading role of the Party, you tend to equate our rrnks 
wit],i their ranks, and our Party with other parties. You see it is not here a 
question of protesting against re; ression directed against followers of other 
parties. Vc will always protest against it. Nor is hero a question of offering 
united front to the ranks of other parties. What you are laying down is that re
pression against the ranks of other parties is as fierce ns against us - and 
from that drawing, the conclusion that we are not the lending force, that if wo 
protest that our rarty is being to rossod wo will be isolated. Sec now in a tho
rough-going opportunist manner you pose tho issue on page 23 under Tactical Les
sons: ttIn agitation never poso the issue as govt, versus the Communists for this 
loads to the neutralisation of the common nan an I the isolation of the Party. Xhst 
That is precisely how the Congress leaders try to pose the issue. Hence the aim. 
of our agitation should bo to turn bourgeois propaganda upside down and pose ever, 
issue as between Government and the people. It is only then that wc get maximum 
response, for that is what corresponds to reality.”

If yerj you had stated that the Ccnpross leaders in justification of repres
sion against us propagate that wc artificially incite the massec, that our aims 
and struggles are not the genuine product of tho social movement, and thus try 
to isolate us, and that we should defeat their game by repeatedly stressing 
tho fact that we are repressed because we boldly lead tho masses in their strug
gle for emancipation, that we should always bring to the forefront the fact that 
it is tho demands of the masses that wo express, that tho struggle conducted and 
led by us is the struggle of the millions * and thus defeat nil attempts to make 
it appear that tho movement led by us is something different than what the in
terests of the masses required, and that whatever happens tho CP will continue to 

■ end and bo in the forefront - you would have been right. The masses themselves 
ore to be taught that the aims of tho CP and their interests are indivisible.

They arc to be made conscious through action, agitation, and propaganda, that 
tho CPI is their leader - their only loader and vanguard

Instead of this what do you advocate, how do you put the issue? You ask c m- 
rades to abjure propaganda about the vanguard role, tho leading role of tho Party 
you ask them not to put forward before the masses that the rnrty, their Party is 
being repressed because it alone has tho courage to load them, and you frighten 
the Party members in typical Joshian fashion that if you talk about your awn sa
crifices and loading role of the Party you will bo isolated.

This and nothing else is the meaning of your apparently innocent directive to 
never pose the issue as govt. vs. the Communists. Obviously there will be some 
comrades in Bihar who might put the issue wrongly - make it appear that it is a 
narrow quarrel between the govt, and tho Communists and the masses have nothing 
to do with it. Such comrades have to be educated in the proper method of agita
tion and roper understanding of the issues involved. Instead you make oppor
tunist formulations. You give directives which make it appear that the Govt, 
is not getting isolated but It is the Communists that are likely to bo Isolated; 
you put the issue as if a terrific anti-Communist feeling exists among tho 
masses, i.e. existed when you wrote the report - and that one has to bo extreme
ly cautious in referring to the Party. This fits in with your theory of counter
revolution on tho offensive^ with your idea that the ranks of all political par
ties are being equally suppressed; there is nothing .exceptional about the CPI. 
You do not see that the govt, is getting rapidly discredited; and that we arc 
gaining; that is why you dnro not come out with a bold call telling tho comrades 
to boldly rut forward the sacrifices of Tarty members, tho courageous lead of 
the Party, and consolidate our position of lead.

You know .that in the period of re fo mi era it was considered to be sectarian to 
glorify the ^arty, Its sacrifices, before the masses. Only the virtues of tho 
two bourgeois organisation© - Congress and the League wore sung before the 
masses. You continue this Joehite policy in your August Report.

In Bihar as in other provinoes, there was fear of fighting for the Party 
r.mong tho masses. Enough evidence of this is to be found in the way the student 
etrugglo was conducted in Patna* when petty bourgeois members showed that they 
wore ashamed to own that they were Communists and failed to work as Communists. 
Instead of breaking thru this shameless spectacle the Sectt* gives an ideologi
cal cover to it. Th© fear of talking about the Tarty, the fear of isolation if 
the Party i« glorified is nothing but the petty bourgeois hesitation about the 
Party of the working class - hesitation of petty bourgeois members who have not 
yet forgotten the election days when the bourgeois leaders temporarily sot
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sections of the people against the tarty. It is real potty bourgeois funk before 
the Party, lack of faith in the masses. This fear was natural when the Party c m- 
sidored the Congress potty bourgeois masses to be the masses. But now when the 
larty has again turned towards basic masses decisively, it only betrays that cur
tain ;eoylo will not learn.

A correct call in this respect should have been (1) explain to the masses uho 
identity of the aims of the lar’y end the interests of the masses (2) boldly put 
across th before the masses the leading role of the Party (3) glorify the sacrifi
ces of the Party and glorify the Party as the only champion of the masses (<) 
attack the govt, boldly and precisely (b) put the Party’s role in an inspiring 
manner (6) have no fear that you will be isolated - masses are in a fighting need 
and the Party line reflects their interests and present mood.

What you have written is however not accidental. Your Sectt. does not ac 
the leading role of the CP. This is what your Sectt. writes in utter ropu’i 
of the Party Thesis, “Precisely because sections of tho toiling masses are 
ting disillusioned but are groping for want of an alternative leadership, i 
necessary to popularise the idea of the democratic front, rs the coalition 
fighting people against the coalition of the ruling minority. The Communist - 
the Kisan Sabha, the Trade Unions, the Students’ Federation should be popular 
as elements of the democratic front..... ”

your
Vron where docs kks/Sectt. collect this nonsense, how dares it to introduce 

a ^Qrty document? Why didn’t show the modesty to quote the Political Thesis 
the Party on the democratic front? You put the Democratic Front as an al terra'- 
leadership - Not the Communist Party - nor working class leadership as express 
thru the CPI - but the Democratic Front - was to bo the alternative leadorshi 
This is Tito nonsense and nothing but abjuration of the working class loaders! 
and the leading role of the Party.

And as if this was not enough you openly state: “The CP, Kisan Sabha, Trade 
Union, Students’ Federation should be popularised as elements of the democratic 
ffont. “ So CP is only one of the in/ortant elements, on the same level as any 
mass organisation. Jo you want any more convincing evidence of the abjuration of 
the leading role of the Party, and of the hegemony of the working class?

The Political Thesis throughout talks about working class leadership. And when 
it once mentions the CP and the mass organisations ]ed by it as the core of the de
mocratic front - it does so in relation to the other masses - the masses not yet 
directly under the influence of the Party. Tho Thesis never puts the Cl I and mass 
organisations on the same level and suggest that they all are just elements of 
democratic front.

And finally you make confusi?n worse confounded by saying that tho struggle 
for democratic front should be conducted as an integral paft of the partial stragio 
of the fighting masses. You could as well have put that the political struggle., 
tho revolutionary struggle to overthrow the Nehru $ovt. - is an integral part op 
tho struggle for wa^e-increase in Monghyr tobacco factories - and it would have 
been on par with your formulation in the August Report.

Further in typical Joshian fashion the Secretariat regards politics, poli'^ 
campaigns etc. as something apart and in isolation from the real class-strap 
of the masses. Read your learned disquisitions on political campaigning, th 
way you ut political campaigning in relation to the partial struggles - an 
will see that the Sectt. is carrying out Joshi’s traditions. For Joshi the eu. 
word of the petty bourgeois leader - on an issue which they thought to be im 
portant -l.e. on issues considered important by the bourgeoisie - v»3 political 
campaigning - was politics, actual struggle of the masses, the experience 
gained there in. the polities learnt therein was all trade unionism, ^nd when 
Party leaders attempted to carry forward tho developing awakening coming out of 
the daily struggles and link it with the revolutionary aims and movement of tho 
proletariat - when directly from the daily class-struggles the *1 •- . e
tho workers forward to the realisation of the revolutionary aims and did not allow 
the workers to be sidetracked into bourgeois politics - it was called sectarian
ism. The main trick was to regard political awakenixig opart from the actual 
class-struggle and you commit the sane mistake.
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To such as you and the members of the Bihar Sectt. the following from Lenin 
v ’.ll bo of great benefit: ’’When the bourgeois gentry and their uncritical chorus of 
eatollites, the social reformists, talk priggishly about the education of the masses 
by education they usually mean something school-masterly, podantic, something that 
demoralises the xac masses and imbues them with bourgeois prejudices.

’’The real education of the masses can never be separated from the independent, 
the political, and particularly from the revolutionary struggle of the masses them
selves. Only the struggle educates the exploited class. Only the struggle discloses 
to it the magnitude of its own power, widens its Hxxkxx horizon, enhances its abi- 
litloe, clarifies its mind, forges its will; and therefore even reactionaries had 
to admit that the year 1905, the yerr of struggle, the mad year, definitely, bur
ied patriarchal Russia.” (Lenin Selected Works, Vol.Ill, p. 66 )

The great discovery of Raghu and the Secretariat, that what was needed for 
the working class was education, and in the absence of it they wore getting de
moralised, that without political campaigning it was impossible to conduct the 
partial struggles - and hence for some time the partial struggles bo stopped or 
toned down till the working class had completed its education in schools run b 
you - is nothing but the most stinking reformism. This was nn attempt to ccuca'e 
in isolation from the struggle. Secondly the understanding of the malady was 
wrong. The masses wore completing their education rapidly in the fierce cicss 
struggles but were not able to learn quickly precisely because their lenders the 
Communists were lacking in revolutionary education. The working-class - the mas
ses - learn quickly and rapidly firstly in the struggle and secondly when the 
struggle is led by a real Marxist-Loninist leadership, which at every stop is 
able to organise their consciousness and make them realise the meaning of events, 
happenings and developments quickly, enable them to take decisive action and 
learn from its own action. In the absence of such leadership the process of 
learning is no doubt slow and painful through plenty of mistakes. But the masses 
never learn apart from the struggle. Your idea of substituting education for 
struggle was a reformist idea and showed contempt for the masses who were learning 
more quickly than xxM many Communists.

What was the disease? The real disease was that certain petty bourgeois 
cadres, ns well as working class members were getting demoralised in face of 
brutal repression, because of their total failure to fulfil the tasks of the lead
ership. They were neither able to understand the brutal repression, nor properly 
plan the repeated resistance of the masses to it. If you had formulated that 
masses wore forging ahead, and our members wore not able to fulfil the function 
of the leadership for lack of Marxist-Leninist training - you would have been 
right - for that is what the Second Congress also had laid down. You would have 
been right in opening schools to train Party members in Marxism-Leninism, to 
train them in the science of revolutionary leadership. This itself however can 
never be done by toning down struggles or contrasting Marxist education to 
struggles of the masses Which the Secretariat dxdx indirectly did.

The Secretary’s cry of education was not a genuine demand for Marxist-Lenin
ist training of cadres, Party members and advanced elements from the masses, but an 
excuse to withdraw from the fierce class struggle.

Coming to your claims on the kisan front, and the Sectt. document - inclu ha• 
the August report - it would not have been necessary -.ft,,
the PB resolution on agrarian question you should have been able to make your cv : 
self-criticism and your mistakes. But you have failed miserably and tried to make ' "! 
that you and soma other members of the Secretariat took a correct stand from the 
beginning at least in some respects. Raghu also took the same stand when he fiia J 
read the document on agrarian question and claimed that ho and the Bihar Scctu. r 
independently reached more, or less the same conclusion, p*s the FB.

If it were really a fact, it would have boon a very good thing - for it 
would have meant strength of Marxism inside the Party. But unfortunately the claim 
had no basis except in the imagination of certain individuals.

Ordinarily we arc not concerned with such opinions. But when it harms the 
Party and Party comrades, and prevents their development Lt has to be taken note of.
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Such opinion prevents the leaders or members concerned from changing their outh 
completely, from understanding whore a domplete break must be made and therefor' 
keeps them whore they are. The Party unite under their leadership also remain wher 
they arc. This exaggerated opinion about onself thus becomes a crime against the 
movement.

Firstly your “Note on the Question of Agricultural Labour ” is an alternst5 
thesis x on agrarian question - repudiating the Party line as laid down in the Poli
tical Thesis. Needless to say it is in utter contradiction to the understanding of tl 
agrarian situation as developed in the Agrarian Question. No one can blame you or 
the Bihar Soctt, for not reaching the same clear conclusions as those in the PB do
cument. But you deserve condemnation when you repudiate what was written in the Po
litical Thesis - and in the bargain make impermissible basic formulations. Under 
the guise of writing a note on the Question of Agricultural Labour, you smuggle in 
basic formulations not accepted by the Party. Every formulation that you make h 
is open repudiation of the Party line and of the principles of Marxism, Your note j 
an essay of a liberal bourgeois professor who seeks to embellish hie liberalism 
with phrases from the Marxist terminology to fool the people.

The fact that Raghu the COM and all the members of the Bihar Soctt. and PG - 
all those who attack you supported your note enthusiastically, or swallowed it - 
the fact that none has unmasked it as a crude hoax shows the deplorable level of 
Marxism of all of you.

That You have produced such a document and supported it after the Second Party 
Congress was a crime in itself. Not to have seen thru it, denounced it, after the 
PB’s resolution on Agrarian Question, People’s Democracy, Tactical Line -etc. woo 
bigger crime. And not to have nailed it down when you wore given an opportunity * : 
review it, is a still worse crime. And this crime is committed by all of you'-?, 
the members of the Sectt. or PC - all of thorn fail to admit this common crime.

Firstly you and all those including Raghu who accept your documents, all !. 
who do not protest show boundless impertinence and reveal your repudiation of £fr’.r. - 
ism-Loninism when you sit in judgement over Lenin’s definition of agricultural lc.b~ 
ourers and ask the ranks to pronounce their verdict on it. In the entire history 
of the Party there has not boon another instance of this impertinence, this open .re
pudiation of leninism. You and your Sectt. think that Lenin’s definitions aro to be 
bandied a bout"’by people like you. You do this after tho Party Congress when Comrade 
Adhikari was strongly criticised for deleting a certain passage from Stalin’s writ
ing. You do it after the ^arty Congress which gave a call to study Marxism-Leninism, 
to show proper respect to the works of founders of Mayxism, to the classics written 
by Engels, ^cnin and Stalin, for this amazing (action) you deserve to be do-

Jn Party journals, as open revisionists. In this zs^c respect the crime of
- r‘ far exceeds yours. He was elected by the Party Cory ♦•oss to wage a war against 

- - and to defend Marxism-Leninism,. It was expected that ho would not commit
’< .......revisionist mistakes, that he would guard himself against at least the grossest

- mistakes, at least against these which were denounced in the Congress itself, 
n^pcs have been belied. He betrayed the trust. And in his supreme ignorance and 

biino^oss he is still unconscious of the betrayal.

This is what you solemnly write in your introductory note: ”Wc arc ourselves 
trying to study more of Lenin’s writings and find out if he had anything very speci
fic to say on this qestion. But as the problem is one of th great practical import
ance and urgency wc would like you to sug enlighten us about a precise definition of 
agricultural labourers and their relationship with wage-earning poor peasants or agri 
cultural labourers or even rural artisans.” So when Lonin could not enlighten you," 
you seek the light from Provincial Committee members, flatter them in the meanest 
possible manner, and thus prove that you are democratic. Surely democracy and flat
tery are r synonymous terms with you.

After reading Development of Capitalism, Lenin’s Agrarian Thesis - you say 
Lenin had nothing definite to say about agricultural proletariat and you were making 
further researches. And you ask ROMs to sit in judgement over Lunin. This is nevz 
you understand Leninisn. Surely there are no limits to the effrontery of tho 
Bihar Secretariat.

And all this because a certain member of your Sectt,, Mahesh - did not agree 
rith Lenin’s definition. You therefore refer tho dispute to the arbitration, tho
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votc of the PCMs - instead of branding Mahesh as an nnti-Leninist. You also bee?" o nr 
anti-Loninist, compromise with Mahesh and substitute Lenin’s definition by the 
nition of Yen-Pi-Shih - and restore working agreement. And in the bargain when / 
quoto Lenin you interpret wrongly.

You and your secretariat have read Stalin’s Leninism. And you still do 
1ise that Lenin’s analysis, directives, definitions cannot be made subject nabt< j oi 
discussion. And Raghu the COM supports you in this repulsive crime.

Coning to the contents of your document, for which you claim credit in 
self-critical review, what does it say? Your document though it formally talks ig- 
ricultural labourers, appears to recognise the role of the agricultural labour- ... 
the agrarian revolution, in reality repudiates this role in the crassest pos/ik 
ner. Though you bandy the phrase "development of capitalist relations" a lot, 
obvious that you do not sec the major classes that emerge out of this ievclopmc; 
superimposed on the old. You do not understand the meaning of capitalist develop , 
the meaning of commodity production - and how classes develop out of it, in what • 
lation they stand to the agrarian classes already existing. All this you should ha 
seen at least after reading the "Agrarian Question" and criticised your own docu.• 
But you do not do it.

Instead of seeing growth of capitalist relations you sec a throw back, to serf
dom and feudalism; "The growth of the Bntai system - a semi-feudal system in the mid
st of the general trend towards development of capitalism - is the expression of lie- 
tor Lion, retardation, and stagnation of this development. For while the expropria
tion of the mass of the peasantry nt n fairly rapid space is loading to the inevit
able concentration of land in the hands of a snail section of landlords and rich pea
sants and to the creatcuon of a daily swelling army of landless proletariat, yet the 
absence of fcxx technical facilities for the growth of capitalist faming, is loading 
to the batai system, to the creating of a new serfdom adapted to the needs of a feu
dal colonial economy yoked to capitalism - the economy which is so characteristic of 
our country at^Pesont tine.” You try to save your conscience by referring to capi
talism, by describing our economy as yoked to capitalism - but it is obvious you un
derstand nothing of capitalism and the phrase has no meaning for you except to de
ceive yourself and others into the belief that you are saying something which is ac
cording to Party line.

The real thing that you want to stress hero is now serfdom - and this you- - 1- 
lege arises from the mass expropriation of the peasantry. Tho mass expropriation .cs 
not create the new class of agrarian proletariat, but a new class of serfs, an' y 1 
and those who support you claim that you arc champions of agricultural labourers., 
that you stand for agricultural labourers, that you correctly saw how capitallet -’.o- 
velopment was taking place in agriculture.

You make this same, impermissible formulation in a different way, in your 
gust Report. *

"The Central development on the Kisan Front during and since the war year 
the consolidation of the feudal-bourgeois alliance in the countryside. The old 
dal zaminlars have taken to capitalist forms of exploitation like faming (still mi 
a small scale) grain-trade (profiteering) money-lending and investments in indus
tries, kxk banks etc. The new rising class of capitalist kulaks (as also indus
trialists, bankers, sugar mill owners, etc.) village money-lenders, and traders ha/c 
concentrated huge areas of land in their hands, large portions of which they have 
let out on feudal forms of rent like batai, Sarah, Mcmhunda etc. Thus, the distin
ction between feudal landlords and capitalist kulaks is largely being effaced in_ 
pre?bice, both resorting to rentiering, grain-hoarding (profiteering), money-lending 
and land grabbing on a more or less equal scale. This development is loading to trio 
expropriation of the peasantry on a mass scale $.nd the concentration of land in the 
Lands of this small class (of zamindars and kulaks) at a fast pace. The forms of 
thia expropriation are purchase, nilami, settlement or forceful evict ions.(p.28)

^ore once more under the guise of placing capitalist development you assort 
that feudalism is triumphing - assert that capitalists are becoming feudalists. You 
assort in the most nonchallnnt manner - .’’the distinction between the feudal landlords 
and kulaks is being effaced in practice” - as both resort to feudal exploitation 
and profiteering. A more nonsensical formulation cannot be imagined. For according 
to this it means that.-while- IjRndlnrdn are rap it^ltste, capital iats arc
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vic'‘iinr; feudalists. You forget the simple fact thr.t lanllords will not resort to i" 
" ।' 'ijrln/j grain trade etc. unless the strength of capitalist relation has dcv^l ^pc 
i of commodity production and oxchange had developed. And you also fail to see 
‘he - while some of the now rich might be investing in land and using old foms of o:< 
ptoitntion, yet the content is new, the purpose is different -r commodity production, 
salo xfor profit. Ihe form. more and more becomes only the form with a new content.

The facts cited by you shoul 1 have served you and the Scctt., to deduce tac 
strength of capitalist relations. Not being able to do this you in reality aeduco th 
it is^fcudal relations that are triumphing and afraid of openly stating it. You cone 
X2Dt out with a now theory of integration of the bourgeois and feudal elements - a fo 
mutation never made in any Party document especially in the sense in which you make 
it - capitalists going back to feudal methods of exploitation. Obviously so long as 
thorough-going agrarian revolution doos not take place, feudal methods of exploita
tion EMHixKjEM continue to exist, but the point is tn sec the new trend, the rel-J 
strength of the old and the new. Obviously if the forces of struggle are defeat 
•and a revolutionary solution is not found,, the most barbaric methods of serfdom, 
forced labour may be combined with exchange and sale of commodities, Even then v ,; 
will be done in the service of commodity production and exchange - which will be 
dominating'reality.

it is because of this impermissible formulation that your Scctt. totally mis
leads the ^'arty ranks in Bihar in its analysis of the Zamindari Bill. According to 
you the Zamindari Bill ’’seeks to abolish the distinction still existing (i.e. oi le
gal status) between the zomindars and the capitalist kulaks, to consolidate both ir 
the new class of capitalist 'ryots' (i.e. land monopolists) and to aid and supper-; 
then in expropriating the poor and the lower middle peasants." Barring the reforenc 
to the expropriation of peasants everything is wrong here. According to you the bill 
seeks to make fundal landlords out of kulaks, ^or what else is meant by abolishing 
the distinction between the two when you say that distinction is eno of legal status 
only, and that the kulaks are feudal exploiters - since they use feudal ferns of ex
ploitation. At the 'sane tine you add that by abolishing the distinction between ku
laks and landlords, by giving the same status to the kulaks, zamindars and kulaks 
will be consolidated in a new class called capitalist 'ryots1 (i.e. land monopolists) 
Even you will not be able to me.ke any sense out of this formulation. Zemindars -f- 
kulaks • capitalist ryots - land monopolists, Miat is one to make out of it?

It is because of this that you fail to sec the growing collapse of the old ag
rarian system, in the growing number of agricultural workers, in the mass expropria
tion of peasants, and fail to see both the importance of the agricultural workers, 
the new character of their struggles, the character of the agrarian revolution, and 
the nearness of the agrarian revolution.

You and your Sectt., after witnessing the glorious struggle of Tel engana,are 
so inspired by it, that you very cautiously talk about the agrarian revolution as if 
it were far off, as if we are not in the midst of it. The August Report writes: 
"Thus, the central ixk task of the tarty oh the kisan front is to lead all thesa spon
taneously growing struggles, to conscicusly rnisethom to o. higher stage and mould 
then towards the goal of agrarian revolution round the central

slogan oi lam to the tiller." This long-winded formulation which reminds one of 
"the progressive realisation of solf-Governmont" slogan of the British, shows what 
faith in the agrarian revolution you have. It almost appears as if you and your 
Soctt. are in a fright that Barty members might think the agrarian revolution is 
very near, and your effort is to disabuse, their mind of thier frightful idea.

You no doubt xe write about the agricultural workers - relying on agricul
tural workers and poor peasants etc.; but in reality you often argue^as if"only 
serfs exist, and the stagg of revolution xf ths is for making the serfs private 
property owner - the anti-feudal revolution of the French Revolution type.

In your note on agricultural labourers you make the following statement: "Eat 
the growth of tho Batai system is not explained by this queer complexity alone. For 
behind this seeming confusion of different foms and features lies ^definite trend - 
tho trend of transition towards capitalism. *t is this trend which constitutes the 
driving force behind the struggles of to Bataidars, the Bowli peasants, and the 
serf and semi-serf labourers towards assertion of the occupancy over the land under 
their possession and the fixation of a capitalist (and not feudal) cash rent."
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This constitutes the essence cf your understanding about the capitalist de
velopment in agriculture. It is nothing but again covering the reformist policy and 
understanding of the pre-Congross period and in a manner in which no one dared to 
do it. You and your Soctt. members claimed when you last not us - and Raghu was 
perhaps persistent in claiming that the Bihar Soctt. had already come to an under
standing of the capitalist development in agriculture, After roading the Agrarian 
Question itshould have been clear to you that your understanding of capitalist de
velopment in agriculture is diametrically opposite to the understanding of the PB. 
The PB when it sharply brought forward the fact that capitalist relations have de
veloped in agribulture, drew from it the conclusion that along with the feudal land
lord the capitalist exploiter also has to be fought, that the capitalist monopoly 
also is to be broken, that out of the revolution not petty producers’ property, but 
nationalisation - which will leal to socialisation rapidly - as soon as the material 
conditions for large-scale production are created.

For the PB the development of capitalist relations in agriculture meant that 
the fight could be decisively led by the new class of agricultural labourers, since 
it was not only an anti-feudal fight; it meant a complete break with tho past under
standing that the fight was against feudal landlords only and the peasants were an 
undifferentiated mass.

For you and the Sectt. the development of capitalism in agriculture means - 
?w the ground is getting ripe for the ordinary type of bourgeois revolution - in
balling petty producer, t.c. for capitalism and capitalist exploitation of agri- 
ulture - since petty production only leads to that. That is, you are saying the 

’■ame thing that was being said before the Party Congress - and much worse. No one 
had suggested in the last 20 years that the next era in agriculture in India is 
that of capitalism. Such a formulation was not made even in the worst period of re
formism, though the practice was based on such an understanding. But you arc making 
the formulation and going back on the accepted understanding of 20 years back - the 
understanding given in the Thesis of the Sixth Congress of the Communist Interna
tional. You are saying something which has been exploded long ago - tho possibility 
of capitalism playing a progressive role.

How do you argue - You openly state that the struggle of the peasants is a 
capitalist struggle; that it is a struggle for fixing capitalist cash rent - which 
in relation to the small peasant can only moan for capitalist exploitation -i.c. 
the peasants are demanding that they should be exploited in the capitalist way and 
not in the feudal way. This is what you mean by capitalist development in agricul
ture. You reduce the peasants’ and agricultural workers’ struggle for agrarian re
volution, for abolition of landlord monopoly, for overthrow of all exploitation -as 
only a struggle for ushering capitalist exploitation, capitalist relations,. You & 
your Sectt. not only slander the agrarian masses but you become apologists of the 
capitalist order, ^nd to lend semblance to this argument you do away with the exist
ence of agricultural labourers by calling then serfs and semi-serfs, '^he reality is 
that according to your understanding there are no agricultural labourers,, but only 
serfs and therefore the type of revolution is 18th century bourgeois revolution.

Sb firm is your conviction that we aro in the 18th century - that you ne
gate the existence of agricultural labourers, and try to prove that only serfs 
exist; that there is a throw-back to feudalism. ’’The growth of the Ba tai system - a 
semi-feudal system in the midst of tho general treni towards capitalism is the ex
pression of distortion, retardation and stagnation of this development. For while 
the expropriation of the mass of peasantry at a fairly rapid pace is leading to 
die inevitable concentration of land in the hands of small section of the landlords 
.nd rich peasants^to the creation of a daily swelling gKXwkkxxf army of landless 
rolctnriat yet the absence of technical facilities for the growth of capitalist 

farming., is leading to the ba tai system, to the creation of a new serfdom adapted 
■ .j the needs of a feudal colonial economy yoked to capitalism.......... ”

Thus the Kxpk expropriated peasant, the landless proletariat becomes a seff. 
And after serfdom what is the next progressive stage? You have heard that after 
serfdom came the petty proprietor of land in 18th century. $o you think and say 
that tho expropriated peasant, agricultural labourer, who has become a serf - is 
now again becoming a proprietor, he is a budding proprietor - "......... the bataidar 
is a semi-serf peasant who represents a lower (i.c, more backward) economic cate
gory than the agricultural labourer. Moreover the bataidar is a peasant, a budding 
though brutally exploited small proprietor and is not a proletarian." See how many 
contradictory formulations you make.



The private producer, proprietor expropriated, becomes landless labourer, whe
becomes serf - becomes bataidar.

The bataidar is 
burned serf.

thus a sefl - an expropriated peasant -landless workers -

The bataidar is a semi-serf peasant.

The bataidar is a peasant, a budding though brutally exploited proprietor.

But there is a method in this madness of formulation. The method consists in 
attempting to prove that notwithstanding mass expropriation ofpeasantry -which 
really cones only because of development of capitalist relations, notwithstanding 
the growth of landless workers which is the surest sign of development of capitalist 
relations, of commodity production and exchange - there is nothing but serfdom in 
land, there is no development of capitalist relations, no commodity production, no 
growth of capitalist exploiters - Only classical feudalism exists and the only way 
in which capitalist development assorts itself is the struggle of the serfs to con
vert themselves into proprietors - i.e. just now the fight is only between feudal
ism on the one hand and capitalism in agriculture based on small private production 
on the other - i.e, the fight is for establishing capitalist relations and capital
ist exploitation in agriculture.

Such is your thesis. xhat is why you repeatedly negate the agricultural la
bourer equating him to the serf. That is why notwithstanding the fact that you re
peat like a mantram that we must rel^r on agricultural labourers, that they are the 
leading force - you do not understand•the meaning of all those, ^hat reliance can 
be placed on such phrases when all that you contemplate is development of capitalist 
exploitation? HOw can you make the agricultural worker play a loading part in ensur
ing capitalist exploitation of which ho is already the worst victim.

It is therefore not accidento.l that you talk of freedom of competition in con
nection with the agricultural workers. Having imagined that the agricultural labour
ers are mostly serfs, you consider that freedom of competition is a progressive stop 
But what is freedom of competition of labourers. It means freedom to sell your la
bour power to the capitalists, freedom to be exploited by the capitalists. Is that a 
progressive step today? No doubt when only pure serfdom exists freedom to sell la
bour power marks the transition to capitalism, and can be considered progressive 
only so long as capitalism, is progressive. Today whosoever talks in terms of free
dom of competition as a progressive step only reveals himself as an apologist of the 
capitalist order.

You say that usury, wages in kind, and lack of homestead lands - all prevent 
beedom of competition and therefore these factors should bo remedied and freedom 

•? competitbn be ensured. An that you are demanding is freedom of capitalist ex- 
ioitation, and removal of all obstacles to it - the same thing that a kulak or a 

capitalist farmer might demand.

As you see this horrible formulation logically follows from your theory that 
there is' no capitalist development in agriculture, no capitalist exploitation, rr 
rise of new classes, no commodity production, but only serfdom, ho agricultural 
labourers but only serfs.

And all this because for you capitalist development does not mean commodity 
production and exchange, rise of new classes; you do not see those new relations 
rising from the old; for you capitalist development means.replacement by small pro
ducers, of feudal serfs and landlords - and this you make the aim of the agrarian 
move ent. Your standpoint really denies that capitalist relations have already de
veloped and are developing within the feudal shell; you assert that the agricul
tural labour^^s a serf.

Under these circumstances your claim that you understood the role of the ag
ricultural labourers correctly, is a claim not substantiated by facts. No doubt you 
stood for separate organisation of labour but that is all.

Your perspective of agrarian revolution is wrong from beginning to end. You 
stand for capitalist development. The masses want to end capitalism. Tho present 
phase of the revolution is directed both against feudalism and capitalist exploit
ers, Just because it is directed against capitalist exploiters also, just because 
the agrarian revolution is taking place in the midst of a world anti-capitalist 
revolution



revolution, only the agricultural worker will be able to take firm load in the rura 
arena. Why should the agricultural workers take the lead and act decisively if the 
aim is to ensure capitalist exploitation? You will thus see that tkwxyxa thxx tho’ 
you say agricultural worker must lead, you yourself will never be able to convince 
him why ho should lead, why he should fight for his class enemy. ^-herefcre you only 
verbally assert that he should lead, but you give him a perspective which only dis-- 
bands him. ' hat importance can then be' attached to your claim that you understood 
the role of -the agricultural worker correctly.

So blind you are to any real understanding of the development of capitalist 
relations in agriculture, to the rise of new classes, that you do not even see tho 
conflict between the kulak and the agricultural worker. In your long document the 
rich peasant comes somewhere at the end, quite casually, nd this is in keeping with 
your understanding that the agricultural worker is a serf and the fight of the serf 
is only against the landlord. You will see that on this understanding no successful 
leadership of the agricultural workerc can be developed. ihis isnothing but the 
rich peasants’ viewpoint and the only difference between you and ^ahesh is that ho 
does not want separate organisation of agricultural labourers while you stand for i 
-but in reality neither wants to fight against the rich peasant.

Obviously in Bihar as elsewhere the landless peasant, while he is forced to 
soil his labour power, is also encumbered with number o f feudal restrictions, all 
intended to reduce his status to that of a serf. xhis is an obvious fact. If anyon 
were to ignore this fact, ignore these real restrictions, which are great weapons 
of rousing tho agricultural labourers against the entire system of landlordism, if 
anyone wore to act as if a fully grown proletariat with the consciousness of the 
proletariat exists, that its quarrel is only with the capitalist elements, that it 
is not interested in or oppressed by the landlords - then it will bo wrong. It will 
amount cutting off the agricultural workers from the common movement for agrarian 
revolution.

But this is no reason why you and ycur Secretariat should see only serfdom 
and ignore the new relation, the cash relation, the sali of labour power, the new 
capitalist relation - which is the rising r lation, which is the developing phenome
non. On the other hand you and your Sectt, should have drawn the conclusion from al' 
this ab^ut the intensity of the agrarian crisis - of the intense conflict between t' 
two tfends - the mass proletarianisation due to the development of commodity pro
duction, to capitalist relations and the constant effort to retain the old system, 
to hold back the clock, by attempting to put feudal restrictions on tho released 
peasant - a conflict which never gets solved but only intensifies misery, expropria
tes the masses - and brings them to the realisation that it can bo solved by forcib' 
changing all the existing social relations.

In tliis case what must be noted is what is progressing, and what is dying-and 
decaying. he imposition of feudal restrictions, rendered possible by backward 
economic conditions, does not change the character of the social movement, does not 
transform the agricultural labourers into a serf. It is only the attempt of the dy
ing and decaying to impede the march of new relations and only makes the conflict 
fierce1 and intense. It doos not signify throwback to feudalism but the fact that 
feudalism is crumbling. You fasten your attention only on feudal restrictions but 
forgot the whole social process of expropriation - completely unsettling the feudal 
rolatzcns, because expropriation took place because of development of capitalist 
relations, of commodity production and exchange.

And finally this opportunist analysis of the agrarian question culminates ii 
an open attempt to replace modern class antagonisms by•caste-axgaantagonism, in 
preaching disruption among the toilers, in adopting an Ambedkarite analysis of tho 
agrarian struggles, ^our analysis and understanding is only less bankrupt than the 
bankrupt article I once wrote on the question of untouchables in the period of re
formism - an article which most shamelessly justified every separatist demand of 
Ambedkar. Ihe basic mistake in your analysis as well as mine is the samo - for
getting the main class-contradiction of the present day,and therefore forgetting 
the toilers’ unity that was growing and must grow thru those struggles.

You think you have made a groat discovery when you noticed that exploiters 
from upper-caste generally exploit the people of lower casto. ®o have noted this ai 
a new thing after ’the disruptive role of Dr. Ambedkar, to have noted this two de
cades after the non-Brahmin movement in South came to an end and collapsed in face 
of the bourgeois national awakening, only betrays both ignorance and vanity. When 
you gave the slogan of Babhans and Banias - you wore only saying what the nun- 
Hrahmin loaders, who had become agents of imperialism, and who were boing used by 
imperialists against the bourgeois nationalist movement to wean away the peasant
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prom the Congress, were saying in Maharashtra in 1922-30, but dared not say after 
1930. They were basing themselves precisely on the fact that the peasant was mis
taking now class antagonism for old ones - since the Bhahmin and Bania appeared as 
■.is exploiters - though in reality it was kka Brahmin either as money-lender or In* 
Lord, that was exploiting theny. To screen this new relation they made plenty of m 
of the caste superiority of Brahmins, the domination of the priest, the inferior 
status of non-Brahmins, the invidious social distinctions - all to show that it was 

>t so much exploitation as landlord or money-lender, but as Brahmin that was the 
main thing. No doubt they made plenty of use of the fact that there was economic 
exploitation - but all this was laid at the door of the Brahmin - He was not attack 
as a landlord or money-lender only - for that would lead xx to an attack against 
non-Brahmin moneylenders also.

The rallying cry of the non-^rahmin movement was against Bhatji -which means 
the Brahmin priest; and against She thy i -which ie kk a specific term for Marwari or 
Gajerati moneylenders and capitalists. Thus the discontent was attempted to side
track into provincial channels also apart from caste channels and class- realities 
concealed.

There was once more some basis for this attempt to sidetrack the struggle 
into anti-Gujerati, anti-Marwari channels. The textile mills in Bombay were largely 
owned by Gujeratis - not one by Maharashtrian capitalist. Trade and commerce were 
their monopoly. In the villages the moneylenders, traders etc. were mostly Marwaris 
or Gujeratis. People could thus be easily fooled. What was imperialism sock
ing to achieve? Anti-Brahnin feeling meant feeling against the bourgeois intelligent 
sin and its petty-bourgeois educated followers who constituted the mainstay of po
litical agitation till then. Feeling against them meant in the rural areas they will 
be isolated and Congress will not get support from any section of the peasantry,

Anti-Gujerati feeling - meant distrust in Gandhi - the leader of the Con
gress, i.e, create distrust in tho oppositional movement ad disrupt it.

The first big blow to this strategy came from us - when in Bombay we formed 
mass trade unions, thru strikes, brought forth the class reality before the workers, 
and smashed whatever influence the non-Brahmin clique Uras securing over the workers 
who were 99 per cent non-Brahmins, It was not a small fight. But it was achieved 
quickly. The non-Brahmin leaders at first attacked Dange nd Nimbkar as Brahmins - 
but they had to run away before our class politics.

Now after two decades you raise the same slogans and think then to bo revolu
tionary. You hate no doubt realised that it was impermissible for you to raise the 
slogan of ^abhans and Banias, but you do not realise that it followed from your 
.grarian analysis, which seems to have been uphold by at least Raghu,

Your agrarian analysis having reduced the agricultural labourer to the status 
of a serf formally gives a special place to caste conflict and in reality substi
tutes in place caste-conflict for class-conflict. Your thesis is that though diffor- 
entiation has started inside each caste in the final analysis it is the upper-caste 
that exploits the lower castes. You start with saying that only a tiny section of 
upper-castc exploiters exploit tho lower-caste masses; but later on you end by say
ing that the poor peasant is an exploiter - both as employer of labour and as be
longing to a higher caste. You reach the same result by concealing the fact that tho 
upper-caste exploiters in their role as landlords exploit not only the lowor-castc 
masses, but the masses belonging to their own caste also - thus you snap the link 
between the toilers; thus you conceal the fact that caste antagonism is being re
placed by- class-antagonism - for what else is the meaning of the fact that the ma
jority of upper-caste people are also impoverished, exploited by their own caste 
men. Tt means that caste has collapsed - tho caste line is not the dividing line 
between exploiter and exploited. But the hew class line demarcates the exploiters 
HHdxExjxisifcKiixx&stxik from exploited.

This is how you put the problem, “Although class antagonism has appeared more 
or less inside every caste, yet majority of the feudal-capitalist exploiters (tho 
landlords, the kulaks, the moneylenders, traders and industrialists) oven now belong 
to the three upper and so-called touchable’ or *Savarnaf castos (and sub-castcs) 
of the ^rahmins, Kshatriya and tho Vaisya; and the majority of tho exploited (ag
ricultural labourers, poor peasants, rural and urban artisans, industrial etc.) con
tinue to belong to the lower ras.i-ee> tho so-called ‘Shudraa* and ' untouchables ‘.
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You have done the trick in the vary posing of the question. You have neatly 
forgotten the exploited section of the upper-castes, which forms the majority of tn 
people belonging to these castes. Had you remembered them you-would have at once co. 
to the conclusion that it is no longer certain upper-castes people that are exploit 
ing - but certain new classes arc exploiting - that the line of exploitation cuts 
across caste-divisions.

Even if you had failed to note that the majority of the upper caste people 
were exploited, you should have at least seen that the method of exploitation adopted 
by the upper-xiaxcaste exploiters, in exploiting lower-caste masses r/Wu0caste 
methods - but feudal and KKpciixxf capitalist methods - which thus rjoaktcn then dis
tinct classes. ,

You first bypass the fact that the majority of the people belonging to upper- 
:aste - are also exploited. But when that fact thrusts itself on your attention you 
content yourself by saying that it has no material bearing on the situation. ”^encc- 
rhat we have in our society today is not only landlord-capitalist exploitation but 
jombined social and economic exploitation of the lower-caste prople by the sane set 
>f upper class upper-caste exploiters. Presence of a handful of landlord-kuik or 
.rader-industrialist exploiters among the "Shudrao” and in very rare cases even among 
he ’’untouchables” does not modify the general validity of the formulation. Nor 
oes the undeniable distinction and poverty of the vast majority of the members of 
he upper-castes mod 1&-. it in any serious manner. ” emphasis minej See how you have 
ffended elementary Marxism to justify that it is certain upper-caste people that are 
xploiting lower castes. You openly state that the exploitation of the uppe-r-casto 
asses by exploiters belonging to their own caste does not matter - what matters is 
sly the exploitation of lower-caste passes, .This and nothing else is what you moan 
ien you say that the undeniable dx destitution-and poverty of the majority of the 
3mbers of the upper-caste is not relevant; for from where does the distinction nd 
ipoverishment of'this majority arise?'Surely from class exploitation by th same 
.asses that exploit the lower-caste mass. But you do not want to recognise this 
oion exploitation because it blows up your caste theory.

But having mentioned the impoverished majority from the upper-castes, you arc 
reed to talk about a joint determined struggle of the upper-caste and lower-caste 
sses. You write: ”0n the contrary it points to the great need of a proper under- 
anding of the peculiar mixing up" of social and economic serfdom, and to the build- 
g of a determined struggle of all the poor and the exploited, belonging both to 
e ‘upper as well as to the ’’lower” castes, against the tiny gang of upper-caste 
d upper-class exploiters, aided and served by the equally tiny gang of lower caste 
plotters - mostly middle and petty.”

All this call for joint struggle however is mere phrase. In reality you bc- 
3ve that the upper caste masses are also exploiters. In- the succeeding para you x 
Ite: "Hence it is not enough to eay that there are rich and poor, exploiters and 
)loited among ‘all* castes and that all the exploiters have to join hands to , 
;ht against all the exploiters. This will be a very general and- abstract and .hence 
y a partially correct statement. We have to concretely see that almost all the 
idles? labourers arc eitherj/ehudras* .or■’untouchabTes’ and that the upper-caste 
r peasants though _ themselves poor arid expl cited, are al so the employers and _ e x- 
itors of the lower caste agriculture.! labourers (emphasis mine). And lastly wo 
e to concretely see that the majority of the middle and rich peasants - and of 
rse the zomindars and the capitalists, belong to the upper castes and indulge in 
h economic as well as social exploitation.”

This is where you land notwithstanding your talk of joint struggle. The up- 
caste poor peasants are expIoiters of lower-caste labour. Not only therefore the 

Lndars, the middle peasants, the rich peasants and the capitalists - but the poor 
isants from the upper-castes also are exploiters. Thus it is not a class that 
l.oits agricultural labourers but an entire caste - all its exploited as well as 
.citing sex members. It is this nauseating stuff that you solemnly produce - a 
’f which will delight the heart of an Ambedkar. You aro not original either. 
,s sort of "Marxism” was shown 20 years back by certain renegades from the Party 
embay when they left the Party and joined Ambedkar. Adulterated by few Marxist 
sos they produced an analysis showing that the struggle of the untouchables 
nst caste Hindus was real class-struggle and class-war.

You equate tha poor exploited peasant from the upper-caste with the landlord, 
capitalist.

You break the bond of common exploitation existing between him and the agri- 
iral labourer.
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You roundly denounce the poor peasant as an exploiter and thus prepare the way 
for the disruption of the toilers’ front.

You attempt to prove that it is one caste that exploits another and thus play 
•nto the hands of the worst communallets and caate-mongers.

You naturally fall to see the common class enemy.

. No doubt certain upper-caste poor peasants Ln Bihar may not be touching the 
lough, ^hey may be employing labour. But from this to rovndly describe them as ox- 

iters is wrong. If they are exploiters they have no place in the joint struggle.
?!i forget that in such cases what is incidental and what it fundamental must be 
istinguishod. And this fundamental fact aboutthe poor peasant, if ha is really poor, 
o his own exploitation. If he employs labour because of his caste prejudices against 
ertuin form of work, and not for profit as is the ease with the rich peasant, this 

fact may slightly strengthen his property and employer complex but will not alter tho 
basic reality of his being an exploited poor peasant. You call him an exploiter and 
prove that one caste exploits another.

No doubt caste oppression exists today also. In tho caste of the untouch
ables it assumes the most tyrannical form. Caste—prejudices continue among the toil
ers disrupting the common front, T o take account of caste-oppression is not only 
correct and is necessary.

But as ^ariists how do you take note of this oppression? ^irst by recognising 
uhe main oppression - the class oppression which is today the dominant form of oppree 
3ion and exploitation in Indian society. Whosoever denies that this is so, that caste 
oppression is replaced by class oppression as the main reality - is not a Marxist,

The common enemy is the ne* exploiting classes - this truth has to be learnt 
md is being learnt by tho masses. Certain Communist leaders only are lagging behind.

Second point which follows from this - since the masses from all castes arc 
equally subject to exploitation from the same exploiting classes - their unity is es
sential for their emancipation. Whosoever under whatever pretext breaks this unity, 
creates disruption among the toilers is ansgent of the enemy class. The unity of 
ill the exploited is a precondition for success in struggle.

It is the task of tho Party to bring about this class-consciousness kk by re- 
icving all separatist caste consciousness in the course of the struggle, through the 
xperience a gained in class-struggle; by consciously fighting against caste-preju- 
ices of upper caste tailers, showing them that these create disruption in the common 
/ont and help the common enemy; doing this thru propaganda, agitation, joint struggb .

By making the victims of caste oppression realise that it can be fought only 
iru class unity, the unity of all tollers against the common class enemies; by mak- 

3 them realise that untouchability will not go without a thorough-going social re- 
lution, overthrowing tho present classes and putting power in the hands of the cx- 

i.oited people and this cannot be achieved without unity of all toilers to end the 
■ serialist-feudal-capital 1st alliance - and there is no struggle to abolish un- 
ouchability apart from thia common struggle.

By championing the special demands of tho untouchables etc. as part of the 
common platform, and popularising them among all sections of the masses.

By fighting the corrupt communal leaders who seek to mislead the untouchables 
Lway from the revolutionary struggle.

^nd not by yielding to the prejudice of caste vs, caste, not by hiding, ton
ing down, or underestimating the common bond of exploitation.

With this correct outlook you are able to place things properly. For instance 
>;ith this outlook one is able to understand the significance of the facts cited by 
rou in a very different way. The fact that the zanindars. rich peasants etc. come 
from uppor-castea - is understood to mean not that caste oppression exists, but that 
it is castor for dianqikiaMxsndK disrupting leaders to create an impression that only 
oasteoppression exists and therefore the ^arty Is forewarned to combat it. This fact 
is understood by the Party to mean that special affords *houlA be made to put tho
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class reality before all sections of tellers - since it is being screened by the fact 
that the exploiters belong to upper-castes

The fact that poor peasants sometimes employ labour, and have also castc-pre 
judiccs against the untouchables is taken to mean that the unity of the toilers i;- 
vulnerable, it must be made impregnable by special propaganda and agitation.

The fact that, certain movements of these down-trodden castes sud dcnly flare 
up is not regarded as proving disruptive, but often regarded as a sign of groat awa
kening among the down-trodden castes - an awakening which is often xixKatE disrorci ' 
by the reactionaries. In many cases such flare-ups nay be disruptive - engineered 
by reactionaries who base themselves on the fact of caste oppression, and on the il
lusion that all class oppression is caste oppression.

In many cases it is a spontaneous outburst against caste oppression, sometime 
going into disruptive channels because.of lack of proper direction or because of ma
chinations of the reactionaries. i

In many cases these are spontaneous outbursts against class oppression, but 
represented ky in the consciousness of the participants as a war against, certain 
castes - and in some cases again ending in disruptive channels - like attacks againsl 
the' exploited section of the caste attacked etc. This for instance happened in the 
past in parts of Maharashtra and Berar when the riots against money-lenders took tho 
form of anti-Brahmin riots. All such unplanned outbursts generally end in disruption 
because they lack proper guidance and a sense of direction; because they burst with 
the consciousness of caste oppression, fail to rouse the common toilers and get side
tracked.

But once the central point is grasped, the central point of class-struggle is 
realised, all such outbursts and conflicts can bo correctly placed, thus link with 
the gnEEXxk general struggle uncovered, or their delinking discovered*

The Party has committed two types of mistakes in relation to struggles and 
movements of such type. In the period before the second world war the general ten
dency has been to decry all such movements as rcactionary1$ypical bourgeois fashion, 
without analysing where the masses participating in tho movement were going, whether 
the class movement itself had certain duties to the masses participating in these 
movements etc.

After the second world war another type of opportunism started, that of sup
porting all tho demands put forward by these movements irrespective of tho fact 
whether these demands really united the toilers nd strengthened the revolutionary 
struggle or not. In both cases the fundamental moosuring rod - the main class
struggle and how each struggle stood in relation to it, whether it helped the main 
struggle forward or retarded it, was lacking. And that is the only rod that can be 
used.

You will now realise that neither you nor your Secretariat had any inkling 
about the agrarian situation^ that your outlook was wrong from beginning to end. Un
der these circumstances how ean it be argued that you and your Sectt. understood 
the role of the agricultural workers, its leading role in the agrarian revolution. 
You no doubt repeat that wa must rely on poor peasants - agricultural workers mutt 
load, we must ally with middle peasants - but all these are just words. From year 
analysis and understanding the leading role of the agricultural worker does not cone 
forth. How can it when you only ask for establishment of capitalist relations? Even 
tho fact that agricultural worker has to fight the rich peasant does not come 
forth. How can it when all you demand is establishment of capitalist relations - 
i.e. paradise for the rich peasant? The leading role of the agricultural worker 
in tho fight against landlordism does not come forth. How can it when you regard him 
as a mere serf? When you talk of reliance on poor peasants you again do not see 
their entire antagonism to the feudal and capitalist conditions. You lump then with 
exploiters - and' thus show that for you such Leninist toms as reliance on poor 
peasants ±s has no meaning, ^hus all the claims that you make for yourself, the 
claims that tho Sectt. made, or your claim that you understood more about agricul
tural workers than Mahesh - are just .claims which cannot be substantiated.

That this document should, be recommended by Raghu in his covering note only 
unmasks his own ignorance and bankruptcy. That- he should not' have seen thru it even 
after the Agrarian Question, that he should have claimed that you all had very
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nearly reached the sane understanding as the PB, only reveals that the PB document 
did not alter his consciousness.

Mahesh also 
cument and reveals 
tunist formulations

fails to make a single relevant point against this opportunist de 
his bankruptcy completely. He is unable to catch the main oppor- 
and swallows them lock, stock and barrel.

Such is the level of the Secretariat members.

How number of comrades failed to see thru this anti-Marxist opportunist docu
ment can be seen from the following. Asim in his note on Agricultural Labour Documon 
pays the following tribute to this document: 11 Con. 3 indars document on Agl.Lab. is 
really most valuable and educative for the entire Party. For this I thank and con
gratulate the PC Sectt. as well as Com. Binda.

"This is a historic document. For the first time, moaning, significance and 
all-round implications of the controversy - (a) Kisan Sabhn and separate agricultur
al labour organisation (b) who is an agricultural labourer - u section i.e. only an 
economic category of the same class i.c. peasantry or a different class and the most 
revolutionary class in the countryside - brought before us on a thcoreticalplanes.”

As we have seen there is no reason whatsoever for paying this tribute and it 
only shows that Asim failed to note the anti-Party line given in the document.

At the same time Asim correctly attacks the Sectt. for its compromise with 
Mahesh - and says such compromises on policies are impermissible. He exposes Mahesh' 
slogan of Gaon Garth Sangh and correctly states who should be organised in the se
parate organisation of agricultural labourers. With all this Asim fails to catch L 
real anti-Party character of the document - hails it as a historic document - and 
gets enthused over it, which ought to show that though Bharat was the author of thi- 
document, he had many allies, and enthusiastic allies in this opportunist misadven- 
turod.

Before I close this section I must enter into a strong denunciation of your 
methods. This denunciation applies to you only and not to the members of the Sec
retariat. You must realise that the PB is not and cannot be intolerant of honest 
mistakes. There is not one member of the PB who has not committed mistakes in tho 
past and who is not committing them today. But while honest mistakes can be argued, 
the PB cannot tolerate certain things - and one of these is a dishonest charlatan- 
like attitude to the classics - to the works of founders and loaders of Marxism, 
Marx-Engels-Lenin-Stalin. Wrong interpretation of the classics, distorted meaning 
may arise from lack of understanding - and can be corrected. But comrades who claim 
toqg&tc the classics, or interpret the writings must observe minimum precaution to 
see that the classics are not misrepresented. Otherwise it amounts to cheating the 
ranks, exploiting their faith in Marx, Engis, Lenin and Stalin. And you are guilty 
of this. I am making this charge after making full allowance for your honest fail
ure to understand certain things.

I

You confuse labour rent with produce rent - though you yourself quote the 
difference between the two in your note. You at one place correctly state that bate! 
is produce rent and yet you continuousl-y refer to it as labour-rent (ostrabotki). 
This distortion is made to justify your point about bataidar - that though he is ex
propriated peasant, yet he is a peasant, not worker.

Then following this you quote a passage from Marx which really applies to 
rent in kind, and not to labour rent. Once more you press this into your service 
making it appear that both passages refer to the same kind of rent. You thus 
claim that batai is both labour rent and produce rent to prove your point.

Not satisfied with this you invent a term "feudal money rent " - which is 
a bogus idea and ridiculous to the extreme. You could equally talk about free serf 
or a free slave. The development of kind rent into money rent is a sign of the 
development of capitalist relations. The same page from which you quote on pro
duce rent, gives the following from Capital; aMoney rent requires a considerable 
development of commerce, of city industries, of the production of commodities in 
general and with them of the circulation of money." You do not exercise the minimum 
care in quoting or interpreting - You will seo that there is no such thing, and 
there can bo no such as feudal cash rent. You ably humbug the Party members and 
your colleagues by using such expressions.
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Then you commit another unpardonable crime by confusing capitalist ground 
rent with money rent. You first talk about capitalist money rent - which is a bogus 
expression, There is no such tern used by Marx. Without any authority, and at the 
same tine making it appear as if you are basing yourself on Marx and Lenin you 
state: 11.........feudal money rent which is different from capitalist money rent in 
which not the whole but only a part of the surplus produce is appropriated by the 
landlords the remaining to the farmer and his profit. The fixed occupancy rent is 
a rent of this kind or is a near approach to this rent.1’

Firstly the fixeA occupancy rent - if it is a cash rent - is just what Marx 
calls money rent. It is not what Marx calls capitalist ground rent. You allowed 
yourself perhaps to be misled by the word surplus - of which you do not under
stand the meaning. The rents which the rich tenants in India may pay to the land
lord is not a capitalist ground rent, They are what Marx calls money rent, 
though the tenants concerned may obtain an excess of income over expenditure after 
paying the rent. Money rent no doubt means growing strength of capitalist rela
tions, increasing power of money; yet it does not yet mean complete subordination 
of land to capital. The rent therefore is determined by the trength of the land 
monopoly of the landlord - though these possessing money find themselves in a bettc; 
position to bargain.

Capitalist ground rent on the other hand arises under conditions when land i' 
completely brought under the sway of capital, when only capitalist farmers, under
take to exploit the land. Hero the relation between the tenant and the landlord is 
reversed. ^he size of rent is determined by the size of the profit - the profit 
of the capitalist farmer is the first charge on the soil. Otherwise he will not 
plough and no one will undertake to exploit the land. Before fixing the rent the 
capitalist farmer takes precaution to ensure the average profit on capital. Bent 
comes from the surplus, the excess over the average profit - this is what Marx and 
Lenin mean. This relation shows the complete domination of capital over land. Un
der any other kind of rent landlord’s rent is the first charge - the tiller may got 
his wage or not; here on the other hand the landlord is entitled to the surplus lef; 
out after satisfying the capitalist.

And this comes only when capital is completely dominant both Ln industry 
and agriculture. You thus confuse everything, make people believe that you are 
quoting Marx correctly but do not take the minimum honest precaution either to 
interpret the founderscorrectly; nor do you take the trouble of reading them care- 
fully. By a show of learning you make the unwary believe that you arc basing your
self on Marx and thus mislead them.

In the agrarian section I forgot to give a critical estimate of Vishnu’s 
article on "Agricultural Labour”. Ordinarily I would not have taken any note.of 
this article since I am confining myself to the common product, the common docu - 
ments which unmask the reformism of all and conclusively prove that howsoever cer
tain individuals might have differed from others on specific questions - there 
could be no question of a fundamental difference, of a difference in outlook, bet
ween the members of the Secretariat,

But since you, Santosh and a few others have chosen to boost Vishnu and 
flatter him. in the most blatant manner - unbianced praise or unbalanced condemn
ation both are often signa of factionalism, intrigue and underhand methods of se
curing majority - and since Vishnu has not been averse to receiving such praise 
- I must refer to his article, just to show his own limitations as well as the 
political level of those who undertook to praise him so gener/ously.

What I have written in the agrarian section, what has been besides written 
in the PB document on Agrarian Question should bo sufficient to lay bare the li
mitations of Vishnu’s article. When you wore discussing your self-critical re
port you had before you at least the Agrarian Question. Since a study of that 
document did not enable you to see thru the crude character of Vishnu’s docu
ment, since after reading the Agrarian Question you continue to praise it, it only 
means that you failed to understand the PB document itself.

I had read Vishnu’s article as it appeared in Janashakti. Ard it was 
with my permission that the Hindi danyug and PA published the article. Coming 
almost immediately after the Party Congress the article had the merit of stressing 
the Congress decision to organise agricultural labour separately^ For tho time
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being this was good enough to focus attention on the decision to organise agncul 
tural labour. No one looked upon Bishnu’s article as a theoretical contribution, 
or saying something new; it was looked upon as an endeavour to implement the toe ■ 
Congress directive to organise agricultural labour independently. It served the xt 
pose of again emphasising that the Party stands for independent organisation of ay 
ricultural labour.

Nov; that you have got the Agrarian Question, is it not obvious that Bishnu’s 
article was rooted in the past, that he does not look upon or seo in the agricul
tural workers a now revolutionary class destined to lead the grerian revolution, 
but looks upon it as one of the exploited classes whom we had higherto neglected-: 
Vishnu naturally does not see, and no one will blame him for that, the rise of ca
pitalist relations, hence rise of new classes, hence the role of the agricultural 
worker in leading the agrarian revolution, in liquidating fuudalism, in popularis
ing nationalisation of land, in carrying on a simultaneous fight against feudalism 
and the new capitalist elements.

Search for all this in Vishnu’s article and you will search in vain. His 
article is at best a trade unionist article which understands the immediate de
mands of the agricultural workers, but has no inkling about their political role. 
That is why the call for unity, for united struggle for agrarian revolution does 
not cone forth from Bishnu’s article. What comes is an apology for unity, ^nd natu 
rally so. For failing to see that the poor peasants and middle peasants will get 
nowhere unless the agrarian worker acts as the leader, Bishnu prtends to exaggerate 
the conflict between agricultural workers and lower section of employing peasants 
- and is forced to make only general appeals to the middle and poor peasants - 
that the struggle is one, they must stand together.

In short Vishnu1s standpoint is that the agricultural workers should be or
ganised in separate unions to defend their day-to-day demands. Beyond this he docs 
not go; and it is amazing that you ell consider this to be very profound and de
serving of full praise.

No one can blame Bishnu for not seeing all these things - which could come 
only after a Marxist analysis of the problem and not on the basis of general sym
pathy for the agricultural worker, There would have been no qcstion of making any 
criticism of his article which was written before the PB document and which more or 
less embodied the defects in the understanding of the Party itself. But when 
Vishnu and all of you claim exceptional merit for this performance after reading 
the PB document then it is impossible to keep qict, and impossible not to un
mask the crude reformist understanding embodied in the article.

Coming now to the self-critical Report on Deviation in the Trade Union 
Front - a report which it seems is unanimously accepted by the Secretariat, it is 
no doubt true that Santosh has made an honest endeavour to apply the lessons of 
the Tactical Line to the struggles in Bihar and nail down the mistakes as they 
arose in the course of the struggles, of the practical xxxxkxy activity of the 
Party.

Secondly in this document at least Santosh doos not make any effort to 
show that he was less reformist xthan others* and docs not attempt to pit his own 
understanding against others, under the guise of impartial self-criticism,

Santosh therefore sees many correct things - and his criticism of the conduc 
of struggles is correct. His review will ro doubt be useful in placing some of 
the old mistakes \n conducting struggles and warn against a repetition of such 
mistakes in futur<\ This is because unlike Bharat who vas primarily concerned who 
made which formulation, Santosh went to the struggles, the real experience of the 
practical activity of the Party, and tried to locate reformism in action.

In spito of this, Santosh’s review fails to see the link between the trea
cherous August resolution of the.Secretariat and the reformist practice on the 
trade union front. Santosh as the Secretariat member in charge of the trade union 
front has attempted to nail down his own errors and reformist formulations but has 
hardly anything to say about the August Resolution in which every formulation jus
tifying reformist practice is to be found.
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It will be of coarse wrong to say that it was the August Resolution of the 
Secretariat that alone was responsible for the reformist conduct of struggles. 
Sone such attempt to hold the Secretariat .alone responsible for the continuance of 
reformism and to make out that the DCs were on the right path is being made by 
some DC members - and it must be denounced as a dishonest attempt to escape one’s 
own responsibility and share in the common crime.

It will be more correct to say that the August resolution gave open ideo~ 
logical cover to the grossest form of reformism that existed in the Party in Bi- 
hap - and barred all ways against getting rid of this reformism. The DCs themsel
ves wore deep down in tho mire of reformism and could not see thru the August Hkx 
Resolution; nor could they think of changing their own practice. At best a few in
dividual members here and there protested against krx sone specific formulation or 
course of action, but there never was any fundamental difference between those who 
protested and the members of the Secretariat.

No doubt in all this the guilt and responsibility of the Secretariat is much 
more than that of the DCs- for it was the duty of the Secretariat to lead and guide 
- in which it miserably failed.

S&ntosh states the following in his Report on Deviation in Trade Union 
Front :

’’But Santosh had a different conception about these struggles. He said, 
‘Unless tho workers are educated about the present revolutionary situation when 
the bosses and the government arc bound to take more and more brutal measures to 
perpetuate their privileges, When it is necessary to overthrow the Government to 
rally and unite the entire toiling masses for revolution, when it is necessary to 
shed blood and make every type of sacrifice, it will not be possible to rouse the 
workers for fighting the partial struggles properly (Roots of Reformism in Madhu- 
bani).

“Not that Santosh did not see that partial struggles do not assume politi
cal character, but ho asserted that the working class cannot carry on such strug
gles unless the perspective of revolution is put before them. It amounted to say
ing this that in the present period sinco it is necessary to enter into direct 
struggle against the Government even for winning economic demands, since it is 
necessary to shed blood tc., the working class won't fight unless they are given 
tho political perspective. Thus it was the rehash of the same old Joshian reform- 
isdi idea which belittles and slanders the masses in order to cover up the funic of 
tho petty bourgeoisie.

“Santosh stated this even more clearly in another place in the sama report: 
’It is seen today that any and every struggle, however small xxx the issue might 
be, lead to open clash with the entire forces of this government..... It is also 
seen that before the sweeping offensive of tho Government, mass arrests of work
ers, show of military, tear gas etc., a large section of the workers, and even a 
section of militants, PMs including DCMs are feeling nervous. ihey have a fbcling 
that th^y are helpless before mass arrests and bullets.”

Commenting on these passages Santosh writes: “Hore was a typical KKfMHxixis 
ixsKdxeffort of tho reformist to screen his own cowardice by slandering the revolu
tionary masses - an effort which has boon made by vacillating comrades over and 
over again.”

Following thia Santosh again comments that this attitude meant refusal to 
load the partial struggles that were breaking out.

In all this comment Santosh no doubt catchos the main crime - the sabotage 
and betrayal of the spontaneously developing struggles due to tho sheer potty
bourgeois funk boforo repression and attack of the class-on emy.

But Santosh fails to sec that this attitude and formulation was not acci
dental; that it was the direct result of Joshian outlook which the Bihar Secreta
riat had not got xfcxff rid of. It was a familiar trick of Joshism to cover the be
trayal of the elementary class-struggle of the masses, the spontaneous struggles 
which continued to retain their spontaneous character because the Party failed to 
lead
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? lead and organise then from the beginning, by windy talk of politicalisation, by 
which was meant acceptance of bourgeois reformist politics by the masses. Tiis was 
sought to he achieved by contrasting political campaigns against elementary strug- 

. glen - thus replacing the elementary class struggle by verbal political campaigns, 

. by which was meant meetings, and other harmless forms, but never political protest /
strike or independent political action. Another familiar trick was ” education^1’ 
to replace the struggle - education which was conceived apart from the experience 
and need of the actual struggle of the masses, and was to be a substitute for the 
struggle itself..

Santosh when he virtually demands disbandment of the struggles in the name 
.of putting the perspective of democratic revolution vomits only Joshian pdaon. 
He separates the political understanding and political consciousness of the masses 
from the real struggle they are waging and thinks that political education of the 
masses can come by abandoning-elementary xclass struggle, of the masses.

.. . The August Resolution of the Secretariat, as has been pointed above, ac
cepts this .Joshian conception, lays emphasis on political campaigning conceived 
in.isolation from the mass struggles. This finally ends in Secretariat members sup
porting sabotaging or tuning down of.struggles in the name of educating the masses.

xtkHxSEEXEfc&rxat^xaHAhasxhsswxpusiiitadxabo'XE^ asx 
CKKtHxikiKxdKshianxKonKEptiEnyx.iaysxEapkscaisxenxpEkitiEaixERDipsixgnxngxKSfnEKXKKdx 
inxxs!3ia.tx®nxfr®xxthExixa3K«Hix6c^gk®axxx5hxaxfiRxi]QcxEniisxiKxxSEEr£ta;KXKixKExkaxK 
xapr^Ertxngx . • '

It was obvious that the lack of class-experience and class education of 
-the masses, combined with the lack of Marxist-Leninist education of the Party mem
bers and militants,. was creating lot of confusion and vacillation before repression 
sometimes even temporarily paralysing the initiative of.the masses. It was of course 
a lie to say that masses were getting demoralised. But it is true that in the ab
sence of class-experience, there are too many vacillations; the mass struggle is 
in danger of losing its direction, and decisiveness, stands in constant danger 

of being sidetracked; and it becomes difficult to keep sustained resistance which 
struggles of• class-conscious masses led by the Party are capa.ble of.

If Santosh had said this and suggested that to avoid this paralysation etc. 
it is necessary to overcome quickly the lag in class-consciousness by focussing 
on the class-character of the struggles, by dispelling illusions about reconcilia
tion of interests between the exploiters and exploited, by unmasking repression as 
a class weapon, by propagating the kkkekxx necessity afor the overthrow’ of the pre
sent regime, by explaining to the workers their own leading role, the necessity of 
alliance with peasantry etc. - he would have been right. XhxkThio- would have meant 
educating the masses in- the course of the struggle; it would have meant linking the 
political issues of the day with the partial struggle; it"would have meant linking 
partial struggle with the immediate general aimed objective of the 'movement - over
throw of the present regime. Here all such issues as Hyderabad etc. would have 
found their place. They would have been means of rousing the political conscious
ness of masses who had already embarked upon partial struggles or about to embark 
on then. But in pAI cases they would have been regarded as part of the struggle of 
the masses - not something apart from it; not political issues which stand in iso
lation and therefore are in need of propaganda in isolation from the day-to-day 
struggle of the masses; not political issues fight for which is totally unrelated 
to the developing elementary struggles of the masses.

Obviously Santosh had no such idea; nor for the matter of that the Secreta
riat. They were only carrying on Joshi’s traditions. That is why, whon they talk 
of education, political campaign, it is but another word for.sabotage of element
ary struggle of the masses. That is why when they talk about the education of the 
masses - they mean education as a substitute for mass struggles. Also whon they 
find certain PMs and militants getting demoralised before the offensive of repres
sion because of lack of Marxian unierstanding - they again wish to withdraw from 
struggle in the name of educating the cadres, ^he Party leaders, ranks and mili
tants lacked Marxian education; the results were no doubt disastrous. The remedy 
was to overcome this lag as quickly as possible while leading the struggles -not to 
turn one’s back on the struggles.

Santosh’s formulation which was subsequently endorsed in . the August Report
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of the Secretariat, is only one step short of Joshi’s notorious slogan in Pol-Org 
letter -’Don’t resist the police till they md burn ’. Joshi was giving a direc
tive to the workers not to resist; Santosh had made up his mind that the working 
class could not resist.

The Report on Deviation in trade union front further states the followiv u

’’Right reformism was also expressed in the failure of the TU comrades to see 
how there is a big opportunity to win over the workers from the influence of the 
INTUC, Socialists and other reformist organisations. They failed to see how 
over-deepening economic crisis made it difficult for the reformists to delude the 
working class with all their tricky propaganda, how it is more and more becoming 
difficult for the INTUC to hold the workers under their control in the name of ad
judication, tribunals, constitutional methods, industrial truce etc. The INTUC is 
being forced more and more to resort to open gangsterism ...»and yet they are fail
ing to disorganise the growing forces of working class upsurge. Railing to see 
this our TU comrades instead of boldly working for winning over the workers from 
under the control of the INTUC and Socialists helplessly waited till, the influence 
o f the INTUC and the Socialists would wane. They betrayed absence of understand
ing of the present revolutionary period bv thinking that it will take a long time 
to win over the workers, ^hus time and again when the mass of workers were restive 
duo to severe attack, efforts for swinging the workers into resistance against the 
attacks would be postponed on the plea that our existence organised influence was 
small, because the reformists ' controlled1 bulk of the workers. Instead of throwing 
the workers under our influence into action under such circumstances and openly 
coming out against the ”loaders” or to postpone the initiative of the struggle on 
our own, till a dttKsi^atiKxxH^xtkKXBxajskxa^xikKcwxrksrxxfitaBxiBxsufficiently long 
period of exposure campaign was carried on, which often led to dissipation of the 
wrqth of the workers due to sbxiyxX delay.”

Judging from the instances given, and the fact that the Party in Bihar was 
in tho grip of reformism this criticism of the TU comrades seems to be correct.
What has been written above about the reaction to the falure of the railway strike, 

and the facts given by Santosh about the railway strike and the behavious ofcom
rades in connection with it apeyky amply boar out this criticism nd show that tho 
TU comrades of Bihar wore guilty of this opportunism.

But Santosh forgets the main culprit - the Secretariat which gave an ideolo
gical cover to every crime mentioned by Santosh and justified it as revolutionary 
practice.

But what other practice could follow, what else but funk and demoralisation 
should result in Party ranks from the formulations and line embodied in tho August 
Secretariat resolution which solemnly stated (1) struggles arc protracted because 
neither the employers ndt government are in a mood to concede (2) struggles either 
completely fail or win every minor demands (S 3) This leads to demoralisation and 
defection among the workers - among whom it is temporary - but mainly among the mi
litants some of v;hom usually crack up and go over to the employers, the INTUC or 
the Socialists.

Thus with working class resistance completely liquidated, the revolution
ary period xkams shoved out of sight, the employers and Government dominant, and 
the results of struggles shown as failure and defection of militants to INTUC and 
Socialists, what else but funic and demoralisation before reformists, before struggle 
should result? Isn’t it strange that Santosh completely forgets the Secretariat 
and only criticises the TU comrades?

Santosh!s report very correctly nails down other gross deviations. Every de
viation nailed^down by Santosh fully bears out the criticism made of the August 
Document. I have sharply attacked the August document for liquidating resistance 
to police terror, for reducing protest strike to a farce, for talking about every
thing except real fight against police terror, Ihe practice on the TU front fully 
bears out this criticism and unmasks the counter-revolutionary character of the 
formulations and directives of the Sooreiariat.
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Santonh writes: ’’Vacillation has also boon shown on the issue of organising 
resivtanco to repression. whcn Prabir Chinoo and Moliu were arrested in Bhowrah 
about 500 workers gathered round then and they suggested they should beat out the 
police and get the- arretted comrades released. But this our comrades discouraged 
on the plea that clash with the police will result in untold repression on the work
ers. Thus in the nano of saving the workers from repression the three DCMs chose 
to go to jail when the mass of workers wanted to secure their release in a revolu
tionary way.

’’This behaviour of the potty bourgeois comrades of Manbhum stands in sharp 
relief to the resistance organised by some of the working class omrados of GiridiU 
and Khclari. In Jubilee Pit when a number of workers were arrested because of as- 
suiting a dalal, there was a spontaneous strike and it continued till the arrested 
workers wore rolcaod and taken back after a -week.

”In Deep pit when the police came to arrest a number of workers, the miners 
surrounded the police truck and got the workers released.

”ln Khclari and ^arkatta too the cement workers and miners wont on strike 3 
or 4 times whenever the' workers were arrested and dil n^t go back, till they wore 
released.

”It is important to see that in Manbhun the petty bourgeois comrades pre
vented the workers from going into struggle against the police, while in Giridih 
Pits, in Khclari and &arkatta cur working class comrades boldly led the workers 
into struggle against police arrests, in organising resistance against the police, 
the petty bourgeois comrades of Manbhun betrayed their own fear in the name of 

saving the workers from repression, and thus disorganised the spontaneous develop
ment of the struggle against the government repression and prevented the workers 
from going into direct clash against the Government, prevented the development of 
revolutionary fems of struggle, of further heightening of political consciousness 
of workers, which would have enabled them to raise the slogan of ’’Down with the 
Nehru Government.”

’’Similar reformist fear of fighting against repression in a revolutionary 
way has been betrayed in many trade union centres. In many places comrades have sa
tisfied themselves with organising merely a protest strike against arrest while 
there was the opportunity of leading the working class into struggle against the 
police and armed forces when the latter camo to effect arrests. In many places the 
workers have demonstrated that they arc not satisfied with mere expression of pro
test against arrests and repression, but have showed their preparedness and ea
gerness to boat back Government offensive thru direct clash with the police and the 
armed, forces.”

What else but this line of treachery should result from the Secretariat 
directive, ”Be aggressive with the enemy is off its guard, be cautious when the 
enemy is forewarned.1* The petty bourgeois leadership remains cutious, very catious 
KkKMxtkxxKimsyxx because they saw that the enemy.was forewarned.

What else but thin funk should result when he Secretariat solemnly gives 
the following directive5 “The question of resistance to the police or to the goendas 
is linked up with the question of mass mobilisationnnd the preparedness of tho 
masses to resist............Bolder action with weaker mobilisation is a wrong step,”

And what else but only symbolic peaceful protest strike should result when 
tho Secretariat solemnly advocates only extension of strike action but no mili
tant resistance to police terror in detailing out how to fight terror?

And w'uat else but desertion from struggle should result when tho Secreta
riat gives a handy weapon to all opportunists to interpret the situation anyway 
they like and desert struggle? Tho following directive of the Secretariat could have 
no other result: ’’The form of demonstration shall depend on the degree of indgnation 
roused and degree of mobilisation achieved, ^hen big mobilisation is not achieved 
then it is bettor to have meetings and rilios, central or local where they can be 
held and as peacefully as possible.”



How effectively the Secretariat screened open treachery and disamed Harty 
members in the fight against- betrayal can bo seen from the following from Santosh’s 
report:. ' .

"Sudhin who was supposed to work out the detail plans and organise the agit
ation, however, disappeared from atihar ten days before the date, so no agitation 
or propaganda, or preparation for1'g3ti>KXKKRtxw3 gate-crashing was made among tho 
workers. It was a case of open treachery by Sudhin to lot tho Katihar workers down 
at such a crucial tino, but the PC or DC did not take even cognisance of his crime 
at that time. However, the workers gathered nt the gate and when they hoardthnt 
only 700 out of 1800 workers will be taken, they refused to enter the mill. Only 
about 200 in all, including supervisors, dalals, and new recruits entered tho mill, 
^uch is the temper of the working class today. After 2-g- months of lockout, after 

mass terror and repression, when there was no prospect of a general strike or hope 
of any help from any quarter, when the gates arc opened, the 700 workers who arc 
offered jobs refuse to enter tho mill. And it is such workers that Sudhin betray
ed and the -^arty allowed tho traitor to betray knowing full well how he had boon 
vacillating and showing funk for a long time. By 1st April however, all save 200 
workers wore taken in and then tho workers joined.

"What wore the conclusions drawn by tho Party on the basis of tho above deve
lopments? The PC Secretariat in its report to CO in May 1948 stated that tho set
back in Katihar is the result of '’adventurist” mistakes by the comrades. ^ho gatc- 
ersshing slogan of 29th March, instead of nailing down tho vacillation, treachery 
and betrayal before sharp class-struggles, it only saw "adventurism” in Katihar & 
ploabd for further retreat. Asin violently protested against such a.characterisa
tion and pointed out that tho failure was due to betrayal and funk by tho potty 
bourgeois comrades, that the slogan was not ahead of the consciousness of the work
ers, but that they were lot down by the petty bourgeois leaders. But yot the PC 
Secretariat in its meeting in August 1940 characterised the mistakes in ^atihar 
as "adventurist” which led to complete crack-up of militants before terror and re
pression."

This is how tho Secretariat screened treachery.

It is not necessary to go further into the report. The conclusion reached by 
Santosh, and accepted by the Secretariat - in relation to the conduct of the strug
gles fully bear out my criticism of tho August Resolution of tho Secretariat. San
tosh’s report, in spite of some of its limitations will serve to educate the ranks 
in the concrete application of tho Tactical Line documents to Bihar, His document 
will not only help Bihar but also other provinces since it catches practices, 
trends, nd crimes - which are common to all tho provinces. His document ought to 
show to all how an honest and serious endeavour to apply the Harty documents to 
the situation in tho province, how honest effort to recast one’s understanding on 
the basis of the documents of the Centre, is bound to load to fruitful results, 
help ing the tarty forward.

Coming to tho Secretariat Resolution on Organisation of PC andDCs - if you 
have circulated thia resolution, you have been guilty of an anti-Party act because 
the concrete proposals made savour of one-sided factional outlook. Besides if a 
document attacking a COM is circulated without the permission of the PB and without 
tho knowledge of the COM concerned, it can only be taken to bo an act subversive 
of all Party discipline.

Tho first part of the document - the part dealing with tho effects of reform- 
mst policy on orgnisation - reads well, and places the past mistakes precisely and 
convincingly. This part is very good and it constitutes again n honest and seri
ous endeavour to apply a self-critical attitude to the past, to organisational 
questions. It also is free from the mistakes of your August document on organisa
tion, which thought of organisation in isolation from tho political lino and prac
tice of tho Party - a document which was cast in typical Joshian fashion and which 
I had occasion to criticise in January last. This is what I wrote in January ’49 
about your August Organisational Report:

"The report attempts to break now ground, makes a critical review of tho past, 
and the situation following immediately after illegality and lays down naw tasks.
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TThe main charactorisations made In the report are very correct, ho becrctr*- 
riat has correctly grasped many of the mistakes and the review oust no doult have 
helped the comrades to a great extent.

Yet it must be stressed that the review still stands rooted in 
nisntional outlook and its mistakes have to be nailed down.

the part erg

Thp historical survey - self-criticim relating to the past is mainly non
political, tech, typo. Not that the conclusions about tho past are wrong. On tl 
other hand they are very correct and should teach the members what happened.

But they appear a tech faults, faults due to lack of some Hystericus know
ledge of fomally ” functioning the form*, and net directly linked with tho type 
of politics that was pursued, though here and there a generalisation is made that 
all this was due to the old reformist politics. The review steps so much into 
tech explanation, and used so profusely phrases about "spontaneity”, "economism” 
that it could not have been found objectionable even by Joshi, and.it would in . 
practice perpetuate the same evils which the Secretariat wants to fight.

It puts the past in a wrong manner, and finds fault with comittoos for 
"economise", ” spontaneity”, "failure to become political” leaders as if it was 
this or that organisational trick that was not done. It actually belittles the 
economic struggles - the only real struggles of tho naeses waged in that period 
by the Tarty, the only struggles which kept the Party alive, in the traditional 
Joshian manner and makes a general formulation that political struggles were not 
led.

The characterisation that practice of the committee and Party resulted in 
economist! is of course correct. But its link with the line of the Party is not 
seen. Hence in a wrong way the economic struggle is contrasted with the political 
straggle.

Tho reality is that the politics of the rarty was class-collaborationist, 
bourgeois politics which was daily coning into, conflict with the real class strug
gle of the masses which was breaking out in economic struggles as its elementary 
form. A successful and consistent carrying out of the plxtical line would have . 
meant abjuration of all mass struggles, betraying of economic struggles themsel
ves - a situation which Joshi was heading towards. And it was Joshi who was loud 
est in raising the cry of ” o canon ism”, n spontaneity’1 - in organisation - by whic; 
he meant do not curry on any economic struggle which offends the bourgeoisie. 
Any organisational or political report which misses these things, and dubs the cc 
nomic struggles of that period, as 1 economise ’ etc. only strengthens reformism. 
It must be understood that the economic strug?lo of the period saved us.

What then is the correct understanding? Because of reformist politics there 
was no independent revolutionary politics of the proletariat, A revolutionary 
organisation - the C.F. could not be built on the foundation other thn the revo
lutionary politics of the proletariat decisively loading the masses. The form of 
organisation arose out of it. The organisation did not develop into political 
loader because its line was one of political surrender. . All that remained was 
leadihg of mass struggles as they broke out, tailing behind because they were 
treated as a nuisance* not a revolutionary class struggle * hence only a hesitant 
leadership leading or tailing bohind mass struggles could bo created. Tho nearer 
it came to the musses the more unreal became to it the compromising lino of tho 
Party, hence it could not implement it, honce it was charged with ’ ocononism*. 
Charge of economise was not made because a revolutionary political line was reject
ed, but because the compromising line could not bo oxccutod. Hence tho mass 
leader alternates between violent advocates of struggle when the struggle was on, 
and of the worst typo of reformism when it was defeated, broken etc* The result 
was a Leadership hesitant of mass struggle, which was unrelated to revolutionary 
struggle vbr power.

Naturally on this basis the workers otc. could neither bo recruited, nor 
promoted to key positions. The workers developing their hatred against bourgeoisie 
in economic struggles could not bo won politically or inspired by collaborationist 
political slogans. It wns the same fate that awaitod tho Socialists, ^ho politi
cal slogans of tho xarty could not go down among the fighting masses. latter 
often accepted ita load in economic struggles but rejected, it in politics.
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poetic* reformist,- party not grown: leading cadres intellectuals; out 
of this only a reformist organisation could grow. Passive cadres - talkative load
ers - Formalism and bureaucrats - organisational tasks unrelated to class struggle 
- quota, sale of literature, Party funds - these were divorced from the real strug
gle - the theory of ’’functioning the forrj^ ” the most absurd theory developed - 
functioning without discharging main political tasks, understanding that the imiti 
must be political leaders above all - that nil committees in thc<arty are commit
tees of action - ohly if this is understood the svbseqent conclusions in your reso
lution be properly placed in the political setting - be related to political tasbu. 
Obviously the elementary instructions about tech etc. are absolutely necessary but 
the main generalisations about functioning, must be related to political tasks and 
this will. be. done only if the past is correctly understood nd in the presentation 
of tho present the political part pernettis the whole organisational review.”

It is easy to seo that the present Resolution on Reorganization of FC and DC. 
bd'sos itself mainly on the criticism made and is therefore able to produce a dif
ferent kind of document than the one in August. It deduces organisational practice 
from political practice; it nails down violation of the basic principles of Bolshe
vik organisation, and examinee tho whole field of organisational activity - includ
ing the relationship between our Party and Report, content itself with giving saft 
tytips or present organisation in isolation from political practice.

It must bo admitted at tho sane tine that there are a number of loose formula
tions in tho document'. And in sone cases lack of clarity in presentation. To men
tion but one instance of lack of clarity - the portion dealing with failure to 
function mass-organisations democratically/ only negates past practice, but docs n& 
lay down correct practice. It is obvious that the majority of the Party members in 
Bihar do not have.a correct idea about the relation that should exist between the 
Party and,the mass organisation. Under these circumstances your criticism of the 
failure to function mass organisations democratcally may create the impression that 
the correct way is to have mass organisations completely independent of the Party, 
that is free from the guidance and leadership of the Party,
'• ■ f*’ .. / - ' , .

Secondly though your report taiko a Int about democratic centralism still it 
coumi'ts breaches of the principle of centralism and conceives of -democracy in a 

• bo'Urgeois..reformist way, every tine the qostion is posed in the concrete. For in- 
stneo yqur old Secretariat was dissolved, who gave you the authority to do it? 
Yau had'no authority sto reorganise it. The authority .belonged to your PC or CC or 
PB. You did not oven car© to consult Party constitution.

Secondly the same opportunism and repudiation of elementary understating of• 
organisational principles is to be seen in your proposal No.2 under Section D. You 
demand reconstitution of PC, which is a correct demand but then add ’’But this 
should be done by a thorough evaluation of each individual’s understanding and ac- 
t iv ity, and by the sanction of tho PB and majority opinion of the DCs (emp ha sis 
mine). So this is how you understand central ism and democracy? You put the autho
rity of the PB on the same levo} as the majority opinion of he DCs. It appears as 
if you are afraid of the verdict of the PB and are seeking to buttress yourself 
by support from the DCs and in the bargain flattering then by making it appear 
that you stand for democracy, tho rights of the DC. All that you are doing is to 
introduce anti-Party methods, and cheat the DCs into the belief that their majo
rity opinion is of the same importance a PB decision, and that a PC cannot be 
fomed without the backing of the majority of them. This is open awar against cen
tralism, pitting the DGb against tho PB, and shows that the Secretariat though it 
produced a 26 typed page document on Reorganisation with lot of prattle abut 
democratic centralism, has understood nothing of it.

The criticism you make of Raghu in demanding his removal from the PC shows 
that you all have thrown overboard the last pretence to objectivity and rushed 
headlong with your prejudices. No doubt the part dealing with Raghu cites cer
tain very serious lapses, not only before the Party Congress, but also ftcr the 
Party Congress, If these charges are true they do const'ituto a serious political 
criticism*- Buch charges as failure to fight against the capitulatory attitude of 
certain comrades in jail; J silencing of all genuine criticism against those who 
weakened in jail before the clasflrenony; his formulation that neglect of rolief 
work will neon vanguardlsm; hla capitulation before Mahesh on the question of ag
ricultural labourers; hi-s formulation that no serious upsurge can be expected 
because of extreme misery and devastation caused, hy the floodj the charge that ho
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Jid not tolerate any criticism of his action; and that on one occasion when he 
Was criticised in a PC mooting for ”his individual non-Party method of raising 
finances and spending thorn ho violently protested without arguing out his stand
point and refused to have to do anything with the PC neoting - constitute seri- 
■us political lapses neoding self-criticism on his part and the final judgement of 
the PB and the CO.

But it is difficult to understand how all this places Raghu in a category 
by himself, .As regards politics and political deviations I have already shown 

that all the members of the pC Secretariat and perhaps PCMs - were partners in 
the sin committed through the August documents - nd that all of them were equally 
guilty of reformist practice.

On the question of refusing to accept criticism of his actions also it cannot 
ba said that Raghu was tone. It seems all the members of the Secretariat were 
guilty of the same frine in varying dogreos. This is what your report states on 
page 7:

’’Criticism and self-criticism was completely non-existent. Slight criticism 
led to worst subjective reactions and even to resignation from the PC or the 
Party. At the least the PCM criticised left the meeting in protest and thus bul
lied tho PC to withdraw the criticism. This is how the PC Secretary^ behaved 
and virtually set up a reign of political bullying inside the Party. This tac
tics went to such lengths that if any decision was not to his liking, the PC 
Secretary would end by saying, ’’You may take the decision but that will bo mecha
nical and coercive and I feel myself unable to implement it.” This was more or 
less the common attitude of all PCMs with the only difference that nobody except 
the PC Secretary dare to be so arrogant and brazen-faced in his bullying. What
ever criticism occasionally took place became abusive when directed against 
others and Gandhian heart-beating when it concerned oneself. Criticism, (right 
or wrong) led to worst subjectivism even to the limit of resignation from the 
Party or threats of resignation, as for example when on the issue of Giridih 
strike, struggle between Santosh and Chapal was going on, PC connived with the 
reformist and anti-struggle line of Chapal which led to resignation letter from 
Com. Santosh. Similarly other forms of reaction like satyagraha or fefueal to 
do certain jobs, 11I am incapable to do it” were common in other members without 
exception.”

This is clear enough to show that all members of the PC were guilty of 
sotting themselves above the criticism of their comrades, end that Raghu was not 
alone in this conceited individualist and anti-Party outlook.

To mention this crime only in connection with Raghu when discussing the per
sonnel of the PC, to make out as
if he alone was guilty of it is to leave the domain of objective criticisn and 
enter that of subjective and dishonest criticism.

The second specific charge that you make against Raghu is about apolitical 
reformism and organisational opportunism. I have already shown by reference to 
the common August Resolution that you all were guilty of the worst kind of re
formism after the Second Party Congress. In this respect Raghu does not Stand 
alone. You further charge him with opportunism of yet another type. Your resolu
tion states, ”In political reformism and organisational opportunism he has led 
the way. Wo have seen how he most opportunist icily tried to adapt himself to tho 
twists and turns in the line of the CC. Here his extreme reformism manifests 
itself in another way also. (His spontaneous reactionend early attitude to the 
xHfcaKixKKxPxi^xgxiRtfcRXx£®KixKiK^i&x:fc new revolutionary line was entirely dif
ferent from the attitude to the notorious Pol-Org letter of Joshi. He spontane
ously ad instinctively accepted the Pol-Org Letter declaring that he had al
ready come to the same conclusion through his own experience. With the new re
solution of the CC in December 1947 he violently disagreed and under his leader- 
shin the PC almost took the decision to suppress the resolution from the ranks 
of the Party in Bihar and not to publish it in Janashakti..,...Very soon how
ever, Raghu was an enthusiastic champion of the new Party line. And this was 
quite in-line with his practice to adapt himself to the dominant trends in the 
C.C."
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However was Raghu alone in uncritical acceptance of the reformist line of tor 
CC - in his failure to fight against the prevalent opportunism? Not in the least. 
The Secretariat knows that the members of the Secretariat, and perhaps PC were 
equally guilty. This is vzhat you. write in another place of your report: "Raghu’s 
report to the CO on riots in December 1946 was written within the framework of 
August 1946 resolution. That represented the common understanding of the PC. While 
,in Bombay Raghu discussed things with Joshi and in January 1947 PC meeting "he warns 
the Party against the danger of vanguardism. The whole PC uncritically agrees with 
him. Within a few months Joshi circulates his notorious Pol-Org Letter and imme
diately Bihar PC Secretary declares that be had already come to the same conclu
sions thru his own experience. Again the entire PC whole-heartedly agrees with 
him and Jogi fresh from Naokothi battle declares that the upsurge does not exist. 
By the end of the year the CC publishes its draft resolution for the Party Congress 
and very soon Raghu is found as enthusiastic a champion and fighter for the new 
line as a few days ago for Joshian refomis m. Of course, he is everywhere fol
lowed by his colleagues of the Secretariat and this without ever any attempt at 
serious self-criticism. It cannot be explained in any other way except as the worst 
type of opportunism which always tried to adapt itself to the lead given by the CC "

Thus it is clear that Raghu cannot be singled out for exclusion on account 
of his uncritical acceptance of tho reformist line advocated by the CC or his sup
port to the Joshian swing from the line of August 1946 to a purely reformist 1 in . 

All were equally guilty in strengthening Joshi’s hands. The precise and correct 
formulation in this respect is that though the CC in August 1946 opened a new pec. 
before you - whatever may have been the 1 imifiiations of the August Resolution, you 
all individually and collectively joined Joshi in restoring the pre-August re
formism. There is no difference between you all and Raghu in this respect.

Tho way in which you formulate 11 It cannot be explained in any other way ex
cept as the worst type of opportunism which always tried to adapt itself to the 
lead given by the CO” - is a wrong formulation. One does not talk of adaptation 
when one accepts the.line of tho CC which everyone has to accept. The way you 
formulate it appears as if individual comrades have the right not to implement the 
line and directive of the CC. This will lead Party members to put their own opi
nions above the CC in the name of not adapting themselves to the CC line if they 
think it to be wrong. Your formulation is not accidental. You all have most cold
bloodedly attempted to murdor the Tarf,y Une given by the Second Congress and pro
duced your alternative line in your August Resolution. The correct way of stat
ing is that you- did not contribute anything to the fight against reformism that 
was going on inside the CC; that you easily accepted the most blatant reformist 
evaluations made by the CC; that when the CC began its fight and opened the way 
to a correct revolutionary understanding of the situation your instinctive reac
tion was to support Joshi in his fight against revolutionary understanding and 
that you carried on in this way after the Tarty Congress also. This is something 
very different from what you call adapting yourself to the CC line. You are only 
screening yourself - that is all.

In this respect I must mention tha *. all of you were so steeped in reformism 
that even personal and direct talks on concrete problems had no meaning for you 
before the Party Congress. I remember in November 1947 or thereabout I met both 
Santosh and Jnan in Bombay. I attempted to debuiJc the anti-strike attitude 
pumped into them by Joshi, poured ridicule on it, gave them the analysis of tho 
economic crisis. Apart from this there were the resolutions of the General Coun
cil of the AITUC - passed at the same time. All these had no effect on them. 
They continued their reformist practice to'the last. This ought to show that you 
all were steeped in reformism to the narrow of your bonos.

How hardened reformists you all were could bo seen from one thing alone. 
The AITOC resolutions which were of course sanctioned by the Party did nowhere 

contain a hint that we should support production, sabotage strike, and yet ycu 
continue the Joshian line openly and shamelessly.

You further add, rtThe entire functioning of Raghu was a violation of the 
principle of collective functioning. We have already seen how he had established 
a reign of political bullying inside the Party. He acted more or less like the 
boss of an industrial concern, inside the PC meeting he would insist on his view
point and if it was not accepted he would come out declaring ’you may take any 
decision, it cannot be implemented’. The scant rasped in which ha held the PC 
was Kxxsi revealed
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was revealed when he left DC Conference in the middle and chartered a plane to 
Ranchi to icet the Premier.”

Don11 you realise that this indictment of Raghu is your own indictment? Don’t 
you realise that in making this indictment in this way you forfeit all right to be 
treated seriously, to be taken as men of conviction who would stand by their prin
ciples and conviction? What respect can one have for P.C. members, the members of 
the P.C. Secretariat, who say that one individual established a reign of political 
bullying over them in the P.C. and the Secretariat, who shamelessly seek to parade 
as innocent victims of political bullying. When you demand that XI Raghu be ex
cluded on the ground of political bullying - you really exonerate yourselves an^ 
stoop to very low level. Why don’t ask yourselves the question as to why yo^ did 
not exercise your majority to curb him or remove him, and bring him to order* Why 
you did not accept his challenge and challenge him to defy your decision? Why didn’t 
you refer the matter to th e CC and demand disciplinary action against him if you 
had thought it would he better done by the CC? What happened to the principle of 
centralism - why didn’t you seek CC intervention? What happened to the principle of 
democracy - why didn’t you exercise your majority and remove him from the post of 
Secretaryship? And why did you re-elect him as the Secretary at the Party Sxfx 
Conference? And why didn’t you enforce collective functioning - by enforcing the 
majority decision of the Secretariat?

To raise these questions is to condemn you, indict you. Those who fail to 
uphold Party principles, forget Party methods of functioning, allow these to be 
trampled underfoot by one individual and dare not exercise their majority in de
fence of the Party must be considered as big criminals as the one who violates 
Party rules. The reason behind what you call ’’political bullying” was the fact tha\ 
you all were utterly devoid of any conception of Party principles, Party methods 
of organisation; that you therefore saw nothing anti-Party in this method of bul
lying - since each one in his turn adopted it; that you dared not accept his 
challenge because you were afraid of assuming responsibility for leading the 
Party without him'; you were not confident; that you did not refer the matter to 
the CC because you did not attach the. si ightost political importance to this be
haviour; besides you had federal conception of organisation; that you thought the 
PC to’-be a. friends* club - in fact your outlook was anti-Party. It is because of 
this that you failed to fight. Instead of nailing this^HH make yourselves the 
martyrs and Raghu the aggressor.

How does this happen? Why do you forget the obvious facts and hold Raghu 
alone to be responsible for these crimes? The fact is that you all attempted to 
observe so$e objectivity in the first part of your report where you discuss the 
collective mistakes, together with mistakes and lapses of individuals, ^ut when 
you come to the discussion of the personnel of the new committee you forget objec
tivity, forget all that you said about the lapses of all, and having previously 
made up your mind to exclude Raghu by hook or crook, you argue as if he alone 
was guilty of these crimes, and make this the ground of his exclusion. *

How do you deceive yourselves, and do the trick? Byimagining, suggesting, 
hypnotising yourselves into the belief, that Raghu was the leader and you were 
merely unthinking followers and therefore he must bear not only greater responsi
bility, but sole responsibility*

Mahesh in the course of the discussion - vide minutes of Secretariat meet
ing _ made the formulation that Raghu waa the Joshi of Bihar and you all were 
his followers. In your action dealing with tasksyou write ’’Raghu as the leader of 
the Bihar PC bears greater responsibility for the worst reformist and opportunist 
crimes of the P.C.”

From whore do you get this idea of the Secretary as the lender of the P.O.? 
It is not a Bolshevik idea; you will find it nowhere in the Party Constitution. 
Article IX Section 2 of the Party Constitution says th© following about the Sec
retary of the Provincial Committee: ”The Secretary of the Provincial Committee 
directs the proper distribution of Party work and ensures the fulfilment of the 
decisions of the Provincial Party Conference, the Provincial Committee and the 
directives of the Central Committee of t^ Party.” This is what the Constitution 
says about the Secretary. From where then you get the idea of Secretary as the 
leader* Had anyone appointed him as the leader? Had the CC appointed him as the
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leader who must be followed by you all? Is it not true that you chose to accept hit 
viewpoint throughout because you were at least as much reformist as he wasj that you 
had no fundamental differences with him. No doubt we often use such expressions as 
Secretary leading the team - the unit otc. - but this is never meant in the sense 
you mean. You mean leadership in the same way as Congressmen do - leaders to lead 
and followers to follow - with loaders solely responsible for the consequences - 
i.e. dictatorial leaders and blind followers.

• When we however use the expression - Secretary leading the team, we never for 
a moment forget the individual responsibility of each member in all matters pertain
ing to their unit, as well as the collective responsibility of the unit as a whole. 
For ys the expression has this meaning - the Secretary occupying a strategic posi
tion has to take initiative in all matters, has to take initiative in coordinating 
activities, in implementing decisions, in supervising the implementation »f the P. 
line etc. If he does not do it the work of the unit will be hampered, for no other 
member is In a position to take that initiative which the Secretary is able to take 
by virtue of his position as a Secretary, The Secretary has this special role - 
and this is often called his leading role. No doubt to be able to do this success
fully the Secretary must have a high level of ideological development.

But this does not mean that when fundamental deviations occur, when all mem
bers of the unit commit°8fportunist mistake after another, you can turn round and 
say that it was all because the Secretary was the leader and failed as the leader. 
This is practically demanding that the Secretary must be an inspired man with an 

inner-voice, so that he must be in a position to assert Marxism even when a reform
ist trend has invaded the Party from top to bottom. This is an open and shameless 
attempt to evade the responsibility of the unit, and of each member. Besides this 
conception of leadership almost borders on the fascist conception which also demands 
an infallible leader and unthinking ranks. You choose to forget that the Secretary 
was one of your colleagues and had no more authority than what you chose to give him.

You indulge in all this talk about the Secretary being the leader just to es
cape your own responsibility. That is why it must be said that once more you have 
made no case for Raghu’s exclusion from the P,C, You may give new arguments for ex
clusion and the PB is prepared to examine them. You may expose his functioning as 
the Secretary of the Committee - but you must do it on the basis of Party princi
ples and ^arty Constitution.

I have d°ne with your cormion documents - I will go through the individual do
cuments like ^ahosh’s Atonsanalochana later on if necessary. In the meanwhile I 
give you three days - from the time you receive this instalment to write out what 
you have to say about yourselves after reading this document, and if you think you 
”.re guilty of any lapses - what disciplinary measures to be taken against you,

I am writing to Raghu to moot you as soon as possible. In the meanwhile send 
me your own reaction to this document. Write as brief as possible.

Greetings,

29.9,49
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P,B. RESOLUTION
. ON THE BENARES D.C. SECRETARIES APPEAL TO THE CO 

.... ............ 10.7.49

The Prosect of the U.P.P.C, dissolved the Benares DC by a resolution pas
sed on 16-17 February, 1949, and appointed Con. Rajendra, a member-of the Froscct, 
to take charge of Party work in Benares and particularly to concentrate on the 
organisation of the impending railway strike at MGS. On receipt of the.resolu
tion certain members of the DC appealed to the Prosect to hold the resolution in 
abeyance but the appeal was rejected. On the 29th February Sunil Dasgupta, Sec
retary of tho D prior to its dissolution, and S.P. Tripathi, a member of the De, 
addressed a letter to tho General Secretary appealing to the CO to postpone tho 
dissolution of the DC and instead dissolve the UPFC and hold an enquiry into 
Forty affairs in U.P. >•

" The appeal clearly attempts to give the impression that it has boon mado 
on behalf of all the members of the dissolved D.C. as it repeatedly speaks of 
"we" not only in connection with the signatories but the entire DC. And this has 
been done despite tho known fact that not all DCMs either agreed with its con
tents or its " demands'*.

What are the clear, recognised, and relevant facts of the whole case?

On the 8th February 1949 Sunil Dasgupta as DCS addressed a letter to tho 
Froscct saying that "they" had learnt from a member of the Provincial Rilway 
Fraction that it was decided to begin the all-India railway strike from February 
27th. The letter proceeded to characterise tho decision as "vanguardism of - tho 
worst type which will be disastrous for the revolutionary working class movement.* 
It further proposed that railway unions led by the Party should first come out 
of the A.I.R.F., form a now central organisation of Indian railway workers, and 
then proceed to a general strike through exposure of reformist traitors and lo
cal partial struggles extending over a period of two months.

According to Dasgupta, comrades Rustam, Shrivastava, Tandon and Tripathi, 
besides himself, agreed with this letter.

Immediately on receipt of the letter the Prosoct decided that a D.C. of 
which tho Secretary and so many leading members held such a totally defeatist and 
anti-strike position on the very eve of the strike could, under no circumstances, 
be permitted to load tho strike and tho local Party. The least that such a trea
cherous position demanded was an immediate dissolution of the D.C., the removal 
of all its members who subscribed to such a view from responsible work in con
nection with the strike, and the appointment of a Froscct member to organise and 
conduct the strike and organise a now- DC in Benares from worthy I . elements.

The Froscct was also of opinion that considering the revolutionary importance 
and imminence of tho strike, and the opinions expressed, even suspension or ex
pulsion would be justified in certain cases but it decided to give tho guilty cop-** 
rades a chance to realise the horror of their mistake and correct it promptly, 
while authorising Rajendra to thke further action against those who- refused to 
sec and accept their guilt after explanation.

Such, in a nutshell, wore the criticism and operative decisions contained 
in the Prosoct resolution of February 16th against which Dasgupta and Tripathi 
have appealed to tho C.C.

To any Party Member possessing a minimum of understanding of Party policy 
and functioning, to one not totally devoid of elementary self-criticism and mo
desty, the justification of the Froscct decision would be self-evident in a mo
ment. The Froscct had done nothing beyon removing the DCMs from their position 
and from any responsible work in connection with the strike. If anything, this 
meant that while tho FrosCct, under no circumstances, was prepared to allow defeat
ists and deserters to do any ham to the Party and the fate of lakhs involved in 
the prospective strike, it was still prepared to give the comrades concerned a 
chance to correct themselves in time and save themselves from the utter ruin and 
ignominy towards which they were heading.
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The or at leact most of ito prominent members had thrown up their 
arcs in panic and terror at the very moment when the moat momentous proletarian 
battle for Which the tarty had ever striven and workodwas on the point of being 
declared* The railway general strike was coming not merely on the crest of innu
merable heroic battles of railway workers all over India (two of which had taken 
place' at MGS which was in Benares district itself) but of great workers* and pea
sants’ struggles spread all over the country, ^or months it was THE issue of 
issues on which the strength of the rarty was being concentrated on a nation-wide 
plane. The workers’ demands and the decision to ^serve strike notice had been vo
ciferously endorsed by the overwhelming .majority of workers through a ballot hold 
under ferocious repressive conditions, "‘’he treacherous Socialist leadership of 
the A.I.R.F. was wriggling and trembling, not knowing how to back out of the bal
lot decision and yet save itself from the wrath of railway workers. Tho Nehru 
Government had started enforcing virtual martial law all over tho railways treat
ing all strike-preparations, as preparations for an insurrection. In such condi
tions, and at a vital railway centre like MGS, the Dc of the ^arty whose supreme 
task and honour it was to fight back repression and treachery and lead the workers 
into action - an action that would have placed India on tho revolutionary nap of 
Asia - declared the prospective strike to be the ’’worst vanguard ism and disas

trous for the working class movement”I If this was not cowardly desertion and a 
criminal stab in tho back of tho workers then all words are meaningless. And none 
none but shamefaced strike-breakers could suggest that such a DC should not even 
have boon removed from all responsible work in connection with the strike.

Those who have appealed to tho CC against tho rroscct decision should have 
asked themselves a simple and obvious question if nothing else. If the MGS and 
Benares railway workers were to elect a strike committee after the all-India bal
lot and persons holding openly anti-strike views had dared to stand before them 
with chatter about yanguardism and disaster how would the workers have dealt with 
them? Would they have met with any other fate but that of cowardly traitors? And 
yet when the ^arty which was tho leader and guide of the entire strike simply re
moved them from responsible positions they pretend to bo struck with horror and 
not only call for the revocation of that decision but come out with still worse 
anti-Party declarations. Of course this only proves the age-old experience of 
Marxism that anyone who attempts to ’’defend” an anti-working-class position can 
do so oiV by shifting to still more revolting positions.

The first point made in tho appeal is that it is ’’monstrous to dissolve a 
Dg simply because it frankly and honestly placed its political doubts before tho 
Prosect with a request to get rid of mistaken ideas.” A more disgusting and dis
honest use of the words honesty, frankness and doubts could hardly be conceived. 
If after the Second Party Congress, after all the demands and slogans of action 
for which railway unions led by us fought at the Lilloah AIRF Convention, Nagpur 
AIRF General Cduncil, and the Delhi AIRF Working Committee mooting, after tho 
diet of the strike ballot, and after all the circulars of the AIRF Fraction & * 
the U.F. Froseejt making it clear that we would have to organise the railway strike 
by March and organise it in opposition to tho C.S.r. leadership - if, that is to 
say, after everything had been decided, tho army had taken its positions and the 
only thing that remained to be done was to issue the order to fire, - it is per
missible for a DC to question the final order of assault in the name of ”honesty”, 
’’frankness”, and ’’doubts”, then such a DC con only be condemned and summarily 
dismissed from its charge.

For the only meaning of such a claim is that cowardice and sabotage must be 
permitted to masquerade ns honesty and doubts; that every strike-breaker must en
joy tho ’’freedom” of strike-breaking if ho ’’honestly” considers such action to bo 
in the ’’interest.of workers”; that the supreme custodian of the revolutionary in
terests, of tho working class, namely the C,F«, should waste days and weeks in tho 
luxury of ”convincing” n handful of intellectual traitors of the correctness 
of going into action at a time when every moment and every atom of its energy 
have to be concentrated on bringing about that action. The criminality of the 
DCMs demanding that a ^resect member should' be sent to ”rid thorn of their doubts 
when ovory moment wasted meant blood and suffering for thousands of railway work
ers and their families at MGS, and through them for all others, can only be 
imagined.



Did those DCMs ask themselves for once what was to happen to the railway 
workers if the ”mission” of the Prosect member they invited had failed to achieve 
its purpose? Naturally they did not. For what mattered to then was not the fate of 
workers but the ’’clarification” of their own cowardly doubts, their ’'differences,0 
their”right” of betrayal and desertion.

The exploitation of such words as ’’honesty and frankness” for such a detect
able betrayal must be doubly branded precisely because it gives the gloss of de
cency to a dishonest crime, because it stabs the working class by creating confu
sion and vacillations in uninfomed sections, and panic and loss of faith in those 
who are already vacillating.

Moments of action are always the nost critical and decisive in the revolu
tionary working class movement. Th© one honest virtue at such moments is ini- 
thtive and daring. The worst treachery and dishonesty arc to paralyse action by 
capitulating to hesitation, doubts and confusion. The real meaning of the ’’hones
ty” pleaded by the ^enarcs DCMs must be clearly grasped because it is the most mi« 
loading and dangerous cover behind which petty-bourgeois treachery hides itself 
when all other arguments are loot.

The second point of the appeal is that the Frosoct resolution had no justi
fication for characterising the Benares DC as being ’’persistently reformist” and 
its characterisation of the titrike proposal as the ’’worst vanguardism” as culmi
nation of its past. In fact the signatories say that the Frosoct docs.not ’’cite a . 
single instance,” ”a single proof ” of its past reformism because ”it is not easy 
to prove it.” They further say that ’’during the whole year after the Farty Con
gress the rosect did not even once point out our-”reformism”. ” (underlining 
and quotation mark from the original)

Both factually and logically this point is so indefensible that it is im
possible to’describe it in any other terms thnn as a downright lie.

First a few facts. The very sane DCMs who called the railway strike deci-' 
sion as the ’’worst vanguard ism” hud stated by July-August last year that the tarty 
generally and particularly in 3Cnares had swung, over from right reformism to 
”vanguardism and adventurism” after the Second Farty Congress. In fact, one of 
the signatories to the appeal had gone to the length of besmirching the Party 
Centre by circulating a ’’report” that such was the opinion of the F. Centre itself 
Secondly a member of the Frosoct visited Benares at least twice during those 
months and gave -the Benares DC a written note on its intervention in various 
strikes sharply criticising it as extremely reformist and illustrating his criti
cism ac in detail. Any attempt on the part of the signatories after this to 
claim that tho past reformism of the D$ was difficult to prove or that the ^rosect 
had flung the.charge in its face without citing "a single instance,” - and indeed, 
that the Frosect had made the discovery overnight after the DCMs’ letter of Feb— 
ruaty Sth - is something that only unabashed liars are capable of attempting*

The fraudulence of the signatories, however, is clear from their own docu
ment. The signatories cite about ten cases of mass actions dealt with tho DC in 
Benares between February 1948 and February 1949 as proof of their correct under
standing of Party policy and ’’argument” against the charge of continued reformism. 
Apart from the fact that DC policy in many of these actions had already boon cri
ticised fr by a Frosect member as stated above, and the fact that more participa
tion in mass action is no proof against the charge of reformism, the signato
ries, on their ownpart, do not make the slightest effort at criticising their par
ticipation in these actions boyond blandly claiming that such participation was 
a self-evident proof of the falsity of the charge levelled against them. Only an 
Utterly ignorant or childishly innocent person could make such a claim. But what 
is still more xhxkiixkkyxtnnisxBnt amazing is that one of the actions cited is tho 
spontaneous lightning strike of tho MGS. .workers on July 26th 1948 with which the 
DC kxs had absolutely nothing whatever to do! Could deception go further? If a DC 
fails utterly to intervene in one of the biggest working-class actions taking 
place under is nose, is it a proof of its intense reformism end inactivity or of 
its revolutionary merit?



The signatories are conscious that even logically their claim to have follow
ed a correct policy for a year and then lapsing suddenly into panic by character
ising the railway strike decision as utterly vanguardist could not hold water. As
the tree, so tho fruit. So they have a reply for this "Itpse" also. Inevitably and
unfortunately, it only nakes their position still more heinou.3 and ludicrous.

They explain this ’'mistake" as resulting from the fact that they had "only 
the local picture" before them, and "this picture was not bright." "We judged the 
all-India situation on the basis of the local situation." So having argued (right
ly) at length that ^enares was seething with mass discontent and actions for a 
year and (wrongly) that the DC had all along given such actions nn essentially 
revolutionary lead, tho signatories end up by saying that .the local situation 
was bleak! The grossest inconsistencies and the worst slander of the fighting mas
ses are justified provided my prestige is vindicated. If that is not bloated petty- 
bourgeois ego, what is?

And even supposing for the same of argument that the local situation was 
not very promising how did the DCMs conclude that the slogan of an all-India rail
way general strike was wrong? Is the slogan of an all-xndia railway strike tot be 
decided in terms of the all-Indin situation or the situation in a particular loca
lity? Such is the irreconcilable tangle in which a person ties himself up when ho 
replaces Marxism with jugglery.

Having "proved" that politically there was no case whatsoever for the disso
lution of the.DC the.signatories proceed to "explain" why according to them the 
Prosect took that action. In this attempt they sink to the lowest depth of degra
dation.

■f
The third point, made in this conn/ection, is that the Prosect is a group 

of "bosses sitting tight for more than five years" and that "it has all along a 
feeling of antipathy" and even "hostilityXn for the Benares DC. In this connec
tion the signatories also "attack" a number of reformist and bureaucratic actions 
of the Prosect. Certain of these points are obviously correct, but it is not pos
sible immediately to know how many of the others are mere allegations and which 
are true.

But here that question is entirely beside the point. Every Party Member & 
Party unit has certainly the right (and it is also its duty) to clearly state & 
attack reformism and bureaucracy in other PMs and Party, units, including higher 
ones. It is also true that it was very wrong for the Prosect, not to include the 
necessary criticism of its own mistakes in its resolution on the Benares DC. But 
when the signatories rake up this issue as an "explanation" of why the Prosect 
took action against them on the specific issue of their treacherous characterisa
tion of the railway strike, they arc doing nothing but indulging in pure mudalin^ 
ing and anti-^arty slander.

For if the signatories had at all tried to be objective and detached towards 
themselves as towards others, the first thing they would have seen is that the 
Prosoct had acted correctly (and certainly not in a bureaucro-ttc and roforrtiet 
way) in dissolving the D^ and removing the 11 vanguard ists" from ranpaiisi’ble strike 
work. But such, of course, was not the anti-reformism and anti-bureaucratism of 
the signatories. Criticism and anti—buroauoratism for others, and glorification 
of one's own crimes and reformism for oneself, such is their definition of Commu
nist self-criticism.

Further, and this is far worse, what-is the character of tho "critical ri 
attack" of the signatories against Prosect reformism and bureaucracy? Even di
vorced from its so-called link with the "underlying motives of the Prosect in 
taking action against the DC, it is’nothing but a disruptive and criminal slander 
against the Party itself shamelessly sheltering behind the pretence of inner- 
party criticism and democracy. It is a scandalous attempt to provoke tho entire 
fanks of the Party in Benares against all Provincial centralism and Party disci
pline.

Tho signatories state that the Prosect is a group of bosses sitting tight 
for five years. Gould there be a more dishonest and disruptive way of innor- 
Party criticism when the signatories know that the Prosoct had boon oloctod by a 
PC, itself elected by the Provincial .Party Conference hold in 1948 after tho



Second Party Con rose? In this Conference the earlier PC had come forth with a 
criticism of its own record in the light of the Second Party Congress, as also 
of each individual member of the earlier PC. This was followed by full discussion 
in the conference in which dlcgate after delegate got up and not merely expressed 
himself freely but in the most vehement manner criticising the earlier FC and its 
members. It was after this that the new PC was elected. After this to attack the 
Frosect as bosses sitting tight for five years and a group nourishing an antipa
thy for an entire DC is definitely not inner-Party criticism but the crudest at
tempt to work up and inflame the worst anti-Party sentiment in Party ranks in Be
nares. It is to undermine the authority, not of this or that Prosect and its mem
bers, but of any Provincial Centre whatsoever. Only crooked bourgeois agents in- 
ri ide the rarty can attempt to break up all Party authority and functioning in 
the name of criticising reformism and bureaucracy.

Let it be clear once again that it is perfectly open to a DC or any Party 
member to raise the question of the proceedings at a Party Conference and the 
question of any PM attempting to influence the opinions of delegates in afaction- 
al, anti-Party manner. 3ut between this and challenging the verdict of the entire 
Conference there is absolutely nothing in common. One is Bolshevik self-criticism, 
the other is bourgeois criminality. And if it was the former that the signato
ries wanted, they would certainly not have waited for ten months after the ‘ro- 
vincial Party Conferenco but raised the issue, nay, within a couple of months af
ter it. And in no case would they have linked it with the issue of the dissolu
tion of the DC.

Any number of quotations can be given from the ”appeal11 of tho signatories 
themselves that clearly bring out the dishonest and anti-Party character of their 
’’criticism1’. One of the most glaring ones is that while the signatories repeatedly 
state that.they got no guidance from the xrosect on preparations for tho railway 
strike they themselves admit that they got three Circulars from the frosect and 
the Provincial Railway Fraction in January on which they took no action whatso
ever, ^hese circulars were based on-the AIRF Fraction circulars of December 1948 
and had worked out its directives in detail for all railway fractions and DCs in 
the province. The signatories repeatedly rofer to these circulars as "gems” but 
do not say a word as to what tho DC did ip to carry out their instructions.

Having sunk to the level of tho market place, tho signatories freely use a 
language and phraseology which is absolutely impermissible in inner-Party criti
cism. Communist sharpness has nothing to do with vulgarity and abuse.Toi refer 
to an entire Party unit as ’’these ’’revolutionary” bosses”, to speak of its repre
sentatives as "Shahjadae”, to refer to IFTA comrades as IFTA ”fellows”, has no
thing whatever to do with Party discussions. This is turning Party discussion 
into a Holi gutter bath which is nauseating for any Party Member who indulges in it.

The petty-bourgeois ogo, provocativeness and sabotaging tactics of the sig
natories rise to a now height when they refer to themselves as persons who ”cor>- ' 
mended the respect of PMs” and to the dissolution of the DC as "a murder of one 
year’s work,” ’’throwing the entire Party organisation into chaos”, and ”betmy- 
al of any (strike) preparations at MGS” . It is the limit when a person is capable 
of arguing that strike-breakers command the respect of Part# ranks, that their re
moval from leading strike positions is betrayal of a strike-.and tbe-1®- <^ntinuons<r' 
in such positions the guarantee of strike victory!

Of course nothing else could be expected of persons who had fallen so low.If 
a P. functionary is capable of justifying his cowardly betrayal of a great proleta
rian struggle in the name of "honest doubts”, if he is capable of inciting the rad® 
against all Frov. P. centralism, if ho is capable of dirty mudslinging and lies in 
the name of inner-party criticism, he must end up by attempting to libel & discre
dit the entire F. Centre and the highest F. representative. Every enemy of tho wode* 
ing class has ended and must end by slandering and maligning its Party, & above all 
its highest leadership. In this respect the signatories are not and could not bo cn 
exception, & arc in the company of all the contemptible creatures who have gone 
the some way before them.

For writing such a slanderous, anti-Party, anti-working class document alonq 
and attempting to palm it off as appeal to the CC, the signatories of the document 
must bo summarily expelled from the 1 arty & publicly denounced, apart from what 
they may have done since writing the ’’appeal”. This also applies to any other mem
bers of the DC who supported the "appeal” to the CC, if any did. Their expulsion 
must be an object lesson to all the P. ranks, as to how an egoistical defence of 
reformist blunders & crimes inevitably leads to utter fraudulence decoipt, to a 
person becoming an unmitigated bourgeois liar and cheat & the worst enemy of tho 
working class & the Party. It must also rouse all PMs to vigilance As rclentlossns 
struggle against all such elements so that tho Party becomes stronger & more steel
ed to carry out its revolutionary obligations to all workers and the toiling massac.
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P.B. NOTE ON TAMILNAD

THE RISE OF TAMILNAD PARTY

Left Congress ism leading Trade Union struggles - left critics of the 
Congress bourgeois leadership - the implications of this - •

Left Congressism was only an orientation to the masses - the working class - 
but it was petty-bourgeois in approach. It considered working class to be one 
of the classes -only a section of the people and saw no qualitative difference 
between the working class and the rest - vacillating classes. It saw oppression 
of all - exploitation but did not see the special class position of the various 
sections in society. ;

What is really left-Congress ism - bourgeois or petty-bourgeois radicalism - 
which under Indian c ond itions meant ^at?

Preaching and practising in a manner as if the entire people was homogeneous 
unit against imperialism - failure to see the role of the classes - the compro
mising and treacherous role of the bourgeoisie(b) the leading role of the 
proletar lat (c) the vacillating role of the other classes.

In words Left-Congressism meant trying to achieve Socialism, revolution, 
liberation - without the woiking class, Its leading role and its revolutionary 
principles.

Its postulates were - activise the Congress - by which was meant the bourgeois 
leadership. Its independent role consisted only in acting as a left critic of 
the bourgeois leadership and not as the independent mobiliser and initiator of 
anti-imperialist farces, basing itself on the working class. It was a difference 
between more and less - the left were for. more bourgeois radical action; the 
Rights were for less action.

In the initial period when the proletariat was just building its mass organis< 
-tion, when it was just entering the political arena - it was inevitable that 
the Communists diould appear as left critics - though their building of mass 
organisation itself was an instrument to overcome this limitation and start on 
independent political activity of the working class.

The politics which ended on the eve of Meerut Tx'ial was practically the 
politics of left-Congressmen talking Socialism and it ended with the building of 
mass trade unions vtiich ^ive the Communists capacity to set-w^kers in motion and 
independently - on economic as well as political issues.

Left-Congressism decked itself on I in Socialist colours-(Co.n^rcss Socialist 
Party) and Communist colours (trend inside Communist. Party) - 'that is why it 
became very deceptive.

In reality this rde of left critic - as against independent class lead - was 
■the crux of the abjuration of prdetariam hegemony. The role of left critic was 
maintained even when the proletarian movement outgrew that stage - In Bombay 
there was a forcible reversion to it.

It started in the neme of popular approach - hence no talk-of proletarian 
hegemony - in the mme of mobilisation of the people - it meant mobilisation in 
the way that the bourgeoisie did - i.e. by their method, by their programme, by 
reliance on vacillating classes - press on them, appeal to them to be just to 
workers, to take up revolutionary line - thus pandering to the non-class conception 
of national struggle.

In Bombay ....
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In Bombay, Left-Congress ism was given up and proletariat entered into a 
fight against the bourgeois political movement - in 1930* There were sectarian 
mistakes in approach,e tc. , but basically it was correct to expose and unmask* 
The bourgeoisie threw themselves against the new force wi th all their full force 
and resources, temporarily isolated the Communists from the working class 
itself - yet Communist cadres were born and wit&in a couple of years all lost 
ground recovered. So quick was the recovery that Gandhi’s meeting;in 1931 could 
be captured. y . ,u

Yet, the petty-bourgeois Congress ism decried this as sectarian and made it 
a cardinal principle to repudiate this past, this formation ofprol etarian Party 
- foundation of Joshism. In this they primarily based themselves on the 
vacillating class, pe tty-bourgeoisie , vhich ms equated with the people.

In Bombay, however, the first cadres were bom out of a direct clash with 
the Congress and Royists - on CA, Soviets, Revolution, violence vs.non-violence, 
salt satyagraha vs. general strike,etc. These controversies were often carried 
in mass meetings. This is called independent mobilisation, as a class - 
independent ideology, platform, unmasking of bourgeois ideology and politics.

The triumph of Joshism inside the Party meant the triumph of the pre-Moerut 
ideology - of a period when the working class bad not yet started .independently 
moving, wham its economic struggles were just being led by radical intellectuals 
who could not in reality think-of an alternative leadership to the Congress 
bourgeois leadership.

One of the basic factors in forging the early Communist cadres and steeling 
them in the struggle against Royism, (Gandhism, was loyalty to the Communist 
International, its discipline, its pri^’ples organisation,. its line, its 
method of posing problems and attacking them; its world estimation in deciding 
the role of classes, parties, ideology and individuals in the country, loyalty 
to the..Soviet Union and judging all parties, groups, individuals by,■reference 
to their attitude to the Soviet Union.

Thus loyalty to Proletarian Internationalism based on Marxism - Loyalty to 
Communist International as the acid test of Kferxism were the basic conditions 
in forging the first working class cadres.

Without this the Party in Bombay would never have seen proletarian cadres 
and Bombay would never have gone out of the Left-Congress period.

In fact, inside the Bombay working class illusions about the Congress, 
Left-Congressmen were strong and they could 'be broken through only by pursuing 
independent proletarian policy - by playing the, vanguard role and not 
succumbing to the nationalist illusions of the‘workers.

This historical review is necessary to understand the sources and:.nrigijx.... 
of refoimism in Tamilnad. , ’

The report of Mithu and Sankar is w doubt a gqod exposition of what happened 
in recent times. The nauseating tale of betrayal by the leadership, the cowardice, 
-vacillation before the bourgeoisie, the open sycophancy of the upper, classes 
- all masquerading as fight against adventurism is clearly put. But in the 
final analysis the report together with the supplementary note of Murugan 
only examines ihe policy of the T.N.P.C. on the basis of its attitude to partial 
struggles and the policy chalked in respect of then from time to time. The 
repeated reference to failure to load this or that partial struggle in a 
revolutionary way, the fact that the centre of self-criticism lies in the 
handling of partial struggles and practically nothing else - in the- first betrays 
the low level of T.N. leadership - betrays the fact that this leadership never 

‘got out of the bog of primary partial struggles, was never able to train the 
proletariat of Tamilnad, one of the most courageous section of the Indian 
proletariat, politically and take it out of the mire of bourgeois politics*

Wi th Andhra and • • • •
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With Andhra and Telangana on one side and Kerala on the other - enacting 
heroism, entering civil-war, with TN nmletariat showing unfunded resources of 
heroism, this tale of partial struggles is a nauseating comment on the betrayal 
and low Level Of the politics of Tamilnad Readership*

The T.N# Secretariat memb^s - Muthu , Shankar and Murugan are thus forced 
to only talk of partial struggles in their criticism* They could not help it 
for that is where their lead stood.

These comrades, therefore, are not able to see beyond partial struggles - 
only pose the question as between struggle and anti-struggle — and fail to see 
the roots of refoimisn - the origin and source of reformism. They also talk 
about left Congress; abjuration of proletarian hegemony, failure to expose 
bourgeoisiejctc*, but these words have no precise meaning. Murugan reduces it 
to Trade Union fight a^iinst Congress leaders, and the other two correctly 
criticise him and make a correct generalisation about bourgeois ideology. But 
nonetheless, they also fail to understand the real source of reformism, 
opportunism and cowardice leading to gangsterism against the Centre ana utter 
intellectual and morel degeneracy as in the ease of Raghu, one of the COM.

The leadership of Party units in different Provinces, almost in al 1 
Provinces* have no doubt revealed, refomism in practice but in all cases the 
source and origin has not been identical* The source >nd origin has to be found 
from the history of the growth of the movement in the Province and the existing 
stage of the movement. The erroneous idea that because the Party is there, each 
Province represents the same stage of the movement, that provinces differ from 
each other only from the fact that hare the Party is weak and tiers it is strong 
• imis t be gi ven up.

What then is the essence of the situation in Tj»mj.lmd so far as the leader
ship of the Party is concerned - so far ns the consciousness of the provincial 
leadership and the P.B. member who hitherto let them is concerned - is that their 
consciousness, and conception of Marxian, proletarian struggle, proletailan 
hegemony, partial struggles * are all pra-Meerut conceptions - conception of 
radical Congressmen vho mistake bite 110 own bourgeois radicalism for Communism and 
Marxism.

In reality it means their outlook is anti-walking cRass, anti-Marxist - one' 
uiiioh betrays the wo iking class into tlje hands of the bourgeoisie * in short- 
there is hardly anything to distinguish be tween -them and J.P.’s Birty.

This means,.the practice of TN leadership |s to repeatedly press back the 
working class into the old stage of no politics, or politics subservient to the 
bourgeoisie and because economic struggles develop into clashes and lead 
politically advanced consciousness, sabotage and betray them — the role of Social 
pemocracy all over the world* • ,5 /'» <

The betrayal becomes glaring all the more because the fitting working class 
of Tamilnad whose heroism kn-ws no bounds, and whose capacity to fight agai nst alX 
odds has forcibly transferred the centre of proletarian fi^it and consciousnass 
from Bombay and Cawnpore <to the South - no longed bs compressed within the 
treacherous framework of bourgeois splitleu#

The tNPC hitherto covered this growing contradiction between its bourgeois 
treacherous politics and the advanced consciousness of the proletarian masses by 
fooling the ranks with pseudo-Ktirxist rn lysis, by abusing ths same of the Party, 
by exploiting the trust of the proletarian nasses in the Party with its past 
traditions of fight and with its reputation for Marxism. The TN ^leadership 
exploited the world prestige of Communism and the leadership of the all-India 
Party to betray the workers and make thorn accept their analysis and interpretation 
of events# ’ "s. ?

■
This standpoint in effect would have meant fight against wanking class 

leader^iip * pushing it under bourgeois leadership#
The TN
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TheTN left-Congressism - the Party leadership precisely does this. Having 
gathered the workers through the elementary struggles which began there except 
for Buckingham Mills,etc* * more than a decade later than in Bombay - and 
under conditions of the growth of the all-India party - the TN party dared 
not move forward because of the reformism inside the Party - could never break 
through to build Marxist proletarian cadres, have independent mobilisation of 
the working class ftr politics and approach the mass of workers directly on 
So ci alism.

That is why the TNkleadership lags behind the consciousness of the working 
class - masses - the consciousness of Party cadres - consciousness developed 
directly out of trade union struggles mixed with minimum political agitation. 
The workers see the capitalists and their agents Congressmen in true colours 
and hate them. The TN (leadership criticises than as sectarian, isolationist; 
the workers loose all faith in the Congress and with unerring class instinct 
direct their attack , their hatred against the Congress, its Wnistry, Prakasam 
Ministry; they are demoralised and admonished by the TN ^leadership and by Joshi 
- his spokesman Mohan. The workers having outgrown elementary struggles, having 
learntthe elementary lessons of organisation move forward to militant forms 
of action - confident of the strength of their number and guided by an unerring 
class-instinct which tells them that the enemy would attack fiercely. Their 
heroic resistance which hre®ks repression, frightens the chicken-hearted petty- 
bourgeois leadership who, of course, has no pride in the class and they are 
dubbed as adventurists, vanguard! sts.

The development of militant forms of action has got historic significance 
not only in the context of general development of working class struggle; it has 
special significance in India because it vzas precisely militant forms of resistance 
that were avoided in the name of organisation by tie earlier C-anmunists - the 
step fran elemental outburst to * tion was often taken by emasculating
militant resistance and converting elemental struggles into peaceful struggle. 
This was surrender to Gandhi’s non-violence, bourgeois pressure - the petty-bourgeds 
leadership instinctively feeling that if they are charged with violence, workers 

would be isolated, i«e» they would be isolated from bourgeois opinion. 
1 . •

Ihder these circumstances, Then the working class resorts to militant forms 
in our country, it means it is throwing overboard the last remnants of its early 
stage, the leadership of petty bourgeoisie and coming into its own. But the TN 
'leadership prevented it from doing so in the name of the Ihrty.

That is why bhe Party lags behind the masses - behind mass struggle and the 
masses drag it into the struggle. The S.I.R. strike was imposed on the Party 
and Union leadership by non-Phsrty militant, pro-Dravida Kazhagam workers - and not 
really launched by the Party. As in the case of all reformists, the organisation 
in the hands of Communists also becomes a drag on struggle and is used for .such 
purpose.

The Ihrty continually lags behind the masses - the untrained masses as

It is rot a question of attitude and tactics on this or that struggle but a 
whole epoch of reformism, stage of that 1$ refl ioteA in all tkLa*

Naturally, in the Loft Congress outlook, the working class is not really 
the revolutionary class but a section of the poorer and down-trodden people, 
hence its special role, importance, is not seen and acted up though it is 
prattled about. With the continuous lagging behind the consciousness of the 
working class the Party fails to meet the ideological, political and 
organisational needs of the wo iking class - which are expressed as formation 
of the workers into a class - with its class Pnrty, common conscicusness of 
its tasks and united in action for its historic mission.

The outlook and policy pursued by the TN Jhrty meant attempts to disintegrate 
this growing consciousness, disintegrate the growth of class outlook - all because 
the petty-bourgeois Congressmen who came at thehP^d of the Party really did 
not recognise the separate existence and role of the working class in the

liberati on • • • •



liberation struggle and the struggle for Soclalisiii.

With this'outlook, independent class politics of the working class is not 
developed - class politics which debunks bourgeois politics and bourgeois 
ideologies is not thought necessary - basic Marxist outlook is not broadcast 
am?ng the workers. All these are considered to be sectarian - and accuaint 
with Marxist principles becomes the monopoly of petty bourgeois intellectuals.

The political agitation and awakening that is done among the workers is 
precisely on issues on which the bourgeoisie has moved. Rajkot,etc. and that 
too is done as mere critics. The popular issues are supposed to be those taken 
by the bourgeois leadership - though it was true that such issues had to be 
tackled because they rouse popular interest - but issues on which the 
bourgeoisie surrendered, kept quiet, were not unmasked before the workers. . • *

The popularisation of in dep end ent political platform of the proletariat „ 
was of course not done - for this meant exposure of Congress politics. On the 
other hand, all that appeared to be common - and it was not really common* was 
stressed while fundamental differences on the outlook and platform were concealed.

The fashion of basing oneself on Congress platform, and Congress pledges 
was not a question of popular approach , but a question of left-Congress 
politics as if tiei? pledges could ever be fulfilled without shattering the 
faith in Congress leadership.

It was forgotten that the high-sounding Congress pledges about; abolition 
of landlord ism/were the direct result of independent popularisation of the 
proletarian platform and even then the pledged were surrounded with reservetions.

In the mme of national discipline, win-violence, was accepted instead of 
combating it and thus mender wa^ complete.

Under this outlook partial struggles were not a link in the chain of the 
revolutionary struggle, not the skirmishes in classjrbattles, but just means to 
acquire influence with the .workers, so that whenever the leaders thought of any 
political, action, the masses should be ready at their command. It was sheer 
exploitation of the proletariat, as the Congress and Socialists did for their own 
purpose of election or influencei The Communists only talked in the name of 
revolution.

The tactics of partial struggles were derived from this anti-revolutionary 
conception - the conduct of each struggle was determined not by the class needs 
of the proletariat, the needs of that struggle together with the growth in class 
Consciousness, discinline, but by the needs of leadership - whether this cr 
move would keep the influence of leadership in tact - a nd since there was 
divergence between Party policy and the needs of the working class, ihis 
influence meant reformist influence.

J^iturally, this did not keep the influence but began to create disintegra&LOD, 
- recent ins tances - the appearance was '■’■’'rated that we were b4eause wo-
were mostly capital! si ng t he elanr. nt’ary strikes- — and as yet there was no 
serious rival trade union leadership.

Hence the leadership talked big and acted betrayal. When the working class 
- or section of workers were beginning to move on any issue, they would 
immediately talk about general s $rike ,e tc.; when die working class entered upon 
serious preparation for a strike after clash wi th Government, they were so 
frightened by the initial battles that they called off the strike Under one 
pretext or another. Railway,etc.

They adopted all the weapons of hardened reformists to escape mass action. 
They postponed Coimbatore textile strike in the name of Railway strike; and they 
then sabotaged Railway strike.

It is not
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It is not necessary to go into details of every period - People’s War - 
Production,etc« Hie main happenings have been detailed in Mithu’s cad Shankar’s 
repcr t.

The happening since 1946 - and after the Party Congress - offer a direct link 
with the past - and show that Left Congressism continued to the end - and was at 
last revealed as gross betrayal.

Here we mustt distinguish between the* Joshian conception of Left-Congress ism 
and the correct conception. Joshi often charged the ^ndhra, TN and perhaps Bengal 
Commi ttees wi th Left Congressism by which he meant sectarianism. In a controversy  ̂
in 1947 over the Socialist Party , Joshi justified attacking the Socialist Party 
mere than Sardar Patel by saying that Patel represents the movement, IP only 
a trend by which he meant a narrow section. For him all Lefts were mere 
sects not the first attempt of the radical petty bourgeois to express discontent 
against the bourgeoisie - and hence sectarian. Thus Left-Congressism meant one 
who ran ahead of rational consciousness, too extreme, too radical. This is 
fundamentally differ oat from what we are stating. Joshi’s estimate was made 
from the point of Sardar Patel.

This then is the essence of TN politics.

Naturally, the comrades who held such outlook could not be anything but alien 
to the elementary principle of Marxism - as -all of them have been.

They were just petty bourgeois radicals who came to the Party thinking it to 
be a more radical Congress Socialist Thirty. All their petty bourgeois outlook, 
pre Judices,e tc. were provided by Joshi’s reformist line and they were egged on.

I. . • • * \ 4

They cameat-a time when inside the Party the large influx of petty-bourgeois 
elements was loosenv the disciplined outlook of the C.I. - at a time when under 
a wrong understanding of 7th Congress of the CI, -Marxism was being thrown 
overboard, Soviet was -ding kept in the background, working class was being 
ignored - or at a time when Marxian discipline and study were at a discount.

Therefore, thqy could not develop my understanding of such basic conception 
as period, epoch, crisis, tactics,etc. in all of which they read their own 
prejudices. They had no respect for Marxism - they regarded basic books-the most 
sacred trust of the proletariat-as mere dictionaries for reference to defend their 
narrow outlook. 1

They had great contempt for the masses. They never learnt' from them. When 
did arrogant petty bourgeois intellectuals learn frem the masses - unless Marxism 
had enabled then to shed their arrogance^ Their reviews, sei f-criticism,dbc. by 
devious routes proved two things - (1) Generally the masses were wrong and not the 
leadership; (2) if at all the leadership was wrong, it was because it 
the revolutionary consciousness of the masses - a smug petty bourgeois 
way of saying ’what could we do- these fellows do not keep pace with us’.

Because bf all his, it was obvious dr t they could nevi’ feel the need for 
implementing the r evolut io nary principles of. organisation of the proletariat; nor 
that they should be acquainted with then. Their'billy acquaintance with 
organisational principles was derived from the reformist liquidationist 
conceptions propagated by Joshi. As late as 9th MarcM or so, ^mamurthi 
attempts to appear profound by using Joshi’s li quidationis t formulation - leaders, 
followers, masses. By thus formulating the organisational situation at that 
time, Joshi wa,? attempting to liquidate the Party and calling fbr the Party to 
merge with the masses. Joshi was proci sely asking us to give up the vanguard rde.

Bankrupt in iheir organisational outlook, the TN (leadership import Congress 
conceptions in the Party; and import methods of petty-bourgeois gangsterism inside 
the Party to maintain its policy of betrayal. It thinks of the Party leadership, 
its central apparatus in the same way as confirmed class enemies think - a gang 
of crooks out to resort to any means.

The class ••••



The class eneny of the proletariat describes guerrilla fighters in Telengana 
as bandits and dacoits. TheTN leadership considers the Central leadership to be 
a gang of crooks - a la ^oshi. This is their pride in the Party. No doubt they 
must have glorified the Party in tieir speeches,etc. but all this is to be done 
only in so far as th^ are the provincial leaders. The moment they are face to 
face with their own bankruptcy, nothing of the Pa?ty remains in their mind 
except the idea that they have to defend themselves anyhow and save their own 
skins. What does it natter what happens to the movement? What does it natter if 
the Party Congress has been appreciably reviewed in the Bolshevik?

They themselves have now concretely unmasked their own failings without 
reservation which has helped the situation in no small way.

Their own writings show that deep in their minds, they had all the prejudices 
and poisonous ideas about the Thirty which the bourgeoisie and other base slanderers 
repeatedly pump into the minds of the unwary about the Party, about the USSR,etc. 
The Communism xtirty is based on dictatorial principles - shouts the slanderer. 
And our IN leaders echo it the moment they are called on to observe minimum 
discipline. Communists are crafty people - say the slanderers, ^-md our TN 
comrades imagine that they will be kept in isolation, they will be badgered, 
their will-power will be lettered and confession will be extracted. Only the 
drug is lacking - otherwise the story is a full replica of anti-Soviet stories 
- Tuchachevsky tri al, etc.

"J t' V a

Then they themselves think of telling lies to the Party and degenerate into 
chauvinism, etc. though one or the other pulls up, some conscience is still left.

All this degeneracy is not accidental. ‘ is the cond of
rejection of Murxj.sr- the ogirCa’. r n*. ♦ ^^lation when petty-bourgeois 
elements do not want to accept working class outlook but to betray it. They can 
only degenerate into gangsterism - open to themselves all the sluices of their 
reformism mind. You cannot fight Communism except by adopting gangster methods.

It is, therefore, not a question of violation of the principle of Centralism. 
It is utter repudiation of all principles and resort to gangsterism.

This besides is not accidental. It shows the difference between petty- 
bourgeois elements and the working class. Compare the loyalty of ths proletarian 
elements of the Party with the repudiation of the Party by these. For the writing * 
cJLass, the Barty is the vital condition of its existence, the hope of its future 
emancipation, the weapon of liberation. For the petty bourgeoisie it is a luxury 
to be discarded as soon as it ceases to satisfy his ego. The TN Secretariat had 
the same ideas as those against vhom Lenin thundered - in One Step Forward., 
And their ideas and Joshi’s ideas .are like two peas.

The TN Secretariat in their anti-Par-y policy attempted to disrupt^ the Party 
and liquidate it as the all-India unifier and leader of the proletariat - the lust 
et^p in heir reformism. They wanted to ■ what imperialism and capitalists, what 
th« Nehru Government, failed to achieve- ey wanted to go back on the beroio 
struggle waged by the wor^vs for he 1^. J ye ar u to form a sinale union of 
revolution/ les - the iar.gy - the vangueerd or tha proletariat.

Their consciousness is more back ■'ward than that of the Trade Union workers vho 
tesist attack on the AITUC and see the necessity of the all-India organisation.

It is not necessary to refer to their Beaumont on People’s democracy. I have 
already discussed it with them. I will prepare a note on it. Its essence,howevert 
may be stated - they in all seriousness want us to believe that August 15th vas not 
a betrayal of the revolution but was February Revolution. Servicing the bourgeoisie 
eaanot go further •

These mistakes and crimes will not end in TN with the corrective efforts of 
these comrades. There will b« mtny -mor-a in TN who. will manifest these same trends - 

because tho ••••



because the situation in TN represents the la-'"? of a whole decade or more* Unless 
this is understood even fine working class cadres might be victims of these 
vacillations, this lag. The real source is the lag - the fact that TN is 
still in left-Congress period; that because of this even experience of working 
class comrades is limited, and hance they protest only occasionally and not always 
on clear issues. Unless the lag is liquidated consciously by changing practice, 
training workers in Nhrxism-Leninism, nothing can be done. We must proceed 
along these lines.

The PB believes that all the three comrades have made honest attempts to 
rounder stand their past and m-srci less ly unmask their own failings. They have 
succeeded io the extent that their understanding went. The report of Muthu and 
Shankar is a pod one in so far as it deals with partial struggles and general 
failings of the Party - its deviation on certain questions - though it does 
not fgo to the root. It can be used for explaining recent happenings in 
relation to railway strike, other strikes,etc. Ais© the additional facts 
supplied by Murugan about strikes may be utilised. The PB does not hold to all 
their generalisations.

Because of this honest effort, the PB believes that it is not necessary to 
take drastic action against these comrades. The PB censures them and 
denounces their conduct. It holds that none of them can be put in a responsible 
position inside the Province till such time as the PB is satisfied about their 
capacity to wield new responsibilities.
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